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Abstract
In this work the use of the central nervous system (CNS) of the aquatic
snail Lymnaea stagnalis on planar multi-electrode arrays (MEAs) was
developed and analysis methods for the data generated were created.
A variety of di⇥erent combinations of configurations of tissue from the
Lymnaea CNS were explored to determine the signal characteristics
that could be recorded by sixty channel MEAs. In particular, the
suitability of the semi-intact system consisting of the lips, oesopha-
gus, CNS, and associated nerve connectives was developed for use on
the planar MEA. The recording target area of the dorsal surface of
the buccal ganglia was selected as being the most promising for study
and recordings of its component cells during fictive feeding behaviour
stimulated by sucrose were made. The data produced by this type of
experimentation is very high volume and so its analysis required the
development of a custom set of software tools. The goal of this tool
set is to find the signal from individual neurons in the data streams of
the electrodes of a planar MEA, to estimate their position, and then
to predict their causal connectivity. To produce such an analysis tech-
niques for noise filtration, neural spike detection, and group detection
of bursts of spikes were created to pre-process electrode data streams.
The Kohonen self-organising map (SOM) algorithm was adapted for
the purpose of separating detected spikes into data streams represent-
ing the spike output of individual cells found in the target system. A
significant addition to SOM algorithm was developed by the concur-
rent use of triangulation methods based on current source density
analysis to predict the position of individual cells based on their spike
output on more than one electrode. The likely functional connectivity
of individual neurons identified by the SOM technique were analysed
through the use of a statistical causality method known as Granger
causality/causal connectivity. This technique was used to produce a
map of the likely connectivity between neural sources.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The ability to record electrophysiology data from many neurons at once using
multi-electrode technologies has recently provided neuroscientists with a new per-
spective on the extremely complex networks found in nervous systems. However,
the development of rapid, intuitive, automated, and robust methods of acquiring
and analysing many simultaneous streams of time series data is a di⇤cult chal-
lenge for the use of multi-unit methods in neuroscience. These multi-electrode
data recording systems (as well as other more recent multi-unit techniques) al-
low the acquisition of very large data sets spanning many neurons, but require
specialised data handling and analysis methods in order to make them useful for
interpreting the activity of the nervous systems being investigated. Using appro-
priate techniques neuroscientists can simultaneously explore much larger systems
of neurons than previously possible, and this is stimulating the development of
more holistic and system level methods for looking at the dynamic operations of
neural tissue.
There are two main goals of the work presented here. The first is to develop the
electrophysiological recording and biological experimentation methods necessary
to acquire data from an ex vivo semi-intact molluscan central nervous system
(CNS). The second is to establish a group of network analysis methods specifically
for use with an intact CNS placed on to a planar multi-electrode array (MEA).
1
1. Introduction
As I illustrate in the following chapters, the analysis methods developed for this
purpose should have much wider utility in neuroscience, and possibly across other
fields which use large sets of simultaneous time series data to explore complex
problems.
1.1.1 Motivations
In carrying out the work discussed here, I am motivated by a self-referencing set
of ideas from both biological neural systems and machine intelligence techniques.
I would like to know how biological nervous systems store, process, and use in-
formation about the real world to achieve their goals. To do so, I am seeking to
apply the best available tools from the fields of digital signal processing, econo-
metrics, controls engineering and machine intelligence to analyse large sets of
neuronal data. To bring the systems being analysed and the systems being used
to analyse them conceptually closer together, I think workers in both of these
areas have a vested interest in developing a common technical language and base
of ideas. As a result of developments such as these, information we glean from
biological neural systems can be used to improve the algorithms and structures
that allow us to understand and manipulate complex information flows. It is my
hope that processes such as these will form a self-improving cycle of knowledge
and technological mastery of the structure and dynamics of neuronal networks in
both my own work and the neuroinformatics community at large.
In my perspective, the best possible outcomes of neuroscience are an under-
standing of how neural structures and processes relate to the environment (in-
cluding the organism itself) they are embedded in, how they are able to extract
information from the environment, and how they are able to integrate that in-
formation into their existing neural structures. The comprehensive systems level
understanding of networks of objects and processes which can perform e⇥ective
learning and memory tasks in complex, rapidly changing environments is abso-
lutely critical for the further development of not only the neurosciences, but also
in fields ranging from machine learning and robotics, to the social sciences and
economics.
The primary focus of this dissertation is the establishment of a large-scale
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data collection and analysis methodology for an invertebrate central nervous sys-
tem, and in particular that of the aquatic snail Lymnaea stagnalis. In the broader
perspective though, I would like to provide experimental methodologies, as well
as data and system analysis tools for neuroscientists in general. The selection of
data analysis techniques here is heavily influenced by reverse engineering method-
ologies, with an eye towards feeding these analyses into numerical simulations of
biological systems that are also created with an engineering (particularly control
theory based) perspective (e.g. Eliasmith and Anderson, 2003). Exposure to the
engineer’s toolkit of methods for analysing dynamic systems has convinced me of
their utility for neuroscience.
There have been many models of biological neural networks, and many of
these have been directly informed by experimental data. What has not been
attempted in any comprehensive way though is to automate the process of in-
forming simulations of biological neural systems using experimental data. This
was not attempted in the work presented here, but it has often been in my mind
as I create the software and methods discussed below, and it is my hope that they
form the foundation of a tool set that will make this type of automation possible.
The long term goal that emerges from this line of thinking is to create analyses
of experimental data which can be directly plugged into higher level abstractions
using machine intelligence methods. These algorithms would then make testable
predictions about the structure and dynamics of the biological system from which
the original data was recorded through a software based model that would be used
to emulate those properties.
If we are ever to develop a comprehensive theory of neural systems, machine-
intelligence-assisted analysis methods such as these will probably be a necessity
for producing it. This will likely be required due to the vast information flows
and the complex and multi-layered dynamics that are found in neural systems.
The human brain is not ideally suited to consciously tracking and understanding
multiple, rapidly changing, and deeply interconnected information flows, i.e. its
own dynamics and that of other neural systems. So it is necessary for us to create
tools and abstractions that make this a less arduous task if we hope to crack some
of the very di⇤cult problems the field of neural systems analysis is now facing.
Theories about dynamics in neuroscience have often been model-driven and
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qualitative in nature (e.g. the Sherrington reflex, the Lorenz fixed action pattern,
etc.), as opposed to the more data-driven and quantitative approach that comes
from using computational analysis methods. What is increasingly required are
hybrid methods. One expression of this line of thought would be qualitative mod-
els describing the operation of neural systems which are then rigorously tested
against physiological simulation. This type of hybrid methodology has been in
vogue for a few years now and has already provided a number of interesting in-
sights into di⇥erent model systems. The converse of this idea, creating analysis
systems (possibly coupled with an artificial modelling system) that can make
specific predictions about the operation of a biological system is much more rare.
The first type is easier to do, because it is a much more constrained (by the as-
sumptions of the model) approach. The second approach has many more degrees
of freedom, but may yield highly unexpected insights because it has the freedom
to search a large area of variable space.
In order to confirm theories about how neural systems process, store, and
transform information it is necessary to collect enough data from a number of
di⇥erent systems to confirm them. By giving neuroscientists access to intuitive
tools that allow rapid collection and processing of large volumes of data, I am
hopeful that more rapid progress can be made. Allowing researchers to access
the relevant information contained within their data sets in a timely fashion
would greatly aid the likelihood that large data volumes would be integrated into
a coherent picture of the dynamics of particular systems. As it was put it in
one of the books that signalled the beginning of the systems perspective shift,
neurocsience has become a field that is data rich, but theory poor (Churchland
and Sejnowski, 1992, p.16). It is my hope that we can begin to alleviate this
situation by producing tool sets and methods which allow researchers to spend
more time theorising about what their data (and the systems it represents) means,
and less time worrying about how to wade through it all.
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1.2 Planar Multi-electrode Arrays
1.2.1 Construction and Use of Planar MEAs
The core experimental technique used in the work presented below is the record-
ing of neuronal extracellular membrane potentials using a planar multi-electrode
array (MEA). The use of planar MEAs for electrophysiology recording from cul-
tured cells was first established in the 1972 by Thomas and colleagues (Thomas
et al., 1972). The use of cultured neural tissue on MEAs was subsequently de-
veloped in the late 1970s and early 1980s, independently by two research groups
(Gross, 1979; Gross et al., 1982; Pine, 1980). These early MEA pioneers devel-
oped their arrays in their own labs using photoetching methods borrowed from
the microelectronics industry. In the intervening thirty years the technology has
become standardised and components are now available as commercial-o⇥-the-
shelf products, one type of which we make use of in this work (Multichannel
Systems MEAs and recording equipment - see chapter 2)
The planar MEAs construction typically involves the deposition of a thin film
metal onto a glass coverslip, which is then etched twice by: coating with a light
sensitive photopolymer, exposure to light, and development in an acid bath. The
first etching exposes the desired pattern of metal electrodes and their wire traces
on the glass. The second exposes only the electrodes and amplifier contacts,
leaving a protective insulation layer over the thin traces. A variety of di⇥erent
metals and coatings have been used in MEA construction as the process has been
optimised for signal quality and biocompatibility over the last 35 years.
The small disc electrode shapes used in the research presented here are those
most typically used in planar MEA construction. These range in size from 10
to 30µm in diameter and have impedances ranging from 30 to 400 kOhms de-
pending on the size and the material of the electrode. These impedances mean
that extracellular neuronal potentials are recorded in the microvolt range and so
need to be amplified appropriately (see detailed explanation of extracellular field
potentials in chapter 2). In commercial systems, this is achieved by an integrated
head stage amplifier (a head stage and preamplifier combined in a single unit).
The planar MEA is snapped into the integrated amplifier so that the amplifiers
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recording pins connect with the recording contacts on the MEA. Amplified sig-
nals are then converted from analogue to digital data streams by the use of an
A/D card in a personal computer.
The layout of electrodes on an MEA can take a wide variety of shapes, and
this arrangement can have a strong influence on the signal characteristics of the
data being recorded. Electrode spacing determines the level of cross-talk between
electrodes and neuron-to-electrode density. Recording a single neuron on more
than one electrode simultaneously can be either beneficial or problematic depend-
ing on what type of signal processing scheme is being used (see signal convolution
discussion in chap 4) In addition, particular electrode layouts may be more suited
to picking up the signal dynamics of particular tissues. In some cases researchers
have produced MEAs with layouts specifically to match the neuronal signalling
flows in their target tissue (e.g. Gholmieh et al., 2006)
The most typical layout used by those working with planar MEAs is an eight
by eight grid (with the four corners missing) of 60 electrodes spaced at either 100
or 200µm centre to centre. Most currently commercially available MEAs have va-
rieties of the 60 electrode grids spanning from 700 µm to 5 mm of square coverage
area. At the time of this writing commercially available MEA systems with 250
or more electrodes are now available, increasing both the recording capabilities
and potential data management di⇤culties simultaneously (see chapter 3 for a
discussion of data management complexities). The current 60 channel systems
have been used for a number of di⇥erent neural tissue studies, and these broadly
fall into two classes: the first is comprised of projects involving isolated neurons
or dissociated network culturing, and the second are those using intact structures
such as organotypic brain slices.
The most common recent usage of planar MEAs in neuroscience has been
to study the properties of networks of cultured cells (neurons and glia) from
rodent embryonic cortex (e.g. Potter and DeMarse, 2001) or hippocampus (e.g.
Egert et al., 1998). In these experiments, cells are harvested by dissecting the
target tissue and then enzymatically dissociating it into single cells. Those cells
are then plated in a small droplet onto the surface of an MEA using a biological
substrate which causes them to form a monolayer on top of the electrode grid. The
neurons in a monolayer subsequently wire up over the course of weeks, forming
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Figure 1.1: Planar MEA images (with permission) from Thomas et al. (1972) and
Multichannel Systems, GmBH (2005). A, The Thomas et al. (1972) MEA con-
structed on a 25mm square glass cover slip showing the gold rectangular contacts
and traces. B, Close up of the well of exposed electrode tips of 50µm sq. area on
the Thomas et al. MEA. C-F, The Multichannel Systems standard planar MEA
with 30µm diameter electrodes and 100µm centre to centre spacing shown at four
di⇥erent scales: C, approximately life size dish MEA (49mm sq.), D, the 8 x 8
grid of electrodes (700µm sq. between grid corners), E, a single 30µm diameter
electrode, and F, a close-up of the surface of a single electrode. See chapter two
for further diagrams of MEA layouts used in this project.
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new synaptic contacts, and then begin to show network wide synchronised activity
(Corner et al., 2002; Segev et al., 2002; Tateno et al., 2002; Wagenaar et al., 2004)
Monolayer studies are very useful for exploring basic mechanisms of network
wiring, organisation, formation of synapses, but are not particularly appropriate
for looking at system dynamics, as all of the inherent biological network structure
of the tissue is destroyed in the dissociating process.
Another model system more recently becoming popular for use on MEAs is the
rodent organotypic brain slice. Brain areas of interest such as rat barrel cortex,
somatosensory cortex and auditory cortex slices have all been explored with the
planar MEA. These experimental model systems provide a view of the activity
of nervous system that is closer to what might be found in the functioning in
vivo system. A slice-on-MEA perspective allows researchers to explore patterns
of connectivity and dynamics of these circuits which may not be easily apparent
using single unit methods. One other intact tissue that has been used on the
MEA to good e⇥ect is the intact retina (Grumet et al., 2000) The retina is a
highly ideal tissue for study with a planar MEA due to its relative flatness and
general size which corresponds well with the existing MEA layouts.
Multi-unit recording has been used by many groups working on vertebrate
central nervous systems, but has rarely been used on invertebrates, particularly
intact tissues (whole brain or ganglia) such as the system described here. At the
time of this writing, there are only two recent attempts to use in vitro molluscan
ganglia on planar MEAs, neither of which is more than a cursory pilot study and
neither provides significant results (Harrington et al., 2004; Shimada et al., 2002).
There was an early demonstration of the utility of MEAs for recording activity of
invertebrate ganglia (Novak andWheeler, 1986), but this was not followed up with
an analysis of the activity patterns being observed or any further recording work.
The most notable multi-unit invertebrate work, using a di⇥erent technology to
the planar MEA, is the use of optical voltage sensitive dye recording in the leech
(Briggman et al., 2006). The authors of this study determined the dynamics and
overlap between two di⇥erent central pattern generators comprised of the same
group of cells (those for swimming and crawling). Using this technique, they
were able to record from over 80 percent of the 400 cells in a leech segmental
ganglion. This recording gave them a unique perspective on the operation of the
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ganglion and provided a number of new insights about the roles particular cells
were playing in CPG rhythms (see below in this chapter, CPG discussion).
As the leech study indicates, use of multi-unit recording methods on relatively
simple nervous system may allow rapid understanding of the function and dynam-
ics of circuits that are spatially well defined. The current lack of comprehensive
understanding of a whole nervous system in any organism, even the simplest of
invertebrates, remains as an outstanding challenge to the field of neuroscience.
A small molluscan CNS may represent a unique opportunity to apply multi-unit
methodologies to a brain whose dynamics could be comprehensively understood
in a reasonable time frame (i.e. one researchers working lifetime). The benefits
this type of knowledge would provide for general theories about neural systems
would be very significant.
1.2.2 Comparison of Multi-electrode to Single Unit Intra-
cellular Methods
The most common experimental methods for recording the membrane potentials
of neurons is the family of intracellular electrophysiology recording techniques I
will generally refer to as single unit methods. For most of the history of neuro-
science, when wanting to observe the activity of single neurons, researchers have
relied on the liquid electrolyte filled glass electrode to provide electrophysiology
data. This technique in all its variations has proved to be highly successful in
allowing the elucidation of the mechanisms of electrical current and voltage gen-
eration. The broader sense of the phrase single unit may also include extracellular
fine wire recording, in which a single neuron is recorded by an exposed patch of
wire. The recording properties of these wire electrodes are very similar to an
MEA electrode, with the exception being that a fine wire tip will be sensitive to
very di⇥erent shaped field of current (spheroid) to that experienced by a flat disc
electrode (a cone or flattened cylinder). In general though, single unit methods
in this document refers to the use of either sharp or suction, electrolyte filled,
glass electrodes.
In comparison with single unit techniques, the primary advantage of multi-
electrode array methods is that they have the potential to provide a tremendous
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amount of data for each experimental trial and that they provide a high-level
overview of system activity. One of the most obvious challenges in using multi-
unit recording methods is that there are often multiple signals per recording
sensor, necessitating some form of source separation to resolve single neurons.
In contrast, the single unit technique provides the benefit to electrophysiologists
that they know they are recording from a given (presumably visually identified)
single neuron when using a glass electrode. Recording extracellularly with metal
electrodes also comes with the caveat that what is being recorded is the field
potentials of the fluid the nervous system is bathed in, and that this can be
composed of the convolution of potentials from multiple sources. Furthermore,
extracellular field recording produces a signal to noise ratio that is much poorer
than what one would find using an intracellularly placed glass electrode, resulting
in recorded voltages of membrane potentials that are typically in the tens to
hundreds of microvolt range (as opposed to the tens of millivolt range given by
intracellular glass electrodes).
These signal characteristics require an amplification, filtering, and an analysis
approach that considers techniques for both removing noise and for identifying
signals of interest. Given the signal to noise ratios usually observed in the type
of planar multi-electrode arrays used in this study, the available signals are typ-
ically the waveforms of neural spikes. This is due to the fact that subthreshold
membrane voltage activity is usually obscured by recording system noise, and is
not recoverable by any of the techniques I have explored in this work. More than
spike timing information is accessible though. As can be seen below, the shape
features of spikes can also be put to good use in the analysis process. What this
does mean however, is that synaptic signalling events are not likely to be detected
by the analysis used here in the activity of postsynaptic cells, unless they result
in a spike in those cells.
For the particular functional target of the recording system described in this
work, the Lymnaea feeding central pattern generator (CPG), the planar MEA
has some interesting advantages for experimental investigation. As is discussed
in more detail below, the relationships of the cellular components of the feeding
system have largely been investigated using pairs (or small numbers) of glass
electrodes to manually look for cells (by observing their voltage traces) which
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are either chemically or electrotonically coupled. This has proved e⇥ective, but
time consuming, and is limited to at most a few cells at a time. The planar
MEA o⇥ers an opportunity to look at a much larger proportion of the cells in the
system simultaneously. This provides both a more rapid method of searching for
connectivity and a much greater understanding of dynamics at the system level.
1.2.3 Stereotrodes and Tetrodes
A similar technology to planar MEAs is the stereotrode (McNaughton et al.,
1983) or tetrode and these have been used to good e⇥ect in a number of in vivo
studies in veterbrates. I briefly make mention of this technique here because of
the relevance of the cell (position) mapping problem that has been explored by
those working on this technology (Harris et al., 2000; Henze et al., 2000; Jog
et al., 2002). The use of multiple closely spaced electrodes which may pick up a
single neuron on more than one electrode a⇥ords researchers the opportunity to
use signal mapping techniques to locate the position of that cell in reference to
the recording electrodes. Inspired by this approach, I have integrated a centre of
mass algorithm with the use of a Kohonen self-organising map (SOM) to create
an integrated spike sorting and mapping technique (see below in section 1.4.3).
1.2.4 Comparison to Multi-unit Optical Recording Tech-
niques
The primary competing multi-unit recording techniques to the use of MEAs are
those which make use of intrinsic optical signals (IOS) of neuronal membrane
potential, or those using voltage sensitive dye imaging (VSDI) of membrane po-
tential. For monitoring the voltage activity of neuron, IOS recording via near-
infrared scanning instruments can be used to be observe changes in the refractive
index of neuronal membranes, the di⇥erential between refractive indices of flu-
ids in the extracellular and intracellular neuronal spaces, or the volume changes
of cellular compartments (Franceschini and Boas, 2004). This method has been
used to image network activity at low spatial resolutions in a number of di⇥erent
preparations (reviewed in Gibson et al., 2005). A high resolution variant of a
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multisensor IOS technique called optical coherence tomography (optical coher-
ence microscopy) has recently been used to image membrane potential changes
of a single Aplysia neuron (Graf et al., 2009), and correlate these with changes
in the cell’s membrane potential. However, at the time of this writing, the tech-
nique is still immature and single cell resolution IOS recording has not yet been
successfully demonstrated in a large number of neurons simultaneously.
The principle of VSDI is to record a change in a fluorescent dye’s absorption
or emission in response to changes in voltage using a laser-based microscope
(e.g. a two-photon system). This technique has also been used to image neural
population activity in a number of di⇥erent experimental preparations, and has
been particularly e⇥ective at looking at large-scale dynamics in cortical systems
(Grinvald and Hildesheim, 2004). In general the di⇤culties with the use of VSDI
in neural tissues are the photodynamic damage to cells caused by the voltage
sensitive dyes (which are heavily oxidating), slow time constants (on the order of
10Hz, i.e. too slow to capture spikes), and the poor signal to noise resolution as
compared to extracellular micro-electrodes. However, the long term outlook for
single neuron resolution activity recording with VSDI is promising, as their are
very active programs of development for dyes which have minimal phototoxicity
e⇥ects, faster time constants, and greater signal-to noise ratios (Grinvald and
Hildesheim, 2004).
The advantages planar MEA recoding currently has over the IOS and VSDI
techniques are better signal-to-noise ratios, the ease of experimental setup, the
general maturity of the technique, and in the case of VSDI - the lack of damaging
e⇥ects of oxidation. The setup complexity is of primary concern for this project,
because with planar MEAs it is possible to very rapidly place a CNS prepara-
tion onto the electrode grid following dissection and immediately begin recording
signals.
1.2.5 Multi-electrode usage outlook
The use of multiple recording electrodes in studies of neural systems is now be-
coming widespread because of the advantages in examining the complex dynamic
relationships of their components. The planar MEA is becoming a popular choice
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for in vitro work because of its ready commercial availability and reliable record-
ing characteristics. However, there are significant financial and training costs
involved with incorporating MEA recording into a research groups repertoire, so
the decision to begin a project including the technology in any research project
should not be taken lightly. Among the most di⇤cult of the challenges is making
good usage of the data collected, and it is often the case that many data sets are
discarded (because of their sheer volume) before a full extraction of what may be
useful information is completed.
The selection of the biological model system for planar MEA work must also
be considered carefully. A primary part of this is to determine whether enough
information about system dynamics is available through MEA recording to answer
the questions posed by the study. The physical limitations of the planar MEA
technology mean that only cells on the surface of the target tissue are likely to
provide good membrane voltage data to be worthwhile subjects. Furthermore, the
choice of a particular size and spacing of electrodes must match to the required
neuron-to-electrode density of the study. Given the chance and time enough
to do it, electrophysiologists would typically like to record from every cell in a
target system. The MEA can in some cases make this possible, but often at the
expense of returning data of immense complexity. This is because when multiple
neurons are recorded from a single electrode it can be very di⇤cult to deconvolve
their individual voltage traces. Ideally, a researcher would like to have at least
one electrode per neuron, but for certain tissue models (e.g. cortical cultures or
slices) this is not currently possible due to manufacturing and other technological
limitations on how many electrodes may be placed on an array.
Based on the trajectory of usage in the field, I expect the planar MEA (and
multi-unit methods in general) will increasingly become a standard in vitro tech-
nique for electrophysiology studies over the next decade or so. For the study of
basic mechanisms of neuronal network development and learning using cortical
monolayers and the study of circuit information flow in cortical slices, the tech-
nology has already proved its worth (Egert, 2006). As I illustrate below, with
the appropriate analysis techniques, the intact invertebrate ganglia, semi-intact
structures, or whole CNS can be added to this list.
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1.3 The Target Organism: Lymnaea stagnalis
1.3.1 Lymnaea Overview
As noted above, for a project using planar multi-electrode arrays, a well thought
out selection of a target organism and tissue is critical. One consideration is
the ease of recording from, and identification of, neurons in the animals CNS
(i.e. the organism should ideally possess neurons with large, easily identifiable
somas). The cell membranes of these neurons should also produce potentials
of su⇤cient voltage to achieve high signal to noise ratios in electrophysiological
recordings using the recording equipment of choice. The CNS structures in which
the somas are contained should ideally be configured in such a way that their
function could be traced to a limited set of the organisms behavioral repertoire.
An organism meeting these criteria has been used by faculty and students at the
University of Sussex from the 1970s (Benjamin and Ings, 1972) to the present
day (Kemenes and Benjamin, 2009). This work has established an extensive
set of tools and methodologies for exploring the Lymnaea stagnalis CNS and its
behavioural repertoire that the research presented here uses as a foundation.
Lymnaea is a grazing pulmonate aquatic snail widely found in lakes, rivers,
and ponds across the northern hemisphere and has been frequently used in the
biological sciences across a number of disciplines (Kemenes and Benjamin, 2009).
Within neuroscience, it is highly valued because of the large soma size (up to
150µm in diameter), consistency of position, and ease of identification of some
of its neurons. These factors have facilitated the detailed study of biophysical
properties of many of its neurons. Its generally compact nervous system is also
a boon to those looking at system-wide properties, largely due to its hardiness
to dissection, and a total CNS size (⌅2mm in diameter) which is convenient for
experimental manipulation.
In defining a robust and accessible process for reverse-engineering neural sys-
tems, we have found Lymnaea stagnalis to be an excellent target for such investi-
gations for a number of reasons. From a practical perspective, because Lymnaea
has been established as a valuable research tool for studying central pattern gen-
erating networks for over 30 years there is a strong base of research to act as a
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framework for this study. The organism is extremely easy to maintain in captivity
and breeds rapidly, a⇥ording us with many experimental animals over short time
frames. The structure of its central nervous system (CNS) is also very similar
to that of the more widely used Aplysia, but provides some distinct advantages
over it for this study. In particular, the relatively more compact Lymnaea CNS
and the smaller size of the organism in general allows a single planar MEA to
capture a large amount of the total system dynamics when using the whole CNS
or semi-intact system described below.
1.3.2 Advantages of Invertebrate Systems for Multi-unit
Studies
Invertebrate model nervous systems in general provide significant advantages
over their vertebrate counterparts for establishing new methodologies in neu-
roscience and for systems-level analysis. Most prominent among these is the
lower complexity in terms of numbers of cells and synapses, and the shorter sen-
sory neuron⇧interneuron⇧motoneuron path-lengths that researchers must in-
vestigate. As Buzsa´ki (2004) in an analysis of the application of multi-electrode
methods highlights, the longer the time between sensory input and its down-
stream experimental detection in neurons, the further the spatial signal spread in
the nervous system. In addition, the internal signal spread caused by organisa-
tional features such as feedback loops, is greatly reduced in invertebrate systems.
In a vertebrate system, this spread can cause great di⇤culty for dissecting the
complex transforms being applied to sensory information by neural tissue. This
is because as the influence of input spreads throughout a system in both time and
space it can become exponentially more di⇤cult to track its downstream e⇥ects.
To borrow a phrase from software programmers jargon, we can more easily get
closer to the bare metal of an invertebrate systems dynamics because of the close
correlation between sensory input and the activity of sensory neurons, and that
of motoneuron output and behaviour (Briggman and Kristan, 2008).
Another major benefit to invertebrate neural systems is their robustness and
signalling reliability under a number of experimental conditions (Kemenes et al.,
1997; Staras, 1997; Straub, 1998, and our own unpublished observations) This is
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a primary factor in our ability to make use of the ex vivo snail CNS in a semi-
intact preparation as described below. For example, most of the components
of the feeding system continue to behave largely as they would in the intact
animal for hours post dissection (Kemenes et al., 1986, 1997, and C.A. Harris,
unpublished observations). This is largely due to component cells of the Lymnaea
CNS ability to easily uptake of nutrients from the surrounding media.
For multi-electrode recording there are particular advantages to using an inver-
tebrate CNS because of the large size of their neuron somas, and the consequently
large extracellular electrical potentials they generate. In early invertebrate MEA
work (Regehr et al., 1989), isolated identified cells from three di⇥erent inverte-
brates (the leech Hirudo medicinalis, the slug Aplysia californica, and the snail
Helisoma trivolvis) were cultured on a short term basis. This research showed
that a variety of invertebrate neurons could form tight ohmic seals onto the disc
electrodes of planar MEAs, sometimes instantly, resulting in very large signal-to-
noise ratios. This is an advantage both because of the strong signals acquired
and the simple model of electrical propagation that can be used to model signal
acquisition. The Regehr publication contains a circuit description of the electro-
physiology occurring at the junction of a large invertebrate cell and the flat disc
electrodes found on the MEA that is made use of in the following research in
triangulating the position of cells, separating neural spikes, and in the modelling
system used to validate our analysis process (see fig. 1.2 and chapters 2 and 4).
1.3.3 Central Pattern Generator Organisation and Dy-
namical Themes
Studies of invertebrate neural systems involved in motor output have provided
some of the key principles of understanding of how oscillating neural systems op-
erate. Lymnaea has contributed to this knowledge through the study of a number
of its central pattern generators (CPGs), including those driving the behaviour
of its feeding, respiration, defensive withdrawal, locomotion, reproduction, and
gravity orientation (Kemenes and Benjamin, 2009). Concepts about how groups
of neurons operate together as CPGs has strongly a⇥ected the type of research
(i.e. the experimental design) being performed at any given point in the history of
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Figure 1.2: A, Diagram of an invertebrate neuron sealed onto a planar disc elec-
trode, where Patch represents the circuit components in the soma membrane in
contact with an electrode. Ze is the electrode impedance. Zcell is the membrane
impedance. Rseal is resistance between the electrode and membrane due to the
media directly under the cell. Rspread is the resistance due to other media in the
dish. Vout is the extracellular voltage recorded at an electrode. B, Equivalent
circuit diagram of the neuron-electrode interface showing the contribution of the
various ion channels to the membrane voltage. The Patch section represents the
membrane capacitance (Cm) capacitive current (Icap) and the voltages generated
(via an equivalent circuit capacitance and variable resistance for a given channel
current) by sodium (VNa+), potassium (VK+), leak (Vl), and all other channels
(Vn). The Ze section is the electrode circuit components, the electrode resistance
and capacitance that a⇥ect the final recorded voltage. C, The relative voltage
contributions of circuit components during an action potential. Vcell is the intra-
cellular voltage change. Voutcap is the extracellular capacitive voltage at the soma.
VoutNa+ is the extracellular contribution of Na
+ entering the cell through Na+ chan-
nels. VoutK+ is the extracellular contribution of K
+ exiting through K+ channels.
VoutI is the non-ion selective channel extracellular contribution. Figure modified
from Regehr et al., 1989.
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their exploration, and so I provide a brief perspective of previous ideas about CPG
organisation and dynamics and how this plays into our modern understanding of
these topics. I also emphasise the strong contribution that multi-unit methods
can provide for furthering our understanding of CPGs.
A CPG has been classically defined as a set of interneurons that drive the
motor programmes of a specified group of motoneurons (Selverston, 1980), but
this definition has been continually revised in light of evidence which suggests a
more holistic and less rigid model of CPG operation may be more accurate in
most cases. It has been found that in a number of CPG-based systems there is
a significant amount of feedback from motoneurons to interneurons (e.g. Staras
et al., 1998b), shaping the global activity of the CPG that drives their behaviour.
Furthermore, the suggestion has been made that separation of a CPG from its
sensory input (as has been done in many lines of CPG inquiry) does not give the
full picture of the dynamics of the CPG because of the possible dependence on
information from its associated sensory systems (Ba¨ssler, 1986). More generally,
isolating a circuit can sometimes result in the loss of fundamental properties that
may be necessary to understanding how it operates (Selverston and Moulins,
1985).
These concepts are important to the discussion here, because a systems-level
analysis of CPG networks (such as one using MEAs) becomes extremely valuable
if the systems being examined are not structured as strictly hierarchical and/or
linear. If a CPG is simply organised as a one way flow of information (i.e. sensory
cells⇧interneurons⇧motoneurons), it is less likely to require the global perspec-
tive to understand its operation, because it can be understood as a linear flow
that can be functionally dissected piece-wise. However, if system activity and
motor output is shaped more globally (i.e. requiring the simultaneous participa-
tion of many of the systems component parts) and there is significant feedback
between components, a multi-unit perspective becomes vital to understanding its
dynamics. There is also sometimes a catch-22 involved with functional dissection
of these systems in that the type of isolation necessary to work out a circuit
(due to practical experimental considerations) can result in the loss of funda-
mental properties necessary to understand how the circuit works (Selverston and
Moulins, 1985). These types of di⇤culties strongly motivate the development
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of top-down, system-level methodologies for understanding circuit operations to
complement bottom-up and reductionist ones.
CPGs in both invertebrates and vertebrates show many common properties
and organisational similarities (Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Floeter, 2003; Grill-
ner, 2006; Hartline and Maynard, 1975; Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Pearson,
1993; Russell and Hartline, 1978; Selverston et al., 1998). Due to the need to drive
oscillations, there are typically neurons present in CPGs which have the ability
to generate bursts of spikes, prolonged depolarizations (plateau potentials), en-
dogenous oscillations, or combinations of these. Additionally, the expression of
these properties often requires modulatory input from central or peripheral neu-
rons. Reciprocal inhibition between CPG neurons is a very prevalent structural
motif and contributes to the ability of CPGs to maintain two or more di⇥erent
dynamical states. It has been noted in the CPG literature that the circuits that
comprise CPGs tend to be more than minimally complex for the behaviour they
drive, and that there typically exist multiple redundant mechanisms for generat-
ing the same patterns (Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Grillner, 2006; Marder and
Calabrese, 1996; Selverston et al., 1998).
In many CPGs that have been studied, the dynamic patterns being gener-
ated are the sum total of network activity and the network may be functionally
re-configurable to produce di⇥erent behavioural outputs. In these types of sys-
tems, a neural network formed of the same pool of neurons can be modulated
to produce several di⇥erent possible responses. This type of network has been
termed a multifunctional circuit (Briggman and Kristan, 2008; Kristan et al.,
1988). In many cases, cells in the pool that have been previously labelled as
exclusively motoneurons or interneurons do not precisely fit these roles as they
may also be providing feedback to cells in the core of the CPG (e.g. Staras et al.,
1998b) Accordingly, in many CPG systems currently under study there is ongo-
ing exploration into whether particular systems have a dedicated set of cells for a
particular behaviour or a more multifunctional circuitry. Both types of networks
have been identified in various model systems. The key example is the distinction
between CPG cells that can generate oscillatory bursts endogenously and burst
generators which require driving input.
As noted above, a study of the leech swimming and crawling CPGs using
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a multi-unit technique has highlighted the ability of a single group of neurons
to generate motor programmes at two very di⇥erent temporal scales.(Briggman
et al., 2006) The results of that study suggest that the leech swimming net-
work may have subsumed an evolutionarily older crawling network. Teasing out
complex network relationships such as these requires that researchers be able to
visualise the dynamics of behavioural states, and this in turn requires the ability
to collect data from many neurons simultaneously in order to see the full variety
of patterns that might be present in the network as a whole.
A long running CPG research theme is the search for command neurons (Brig-
gman and Kristan, 2008; DiDomenico and Eaton, 1988; Eaton and DiDomenico,
1985; Kupfermann and Weiss, 1978; Pearson, 1993; Selverston et al., 1998). These
are typically defined as those cells whose synaptic output is both necessary and
su⇤cient to acitvate a behavioural output pattern of the CPGs motoneurons.
Cell types meeting both the (necessary and su⇤cient) conditions have been very
rarely found in practise though. One of the organism types previously identified
as being a strong candidate to use command neurons in its CPGs were gastro-
pod molluscs such as Lymnaea (Benjamin, 1983; Pearson, 1993). More recent
evidence suggests that these may not be strictly command neurons in the pure
sense described above though. This is because many cells previously identified as
command cells (e.g. the slow oscillator and CV1a cells in the Lymnaea feeding
system discussed below) have been shown to be su⇤cient to generate particular
behaviours (Kemenes et al., 2001), but in networks that are highly redundant,
CPGs can often generate the same activity by using an alternate set of cells (i.e.
negating the necessity requirement). In terms of cellular behaviour, this means
that neurons that are providing oscillatory input in this system are not consti-
tutive bursters and require the activity of upstream gating and/or modulatory
input in order to continue to generate their oscillations (Straub, 1998).
However, there is a great deal of evidence for command-like signals reorgan-
ising the dynamic state of a CPG (Selverston et al., 1998). In addition, phase
dependent regulation of a CPG can occur when feedback from motoneurons or
input from sensory systems indicates an organism is in a particular behavioural
condition (Sutton et al., 2004). What this indicates for the dynamics of the
network is that for cells that might be driving the network towards a given out-
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put state, the required input might not always be the same. In this conception
of network dynamics, command-like neurons or modulatory neurons would have
to provide di⇥erential input to get the system to move to the desired output
(depending on what behavioural phase the network is in at the current time).
Conceptually related to, but also distinct from, cells that produce command-
like signals are cells that provide a gating function. This often takes the form of
a modulatory input that unmasks oscillatory activity by changing the membrane
potential of an oscillatory cell. One way this has been observed occurring is a gat-
ing cell raising the membrane potential of the cell being gated and creating what
is called a plateau potential, raising what had previously been a sub-threshold
oscillation in the gated cell to supra-threshold spiking (Kemenes et al., 2006).
Another gating method commonly observed is the use of phasic oscillatory input
to enhance or inhibit spiking activity in the gated cell by creating the correct
phase relationships between sub-threshold oscillations in the gated cell and the
gating input.
These dynamic concepts: command-like inputs, gating inputs, endogenous
bursting, plateau potentials, phasic relationships, etc. represent the evolutionary
toolbox that invertebrate CPG systems have in shaping information flow and
motor output in their domains of operation. To truly understand the operation
of pattern generating systems, we must understand the role each component plays
in shaping activity both locally and globally at a variety of temporal and spatial
scales.
In analysing this flow of information in CPGs there are a number of ways
of approaching the system. As a basic map of the behavioural possibilities of
the system we would like to know where each cell in the network is located,
what its general electrophysiological properties are, and how it is connected to
the rest of the population (see Selverston (1980) for a detailed expression of this
approach). This type of information can be collected with many of the methods
that have been available to neuroscientists for over fifty years. Individual cells
can be recorded from, their electrophysiological properties can be determined by
both recording and molecular methods, and their connectivity can be determined
by recording, dye tracing, and molecular techniques. The map produced by
the combination of these techniques is static though, and what it misses are
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the moment to moment patterns of informational dynamics. The static map is
extremely useful in constraining the space of behavioural possibility of a CPG
(i.e. it identifies all the players, what their personalities are, and if there is the
possibility of communication between them). However, it still leaves us with a
very large possibility space to try to comprehend.
To understand the physiological machinery of a CPG, we need to have a look at
the instantaneous communication states of (ideally all) the players in the system
as it is behaving. A strong argument for multi-unit analysis of these systems is
that the easiest way to do this is to monitor as much of the system as possible
during behaviour. Additionally, in order to view the full range of possibilities for
the system, this should ideally be done during learning and memory operations.
It has been suggested that for purposes of conceptualisation, CPGs can be
divided into several smaller functional units. In one line of research, these have
been labelled as unit burst generators or microcircuits (Grillner, 1981, 2006; Grill-
ner and Wallen, 1985). This modular conception of CPG dynamics can be very
helpful in functionally dissecting the relationships between its component cells,
because it allows for the participation of one cell or cell type in more than one
functional unit. The appearance of each functional unit during CPG behaviours
provides an easy way to track the dynamical space of system activity (Briggman
and Kristan, 2008). This set of ideas also provides a general framework to com-
pare the components of widely disparate pattern generation systems in di⇥erent
organisms and with highly variable functions.
One of the most recent CPG research themes is that there may be multi-
ple layers of modulation shaping system dynamics (Briggman and Kristan, 2008;
Harris-Warrick, 1994; Staras et al., 1998b). In practise, identifying these layers
may be problematic, given that groups of modulatory cells could range in organ-
isation from individual cells each having independent e⇥ects on their respective
targets, all the way to highly organised sequential patterns of modulation. In ad-
dition to cells providing modulatory input via electrotonic or chemical synapses,
there is the e⇥ects of di⇥usable neuromodulators to be considered. This is yet
another reason to take a system wide perspective when attacking problems of
CPG dynamics as modulatory actions may be much easier to detect if we can
observe their system wide e⇥ects (i.e. If you can only observe a few cells at a
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time, you may miss the causal relationships between their activities).
My goal with the work presented is to explore these themes in a semi-intact
CPG system on a planar MEA, and to develop the necessary analysis tools to
bring to light the types of dynamic relationships described in this section.
1.3.4 The Lymnaea Feeding System
The main neuronal network target of this study is the Lymnaea feeding CPG and
feeding system in general. In this work I focus primarily on the dorsal surface of
the buccal ganglia (although a few other areas were explored - see chapter 5), as
this has been our primary area of recording using the planar MEA system. The
dorsal surface of the buccal ganglia (BG) has been extensively studied in previous
research dating back over 30 years (Benjamin, 1983; Benjamin and Elliott, 1989;
Benjamin and Swindale, 1975; McCrohan, 1984). The feeding system, and the
buccal ganglia in particular, were specifically targeted in this work because of
the combination of there being a number of neurons present whose role in the
dynamics of snail feeding is extremely well known, while at the same time having
a large number of cells whose role (likely a modulatory one - see chapter 6) is
not well defined. This combination presents a good opportunity to show that
multi-unit methods can quickly recapitulate knowledge that took many years to
produce previously, and provide unique and/or novel system information on a
short time scale.
Physically, the feeding system is defined as being comprised of cells in the
buccal and cerebral ganglia, associated nerve connectives, the muscles of the
buccal mass, the lips, the radula (molluscan toothed tongue), the odontophore,
and the oesophagus. More abstractly, the feeding system in Lymnaea is often
thought of in terms of its CPG and its associated modulatory, sensory, and motor
information flows. It is in this sense that most of the discussion in the following
chapters proceeds. The motor output of the system is largely expressed through
the buccal mass, which contains a set of 46 (mostly paired) muscles (Rose and
Benjamin, 1979). The motoneuron types found in the BG (cells B1-B10 below)
synapse onto muscle cells in the buccal mass, and in addition to the salivary
glands and the gut (Staras, 1997; Staras et al., 1998b).
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Behaviourally, the feeding system has a cycle that is typically described as
containing four di⇥erent phases: a passive phase of indefinite length, labelled
the intermediate (or appetitive) phase; and three active phases labelled as pro-
traction, rasp and swallow (PRS) (Rose and Benjamin, 1979). The intermediate
phase is concerned with orientation and locomotion with reference to food sources
(or any other target to be manipulated by the lips) The three movement phases
comprising the PRS cycle were identified by Rose and Benjamin (1979) by filming
individual snails during feeding behaviour. This description of the three active
phases of feeding behaviour has since been extensively confirmed in the electro-
physiology of feeding system neurons and made clear through many subsequent
experiments observing the activity of the feeding system during behaviour (Ben-
jamin et al., 2000). Each PRS feeding cycle lasts between three and six seconds
in vivo, and in vitro, the cycle is a minimum of five seconds (Staras, 1997, and
our observations).
One other behavioural pattern of the feeding system that has been observed,
but has rarely been studied, is an egestive motion in which the feeding system
ejects objects from the mouth (Kemenes, G. and Benjamin, P. personal commu-
nication) and which may induce a withdrawal response in the animal.
Most of the research on the dynamics of the feeding system to date has focused
on the three active phases of ingestion, the PRS movements. In the first of these,
protraction, the mouth is opened and the radula is projected forward by the action
of rotating the odontophore (the cartilaginous structure that supports the radula)
forward through 180 degrees. In the second phase, the rasp, the radula is scraped
over the substrate and draws food into the buccal mass. In the third period, the
swallow, food particles are moved into the oesophagus (see fig. 1.3). Each of these
behavioural phases has been found to have neurophysiological correlates in the
activity of the neurons comprising the feeding system (Kemenes and Benjamin,
2009).
The understanding of the dynamic functional organisation of the Lymnaea
feeding system has undergone a distinct shift since its study began in earnest in
the early 1970s. Initially, the network was considered to be quite hierarchical
in the traditional sense of information flow in CPGs (i.e. sensory neurons ⇧
interneurons ⇧ motoneurons). More recently though, researchers have shifted
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Figure 1.3: The behavioural states represented by the four phases of the feeding
cycle are shown as a cartoon of the positions of the mouth, radula and odon-
tophore of Lymnaea. In the rest (or intermediate) phase (upper left) the odon-
tophore is high in the mouth closing the entrance to the oesophagus. During
protraction (upper right) the odontophore is moved down out of the mouth, via
the rotation of muscles at the back of buccal cavity upward and forward. The
odontophore is then moved forward to scrape the radula over a food substrate
in the rasp phase (lower right). Finally the odontophore is moved up and back-
ward (via a downward and forward motion of the buccal cavity) to draw in food
particles and push them into the oesophagus in the swallow phase (lower left)
completing the cycle (figure taken with permission from Benjamin, 1983; Staras,
1997).
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to a view of the feeding system that takes into account the more flexible roles
individual cells in the system may take (Benjamin et al., 2000; Staras et al.,
1998b; Straub, 1998; Styles, 2004). Two primary examples of this view shift can
be found in work which shows that motoneurons have feedback influences on the
feeding CPG (Staras et al., 1998b) and a comprehensive analysis which suggests
an emergent view of feeding rhythm generation (see figure 1.6 and Straub, 1998;
Straub et al., 2002).
1.3.5 Identified Components and Activity of the Feeding
CPG
As noted above, in using the Lymnaea CNS for in vitro electrophysiology work
(particularly the buccal ganglia) thanks to previous work we have the advantage of
having neuron types whose relative positions and general role within the CNS are
known. Many neurons of interest have particular size and colour characteristics
that allow researchers to use them as landmarks for observing the structural
arrangement in each snails CNS. The known relationships of identified neurons
that are part of the feeding CPG have been discovered primarily by paired single
unit recordings. In many cases this has involved stimulation of particular cells to
observe potential partners for post-synaptic responses.
Due to the practicalities of recording with an MEA, I selected a single location
target for the majority of the work presented in the following chapters - the buccal
ganglia. All identified cell types in the BG have left and right homologues, with
the slow oscillator (SO) being the only exception (only a single SO is present
in either the right or left ganglion). There are also a few clusters of virtually
identical cell types. One cluster of particular interest is the small cells of the B4
motoneuron cluster (B4CL) and their nearly identical B9 cell neighbours. These
cells, along with the large B4 neuron they are electrotonicly connected to, produce
the dominant signal (in terms of signal power) in the recordings presented in later
chapters.
The primary CPG interneurons of the feeding system have been observed to
be the cells identified as the N1, N2, and N3-types (Rose and Benjamin, 1981) all
of which are found either on the BG surface or immediately below it. In further
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research, each of these types has been further subdivided in to two subtypes
each (N1L, N1M, N2d, N2v, N3p, and N3t - see Appendix A for further detail)
The sequential bursting of the N types is mediated by a set of mutual synaptic
connections, in which each type in the sequence modulates the other two when it
is active. Even though these are only six cell types, this connectivity is relatively
complex and is comprised of excitatory, inhibitory, electrotonic, and biphasic
synapses (see figs 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6 for an overview of the known connectivity and
firing patterns).
Figure 1.4: A high level overview of information flow in the feeding system and
the synaptic relationships of the known modulatory neuron types (CGC, SO, and
CV1), the interneuron types (N1,N2, and N3), and the three of the motoneruon
types (B7, B3, and B4) which provide the closest correspondence to activity in
the interneuron core of the Lymnaea feeding CPG. Bars at the end of connecting
lines indicate excitatory synapses, circles indicate inhibitory ones, and jagged
lines indicate electrotonic synapses. Figure taken from Benjamin et al. (2000)
with permission
The activity of the interneurons have been discovered to be modulated by the
activity a number of cells. Those most prominently studied have been the SO,
CV1, and CGC types. The SO provides a strong rhythmic input to the N1 types
through a variety of excitatory connections, and plays a dominant role in setting
the frequency of the feeding rhythm. The cerebral ventral 1a (CV1a) cell type
also has direct excitatory connections to the N1M types and strongly influences
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the length of motoneuron burst duration during feeding activity. It plays an
intriguing role in memory and learning in the feeding system due to a persistent
change in its membrane potential that is still under investigation (Jones, 2004;
Kemenes et al., 2006). The cerebral giant cells (CGCs) appear to play a gating
role in the feeding system, in that a minimum CGC spiking rate is necessary
for a feeding rhythm to occur (Yeoman et al., 1996) and they can additionally
modulate the rhythm frequency (Yeoman et al., 1996). In addition to modulation
by these cell types, feedback from B4/B4CL, B7a, and B10 motoneurons has
been shown to modulate the activity of CPG interneurons (Staras et al., 1998b)
This evidence provides an interesting opportunity to explore the CPG as a more
emergent pattern generator in which nearly all of its components are playing a
role.
The interneurons of the N1 (protraction phase) type have been convincingly
shown to play a dominant role in initiating and maintaining a feeding rhythm in
the presence of the appropriate stimulus (Benjamin et al., 2000; Kemenes et al.,
2001). Significantly for decision making in the feeding system, the N1Ms have also
been shown to be the first responders to chemosensory input among the identified
cells in the feeding system (Kemenes et al., 2001) The initiation of the feeding
rhythm remains somewhat of a mystery though as cells that have been previously
proposed as being command neurons (e.g. CV1 and SO types) for activating the
system through their stimulation of the N1s have been subsequently re-identified
as modulatory cells. This relabelling has occurred mainly because, even though
CV1 or SO cells can experimentally drive a fictive feeding rhythm, it has become
clear that the N1M is the first of the identified cells to fire in any given rhythm
(Kemenes et al., 2001). This leaves an open question as to what the total set of
necessary, or even su⇤cient, conditions are to initiate a feeding rhythm through
the in vivo sensory system.
What is known is that the N1M types receive a monosynaptic chemosensory
input (Staras et al., 2002), but the cells providing this input are as yet unknown.
There are indications that the required cell types (with CA or CT types discussed
below as candidates) likely exist in the cerebral ganglia though (Styles, 2004), but
there is also the possibility that the N1M receives a direct input from one or more
sensory cells via its projection to the cerebral ganglia (Straub et al., 2002).
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Cells of the N2 (rasp phase) interneuron types provide inhibitory feedback to
the N1 and SO types to suppress their activity during the rasp phase. The rasp
phase finishes when the N2 plateau potentials end, freeing the N3 types from
inhibition (Brierley et al., 1997b). Upon the N3 types release from the inhibition
provided by N1 types during protraction and N2 types during the rasp, the N3p
and N3t types are activated by a post inhibitory rebound e⇥ect (Elliott and
Benjamin, 1985a). The N3p cells begin spiking part way through the rasp phase,
and N3t cells follow at the beginning of the swallow phase. During the swallow
phase the N3 types inhibit both N1 types and the SO, and this is thought to
delay the early onset of the next feeding cycle (Yeoman et al., 1995).
As mentioned above, there have been a number of updates to the model of
activity dynamics in the Lymnaea feeding system over the past 25 years. In
the last 15 years or so, evidence has been mounting that there is a very dis-
tributed system of rhythm generation and maintenance that includes many of
the components discussed in this section. The discovery of both chemical and
electrotonic two-way connectivity between motoneurons, interneurons, and mod-
ulatory cells has blurred the sharp hierarchy of information flow suggested by the
labels assigned to each of these cell types. The decision to feed now appears to
be driven by several pathways acting in parallel and the ongoing maintenance of
the rhythm appears to include all cell types of all three categories (see fig. 1.6,
Benjamin et al., 2000; Staras et al., 1998b; Straub et al., 2002).
1.4 Analysis of MEA Data
The intended goal for the analysis system presented here is to be able to determine
the two dimensional position of recorded neurons with respect to the electrodes
that form our recording array, and then to determine what the dynamic relation-
ship of those neurons in the behaving network is. In practise, this is a multi-stage
process that requires noise removal, detection of signal features (primarily neural
spikes), signal classification to resolve individual neurons and their positions, and
the statistical inference of dynamic connectivity. This motivated the creation of
an integrated set of software analysis tools to perform a workflow of operations
to achieve the desired data processing (as described in chapter 3). I provide a
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Figure 1.5: The connectivity and the relationships between the activity patterns
of the interneurons and the SO of the feeding CPG as described by Brierley et al.
(1997b). Four repetitions of feeding cycle activity are shown and the N1(P),
N2(R), and N3(S) phases of each cycle are indicated by vertical divisions. The
excitatory or inhibitory connectivity between cell types during each phase are
indicated by arrows labelled with a lower case e or i. Connections labeled as i-e
are biphasic synapses that can have excitatory or inhibitory influence depending
on network activity. Electrotonic connections are indicated by a zigzag (resistor
symbol) line. Figure used with permission from Brierley et al. (1997b).
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Figure 1.6: The model of feeding system connectivity produced by Straub (1998),
with the updates to connectivity from previous models (Benjamin and Elliott,
1989; Brierley et al., 1997b) shown in red. This model advances the case for
an emergent view of feeding system dynamics by the inclusion of electrotonic
coupling between motoneurons and interneurons, additional motoneuron to mo-
toneuron connectivity, and cross- phase motoneuron-interneuron inhibitory con-
nectivity. Cell types are shown in the trisected area of the PRS cycle in which
they most prominently play role in the feeding rhythm. Excitatory connections
are shown with lines contacting postsynaptic cells with a bar, inhibitory ones end
in a circle, biphasic synapses have both a circle and a bar, and electronic tonic
connections are shown with a zigzag line (resistor symbol). Figure used with
permission from Straub (1998).
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Figure 1.7: A summary of buccal ganglia motoneuron (B1-10) activity across six
repetitions of the feeding cycle. N1(P), N2(R), and N3(S) phases of each cycle
are indicated by vertical divisions. The dominant (inhibitory or excitatory) input
to each cell during each phase is indicated by a lower case e or i beneath each cells
voltage trace. Figure taken from Jones (2004) and was originally compiled from
traces appearing in Kemenes et al. (1997); Rose and Benjamin (1979); Staras
et al. (1998a,b, 1999a,b); Straub (1998).
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brief overview of similar e⇥orts in this and other fields using techniques similar
to the ones I have selected for use in this work.
1.4.1 Noise Removal
The initial stage in any analysis process for time series data from neural systems
is to remove any noise or artefacts from the signal which did not originate with
the tissue being recorded. There are essentially two commonly used approaches to
de-noising signal information from time series data recorded on multiple sensors
(n.b. this applies to any time series data, not just biomedical signals). The first
has its origins in the communications signal processing world and makes use of
digital signal filters. The second is based on more statistical principles and uses
principal components analysis (PCA) to remove low-energy signals which appear
on all sensors simultaneously (Musial et al., 2002).
As a very general definition, noise is any signal information that is artifac-
tual or whose signal is not useful in resolving signals of interest. As a caveat,
researchers should recognise that what they may describe as noise may actually
have some bearing on the signals the researcher is interested in, so great care
should be taken in discarding any information. For planar MEA data the most
common noise source is alternating current electrical line oscillations (50 Hz here
in the UK) emanating from nearby electrical equipment and amplified by the
recording system. Every e⇥ort should be made to remove this noise at source us-
ing physical methods (see Chapter 2) but this is not always possible. Fortunately
this is a fairly easy signal to identify and remove. The other commonly observed
noise sources are the shot noise and Johnson noise (Robinson, 1968) produced by
the recording system, the combination of which is e⇥ectively a Gaussian white
noise. This signal is more problematic to remove because of its stochastic na-
ture, but it can be taken into account in developing an analysis strategy and
using appropriate filtering. In addition low frequency signal artifacts may also
be introduced to extracellular recordings through physical movement of liquids
(see in chapter 2 on lip and oesophagus stimulation for an example) and the
electromagnetic influences of nearby electronic laboratory equipment.
The peakiness (more formally, the platykurtotic or super-gaussian nature) of
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neural spikes (and subthreshold membrane voltage peaks) makes them excellent
targets for signal filtration by a bandpass filter. MEA data is collected at a given
sampling frequency (primarily 5 KHz in this work), which can then be filtered
using a software implementation of a standard digital signal processing filter. The
characteristics of this filter are selected to remove the frequency components of
noise and any artefacts, while leaving the original neural signal components intact.
Briefly, the filter implementation is a series of delays in which earlier values of
the signal input and earlier filter output values are fed back to create a function
of the current signal point to remove the unwanted frequency components.
The specific filter I selected for use with MEA data is a Butterworth bandpass
filter, because of its ubiquity and easily understood filtering characteristics. The
maximally flat signal response in the passband and good all-around performance
makes it a common choice for electrophysiology data. The major drawback of the
Butterworth filter, in terms of general signal processing characteristics, is its lack
of a sharp frequency cut o⇥. In our application this is not a significant problem
as the signal frequency region of interest is relatively distant (in frequency space)
from the high and low frequency noise regions.
The second common approach to noise removal in digital signals is the use of
PCA, also known as Karhunen-Love transform (in stochastic process theory) or
Hotelling transform (in econometrics). This technique is particularly appropriate
for removal of noise processes which appear on all channels simultaneously (e.g.
electrical line noise) as it can separate a multi-dimensional data set into its un-
derlying component processes by their variance. PCA is an iterative procedure
where in each iteration a single recovered source signal is removed (sometimes re-
ferred to as deflation) via Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation (GSO) (Stone, 2002).
In the case of planar MEAs, the highest and lowest energy signals recovered by
PCA are typically noise sources (see chapter 2). In terms of the high energy
signals, this is particularly true when the noise source is low frequency and ap-
pears on a majority of the recording channels simultaneously. The variance of
a noise process also has very di⇥erent characteristics to those signal components
generated by neurons, allowing reliable separation of the two. Further discussion
of PCA and its usefulness for spike separation are continued below.
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1.4.2 Spike Detection and Analysis
Following noise removal, the next task in processing time series generated by
multi-unit recordings is the detection of neuronal action potentials, either singly
or in groups. There is an extremely well developed literature on this subject going
back sixty years, so I will only give a very brief overview of the techniques relevant
for the purposes of MEA recordings. Statistical descriptions of neuronal spikes
were first performed in the 1940s (Brink et al., 1946) using simple histograms to
describe the interspike intervals. In the mid 1960s, the value of using statistical
procedures with multi-unit analysis techniques was recognised in one of the first
comprehensive reviews of spike train analysis. Moore and colleagues (Moore et al.,
1966) state ”. . . the greatest potential value of statistical analysis of spike trains,
we believe lies in the analysis of multiple-unit records, a technique which has
barely begun to be explored”. Forty years on, the technique is certainly further
developed, but not fully mature by any means.
Spike timing information is frequently used as a primary statistic upon which
relationships between cells are analysed. If it is possible to acquire subthresh-
old information (and because of SNR di⇤culties, for the most part it is not in
this study), this is also extremely useful in determining the relationships between
individual neurons. While not every synaptic input generates a spike in a postsy-
naptic cell, it almost assuredly causes at least some change in the cells membrane
voltage (Rieke et al., 1999) .The most straightforward method for finding indi-
vidual spikes, both conceptually and in terms of low processing power required,
is thresholding. This involves determining a cuto⇥ either above, below, or both
above and below which a signal is determined to be a spike. Once the threshold
is crossed, any following data points within a defined time widow, both behind
and in front of the threshold crossing, are considered to be of the same spike.
Defining the spike time window is a critical process that must be done with care,
so that information from individual spikes is separated as much as possible in
order to ease the analysis process.
Other more computationally intensive methods of spike detection have been
evaluated, but rarely provide enough benefit to justify their use (see Obeid and
Wolf, 2004; Quian Quiroga et al., 2004). The alternative classes of detector
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aside from thresholding have generally been either some form of spike shape
template matching or signal energy operators. Template matching requires that
spike shapes are either known a priori, or that a very computationally expensive
wavelet-based algorithm is used to auto-template. Both requirements make this
computationally unwieldy. Obeid and Wolf (2004) argue that maximising signal-
to-noise ratios are the primary concern for fast spike detection, and the only
reasons to consider methods other than thresholding are when there is a significant
chance of spikes overlapping on a single recording channel (n.b. these could also
be resolved by preprocessing methods prior to spike detection) or when the spike
detector is also being used as a spike sorter (see spike sorting below).
In using thresholding, a fine balance must also be struck between possibly
capturing noise peaks as spikes (false positive identification) and missing data
which may be low amplitude spikes (false negatives). Ideally we would like to
capture all spike data from every neuron that can be recorded by our array (no
matter what its amplitude), but this is not usually possible in reality, so a thresh-
old must be selected carefully. A common practise for MEA analysis is to use
the standard deviation of voltage data to determine a spike threshold for each
electrodes data stream (see Wagenaar et al., 2005, for a similar application to
the work presented here). In a 2004 paper which explores some novel methods of
spike detection and sorting (Quian Quiroga et al., 2004), a method to set spike
thresholds based on the median value for each data stream was developed (see
also Donoho and Johnstone, 1994). This method seeks to find the median stan-
dard deviation of the background noise, and not of the voltage data as a whole,
because standard deviation methods can produce unreasonably high thresholds.
This is the spike detection method we select for use here (See chapter 2 for full
description).
1.4.3 Spike Separation, Source Identification, and Cell
Localization
Over the past thirty years, there have been a number of methods developed
for clustering a set of spikes appearing in electrophysiological recordings into
groups. The most common methods for doing this have involved examining fea-
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tures of the shape of particular spikes. These features have been characteristics
such as the peak-to-peak amplitude, width, or principal components (Abeles and
Goldstein Jr, 1977; Lewicki, 1998). More recently, a number of methods from
communications engineering and physics have been applied to classifying action
potentials in neural voltage data (e.g. Quian Quiroga et al., 2004).
The most accurate form of identifying a spike from a particular neuron has
been shown to be the use of template matching, although PCA has been shown
to be among the best of the feature detection algorithms (Lewicki, 1998; Wheeler
and Heetderks, 1982). In using the self-organising map algorithm described below
for spike classification, I was motivated by the idea of allowing the training set
of spikes to find their own best templates. The self-training function of the SOM
should provide advantages of both template matching and feature detection, the
features in the case discussed here being the variety of spike waveform shapes
that appear in a particular MEA recording data set.
An important point to make in this section is that researchers often do not
know exactly how many neurons are present and within listening distance of an
electrode of a recording array at the outset of analysis work. Furthermore, there
may be several sources of noise, which add dimensions to the total number present.
In the case of a sixty channel MEA, the data sources from all the electrodes form a
60 dimensional space. From this space which we wish to extract either a subspace
(i.e. less than 60 source signals) or a hyperspace (i.e. more than 60 signals).
I emphasise this point because many classes of source separation (clustering)
algorithms have as part of their fundamental assumptions that in a given data
set there is a source-to-sensor ratio that is either equal to, or lower than one
(Stone, 2002). Extracting a subspace for time series data is fairly trivial, in that
the number of signal components of an over-determined system can be reduced
by some form of redundancy (e.g. statistically through principal components)
or low signal amplitude filtering. In the case when there are more generating
sources than sensors though, the problem is more di⇤cult due to the inability to
find precise solutions using linear methods.
A comprehensive examination of the sources of error in spike separation was
undertaken by Harris et al. (2000) using tetrode arrays as their recording tech-
nique. The two classes of error are those that would be used for any statistical
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analysis process, i.e. identifying false positive or false negative sources of error.
Type I (false positive) errors occur when spikes not belonging to a particular
neuron are added classified as having come from that neuron. Type II (false
negative) errors are those that occur when a spike that belongs to a particular
neuron fails to be identified as coming from that neuron. The major incidence
of type I errors in their analysis consisted of superimposed spikes from nearby
neurons firing in a short time window. The variability of spike waveforms either
due to the di⇥erent possible geometric relationships of electrodes to neurons, or
variability in the spike waveform output of the neurons themselves (e.g. due to
bursting or adaptive activity) was found to be the major cause of type II errors.
The results of this study were used in developing the process used in this work
in an attempt to minimise the sources of error in identification and clustering of
spike waveforms (see chapters 2 and 3).
1.4.4 Kohonen Self-Organising Maps
The technique I selected to explore for classification of spikes in our system is the
Kohonen self-organising map (SOM). The idea for using a SOM for this purpose
originated with work in which a modification of the standard SOM technique is
used for sorting spikes acquired from an MEA (Horton et al., 2007). However, all
SOM code developed in this work was created based on algorithms in Kohonen
(1997); Kohonen et al. (1996).
The SOM algorithm developed by Teuvo Kohonen (1982) is particularly ap-
pealing for the task of separation of data into feature classes. The methodology
also plays into the general strategy I prefer of using a mathematical and tech-
nical language that spans neuroscience, computational science, and engineering.
The SOM concept took part of its inspiration from neuroscience, as the original
idea was conceived of by observing the types of feature space organization seen
in mammalian visual cortex (Kohonen, 1997). This technique’s signal processing
inheritance comes from the vector quantisation method (Kohonen, 1997), which
was developed for the compression of data by representing clusters of data points
as their centroids. The resulting map produced by the self-organisation process
described by Kohonen is comprised of cluster centroids typically arranged in a
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two dimensional space.
One of the major benefits of using a SOM for analysing large volumes of
data is that it results in the projection of a multidimensional data space to a
two dimensional one. The results of training a SOM are a map that is ”human
readable” in the sense that in a two dimensional space the relationships of data
clusters in the space are more easy to comprehend. It often also stimulates the
automatic emergence of new abstractions over a data set, by allowing relationships
that have previously be opaque to come to the fore.
The core idea behind using SOMs for spike sorting is to allow clusters of spike
waveforms to self sort, by allowing the SOM algorithm to determine where the
cluster centroids are and then use those centroids as class identifiers. One of the
strongest motivations for having an automated method of sorting is the sheer
tediousness and inaccuracy of manual cluster cutting when using classification
methods such as PCA. This cutting technique involves a researcher looking at
the PCA space (projected as a 2D or 3D diagram) of spikes or spike features
from a particular recording, determining where the cluster boundaries lie, and
manually drawing vectors in that space (through a computer screen interface) to
separate classes.
The self-organsing mechanism of the SOM is one that separates clusters of
data spatially (in their dimensional space) and the most common metric used for
this space is just a Euclidean distance. The process involves creating a randomly
generated set of vectors to represent the classes of data we hope to find in the data
set. This initial random map is then exposed to randomly selected vectors from
the data set, one at a time. At each iteration, the selected data vector is then
compared to all the SOM vectors to determine which is the closest in Euclidean
distance. Once this best matching class (BMC) is determined, the BMC has each
of its points updated to be even closer to the data vector (by a factor known as
the learning rate). In addition, each SOM vector is assigned a radius of influence
in the 2D neighbourhood space of the SOM that decays with time. Each of
the BMCs neighbours in this space (those classes that are within its radius of
influence) are also updated to a degree that is determined by both the learning
rate and the neighbours distance from the BMC. The learning factor and the
radius of influence values are also made to decay with each iteration. This forces
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neighbouring classes to maximise their separation with each iteration, ensuring
that each of them represents an individual point in the dimensional space of the
presented data, and that the map is as widely spread over the data space as is
possible.
As an example of its usage for the purposes of classifying spikes, I present
a relevant example here. Assume we have a set of observations of neural spikes
each containing five sample points of its waveform (the vectors to be classified)
spanning one millisecond of recording time. Each data point becomes one variable
in a spike vector with five values. To produce a Kohonen map of this space (the
space of spike shapes appearing in the data) we will need to decide roughly how
many classes of spike waveform shapes we are expecting. The simplest answer
is that we require one spike class per neuron. This assumes that neurons can
only produce (roughly) one spike shape. This may be an assumption that is
di⇤cult to justify, because there is typically some variability (i.e. more than one
possible waveform) depending on the current activity state of the neuron and
the type of neuron we are observing (Buzsa´ki, 2004). Having determined how
many are needed, each SOM spike class is then initialised to random values that
correspond to the recording range of the data. Then the first iteration is begun
by selecting a spike vector from the data at random and finding which of the
SOM vectors it most closely matched (by Euclidean distance). Each value of this
this best matching SOM vector is then updated by a value that is the learning
rate multiplied by the distance to the corresponding value in the presented spike
vector. The result is that the best matching SOM spike vector waveform comes
to more closely resemble the presented spike. As above, any neighbouring SOM
vectors that are within the radius of influence of the best matching one are also
updated by a factor that falls o⇥ with distance from the best matching one.
Ideally, the process should iterate until all spikes in the data set have been exposed
to the SOM, at least once.
At the outset of map generation, the investigator is responsible for choosing
a few parameters that determine the quality of the map produced. The number
of desired classes, the learning rate, and the number of exposures to the data set
must all be selected so as to produce a good representation of the structure in the
data. Over-fitting, i.e. selecting more map classes than there are actually classes
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in the data, is typically advised (Kohonen, 1997) unless the desired result is one
in which the dimensionality of the data set is reduced. Redundant classes can be
filtered based on their similarity (i.e. if they represent the same cluster in data
space) after training of the SOM is complete. The learning rate must be set so
that the system does not converge on map classes that do not faithfully represent
the structure in the data set to be mapped (e.g. if it is set too high classes will
overlap, too low and classes wont map to an actual data structure). The exposure
of the map classes to training data is performed randomly, but algorithms can be
used to ensure a good statistical spread across the data set.
Once the SOM for a particular data set is formed, the vectors that represent
its classes can be used to identify which class a vector from the original data set
is closest to. The practical meaning of this for purposes of spike sorting is that
each spike waveform in our original data set can be identified as being closest to
a particular cluster of waveforms that most likely represents the spike output of
a single neuron (or at least a single spike shape from a single cell).
1.4.5 Mapping Cell Locations
For creating both structural and dynamic maps of networks of neurons, finding
the positions of cells with reference to each other and recording electrodes is a
critical task. Luckily both the planar MEA and the Lymnaea buccal ganglia have
well understood electrical properties, allowing the use of current source density
equations (Johnston et al., 1995; Rall, 1962) to produce a good approximation of
the extracellular electrodynamics occurring in the MEA dish.
Certain assumptions used in mapping cells may a⇥ect the accuracy of the
results. The first is that each action potential will produce an approximately
spherical wavefront originating from the surface of the cell body (see fig 1.8).
Second, it is assumed that the electrical attenuation in the extracellular fluid
is constant over time. Third, it is expected that the average power output for
a cell is constant over time as there is good experimental evidence that this
is true for many neurons of interest (Harris et al., 2000; Henze et al., 2000;
Jog et al., 2002). If these assumptions are met by the system being examined,
then using the equations developed by Rall (1962) and Robinson (1968), fields
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recorded by extracellular electrodes are simply linear sums of the current source
densities produced by individual neurons at a given point in space (see chapter 2
for mathematical description).
In the context of the work described in later chapters, there are some natural
advantages for this type of mapping. The disc electrodes of a planar MEA are
precisely evenly spaced and coplanar (due to the accuracy of the manufacturing
process), giving exact reference points for measurement. If the electrodes are in
good condition, their impedances should all be nearly identical providing uniform
electrical properties. Most critically, the large, spheroid neurons found on the
surface of Lymnaea buccal ganglia have relatively low variation in their power
output and are likely to produce a symmetric wave front in the extracellular
media. This set of conditions makes the molluscan CNS on the MEA an ideal
candidate for exploring the properties of electrical propagation and methods for
its analysis.
1.4.6 Connectivity detection
One of the most common assumptions researchers now use in forming models
of neural systems is that synaptic connectivity (either chemical or electrical)
is the major factor in determining the dynamics of those systems behaviour. A
primary task for generating models of the Lymnaea feeding system circuitry then,
is to recover this connectivity. In experimental practice it is di⇤cult to recover
connectivity information in the intact Lymnaea buccal ganglia because of the
their physical structure. There have been a few studies that have attempted
to visually trace the connectivity of the Lymnaea feeding system and a number
of publications that have used pairwise intracellular recording and stimulation
between cells that have synapses with each other (see Straub, 1998, for a review).
Unfortunately though, the majority of synapses in the buccal ganglia lie in a
tightly packed mass at the centre of each ganglion, and so to sort them out en
masse using the above techniques would require many lifetimes of research e⇥ort.
In addition, it is the dynamic connectivity of the system we are most interested in,
because while a physical connection represents the possibility of communication,
it does not give an indication of when that communication might happen, how
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Figure 1.8: A theoretical isopotential map of the extracellular potential of a
spherical soma possessing a single dendrite (top centre) at the peak of an ac-
tion potential (Rall, 1962). Rall’s theoretical description of the propagation of
extracellular current is the basis for assumptions about the potentials generated
by neurons in Lymnaea ganglia and how to triangulate their positions relative
to electrodes in a recording array. Each trace indicates an isopotential shell for
which the indicated value of the extracellular voltage gradient would be present
(in units of mV) following an action potential. Note that potentials can be
negative or positive with reference to the membrane voltage depending on the
recording location and orientation of the electrode.
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strong it is, etc.
In the use of statistical inference techniques the goal with this work is not to
produce a map of the physical connectivity between neurons in our target system,
but the resulting information from this type of analysis may serve as a guide in
trying to produce such maps. Primarily, the goal is to get a broad overview of
how information flows through the Lymnaea feeding system. In addition to this
though, another possible use of the localisation of neurons and their connectivity
is the ability to survey the variability of neural tissue in an organism of interest.
Determining how much consistency is there in activity patterns, physical struc-
ture, and dynamic connectivity of each individual animal’s CNS can provide us
with a strong perspective on the principles of its operation.
1.4.7 Granger Causality
To explore the dynamic connectivity of cells in the feeding system I selected a
technique from econometric statistical mechanics called Granger Causality (G-
causality). The technique is based on an idea put forward by Wiener (1956) and
then mathematically formalised by Granger (1969). In its most basic form, the
concept is that if knowledge of one time series (labeled X) helps improve the
prediction of a second time series (labeled Y), time series X could be said to (in
the statistical sense) cause series Y. In the jargon of the field, it is said that time
series X G-causes time series Y. The most common usage of G-causality has been
in the field of econometrics as a measure of causal influence between financial
data sets, but it has found utility in several other technical fields which make use
of time series data (see Ding et al., 2006; Seth and Edelman, 2007, for examples).
It is now being actively developed within the field of neuroscience by a number
of groups for use with time series of a variety of experimental types (EEG, MEG,
fMRI, electrophysiology data, etc.) (e.g. Blinowska et al., 2004; Ding et al., 2006;
Kamin´ski et al., 2001)
The version of G-causality used in the analysis described in later chapters
was originally developed by Geweke (1984) as a way of examining the e⇥ects of
linear feedback of three or more time series on each other (i.e. all of which may be
G-causally interconnected). The Geweke technique is typically referred to as mul-
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tivariate, or conditional, Granger causality. The specific algorithms for functional
connectivity detection used in the NEA software package (see appendix B) are de-
rived from the Causal Connectivity MATLAB package published by Seth (2005).
In this package several measures of causal connectivity have been provided that
are used to evaluate the state of connectivity of the system under investigation.
The NEA version of the package presented here uses the same algorithms as the
Seth package, however they have been recoded in C and Objective-C (they were
originally coded in the MATLAB scripting language) to provide a faster and more
robust environment for processing very large data sets of the type acquired during
multi-electrode recording.
As illustrated in chapter 4, the positions of individual cells recorded by MEAs
can be recovered to within a reasonable degree of certainty by the use of a self-
organising map. Once these positions are recovered, the next task then is to
determine what the informational flow relationship is between the located cells.
In the best case, the activity of every cell that is within the listening distance
of the electrodes in the array is recovered, and so we would like to see what the
G-causal relationship is between every one of those cells. It should be noted
that this is not necessarily a description of structural connectivity between these
cells, but one based on functional connectivity (Seth, 2008). In the best case
the G-causal analysis would provide us with a robust picture of the information
flow in the system under study, but this is likely dependent on having access to a
significant portion of the information sources and sinks creating that flow. Part
of the usage of G-causality in this study has been to determine whether it would
be possible to access enough of this information for the Lymnaea feeding system
via the CNS on planar MEA experimental preparation.
1.4.8 Alternatives to Granger Causality
In assessing the patterns of directed functional connectivity in neural systems
there are a few alternative techniques available in addition to those using the
G-causality formalism. These available techniques can be generally grouped into
two classes: those that use statistical inference methods to determine likely con-
nectivity between time series (e.g. G-Causality or partial directed coherence) and
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those that use probabilistic graphical models (e.g. dynamic Bayesian networks or
generalised linear models) to do so. The choice of technique is often motivated
by both the potential e⇥ectiveness for a given data set and the computational
e⇤ciencies of each methodology. The evaluation of e⇥ectiveness of connectivity
algorithms is often fraught with di⇤culty though, as for any network of significant
size there are very large numbers of analysis parameters to be explored.
The primary alternative to G-Causality used to explore connectivity between
biological time series data (based on the number of publications in the literature)
is the Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN) technique. DBN requires the creation
of alternately configured model networks of relationships between data sets, and
then using maximum likelihood methods to determine which configuration most
closely matches the one found in the data. This technique is extremely compu-
tationally intensive as it requires that every single possible network structure be
explored in order to find the best match to the data. At least one study has shown
that it is more e⇥ective for short data sets as compared to GC (Zou and Feng,
2009) and another suggests that it may be more appropriate than statistical in-
ference techniques for data which is non-stationary or has nonlinear connectivity
relationships (Eldawlatly et al., 2010).
1.5 Project Outline
Many of the limitations we face in approaching the Lymnaea feeding CPG (or
any CPG for that matter) with a multi-unit methodology are created by the
challenge to attempt to record from as many cells as is possible. This project
di⇥ers from previous studies of the Lymnaea feeding system in that it takes a very
network-dynamics centred view of the system. This is driven both by a desire to
see the more global patterns of activity in the system, and the practical e⇥ects
of not always having precise identification of cells. By taking this wide-field view
of the Lymnaea feeding system we can see information streams and patterns of
dynamics that we might not otherwise be able to perceive.
The first task of the project was to adapt the Lymanea semi-intact system, in-
cluding the whole CNS and associated feeding sensory tissues, as an experimental
model for study on a planar multi-electrode array. In doing this I determined that
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signals of interest, the neural spikes generated by cells in the Lymnaea CNS gan-
glia, could readily be recorded via an MEA. This was performed using a variety
of configurations of the tissue and a variety of placements of these configurations
onto planar MEAs. The use of sucrose as an unconditioned stimulus during MEA
recording was then established as a method of producing fictive-feeding rhythms
that could be recorded via the cells on the dorsal surface of the buccal ganglia
and the cerebro-buccal connectives. This work is covered in chapters two and
three.
Once data sets have been acquired, the task becomes one of data manage-
ment and analysis. The sheer volume of data collected in an MEA experiment
requires that a strategy is adopted that allows for the e⇤cient storage, backup,
and transportability of recordings, and I explore methods for doing so. In the
analysis process, the goal was to create a software system that would allow for
rapidly extracting the fundamental data required for understanding the dynamics
of the Lymnaea feeding system. The software project component has represented
the vast majority of the man-hours spent on the work described below and its
architecture is described in appendix B.
The major analysis contributions described are systems for detection of spikes
and groups of spikes (bursts), the assignment of those spikes to particular classes
and locations using a Kohonen self-organising map, and the detection of statis-
tical causality between those classes using the Granger causality framework of
algorithms. In addition, I developed a validation system consisting of Izhikevich
(2003) model neurons and a simulated MEA to determine the e⇥ectiveness of
neural signal source recovery, mapping, and network causality.
The algorithms used for each of these components are discussed in the methods
chapter (2) and their use and validation is described in chapter 4 and chapter 5.
In chapter 4, the self-organising map system for classifying neural spikes is
described. The use of model neurons and simulated MEAs in the validation
system is presented and their activity and position recovery with the SOM clas-
sification system are examined. Following the reliable identification of particular
classes of neurons in our MEA data, I proceed to characterise those cells based on
the statistics of their spike timings and their physical location within the buccal
ganglia. Due to the consistency of the neural types found in each individual Lym-
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naea CNS, I demonstrate that classes representing the previously identified major
interneuron and motoneuron types can be observed in experimental MEA prepa-
rations using the SOM technique. Furthermore, during the analysis process there
are classes which appear which may represent other, less studied, modulatory
neuronal types on the BG dorsal surface.
In chapter 5, using techniques of statistical causality based on the Granger
causality formalism (Seth, 2005), I examine the causal relationships between the
identified classes of neurons. The resulting causal maps of neurons provide confir-
mation that the known connectivity between the identified cells of the Lymnaea
feeding system can be recovered, while also providing a foundation for exploring
previously unknown modulatory roles of both identified cell types and less well
considered ones. In addition, the emergence of dynamical patterns on di⇥erent
temporal scales is explored using statistical causal techniques.
The resulting tools and methodologies presented in this work create a gen-
eral framework for system scale analysis of invertebrate neural networks. In the
discussion chapter I review the potential applications of this work to other ex-
perimental systems and the possibilities for future expansion and automation of
the systems and techniques developed during the course of this work.
1.6 Summary of Specific Contributions
The work in this thesis represents contributions in electrophysiological recording,
invertebrate neuroscience, software systems for management of electrophysiology
data, and applications of machine intelligence to time series data.
• Development of the Lymnaea stagnalis central nervous system (CNS) for
extracellular recording on planar multi-electrode arrays (MEA).
– Exploration of a variety of combinations of Lymnaea CNS components
and sensory tissue components for suitability of MEA recording
– Specific adaptation of the semi-intact CNS/feeding system for use with
planar MEAs
– Developing the use of sucrose to elicit a fictive feeding rhythm in the
semi-intact CNS system on planar MEAs
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• Development of an analysis methodology for extracellular data from planar
multi-electrode array recordings of an intact molluscan CNS
– The adaptation of noise filtering, neural spike and burst detection
techniques for use with multi-electrode array recording data
– The combining of Kohonen self-organising maps with signal mapping
techniques to create new neural spike clustering and two-dimensional
cell localisation algorithms for multi-electrode array data
– The use of Granger causality to detect functional connectivity patterns
between in data recorded with MEAs from the Lymnaea CNS.
– Creation of a simulated neuron and simulated multi-electrode array
system for validating the above MEA data analysis methods.
– Assembling a software package for large-scale electrophysiology data
management and analysis using the above methods.
– Large scale analysis methods for use with all MEA recordable cells in
the Lymnaea feeding system
– The generation of dynamic causal maps of the feeding system during
behaviour and learning.
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Methods
2.1 Methods Overview and Acknowledgement
There are two major components to the methods for this work. The first
is the development of the semi-intact preparation of the Lymnaea CNS
for use on a planar MEA and experimental methods for recording. The
second is the data handling, analysis and visualisation components (i.e.
software development). This chapter covers the preparation and recording
methods, and the mathematics and theory behind the analysis methods.
The following chapter describes the software engineering process used to
practically realise the analysis scheme described here. The chapter following
that (chapter 4), covers the practical usage and validation of the analysis
methods.
This project was originally intended to be done with only one person (my-
self) collecting data and producing analysis tools. Over the course of the
project it became clear that a full realisation of the project goals would not
be possible to complete if it were only myself working on both components.
As such, Christoper A. Harris (CAH) has done many of the MEA recordings
the analysis of which presented in later chapters. While the recording side
of the project has followed the course I originally set out, the majority of
the actual recording and much of the physical experimentation design has
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been done by Harris. After he completed his training in snail dissection and
the use of MEAs and the recording system, I shifted my attention almost
fully to the data analysis and interpretation side of the project. When I use
we in referring to particular experimental techniques, this indicates CAH
and myself.
2.2 Lymnaea CNS Model
For illustration and experimental planning purposes, using previously pub-
lished maps (Benjamin et al., 1979; Vehovszky and Elliott, 2001), a physical
3D model generated from microtome slice preparations (Winlow and Ben-
jamin, 1976) and micrograph images of the Lymnaea CNS, I produced a
3D digital cartoon model of the Lymnaea CNS and the various MEA types
we use. This was done using the Google Sketchup (2006-9) 3D sketching
program. The 3D digital model shows the 11 ganglia that form the CNS
and its major connectives (fig. 2.1).
2.3 Multi-electrode Recording: Hardware and
Techniques
2.3.1 Multi-electrode Digital Acquisition System
The extracellular recordings were made using 60 channels of a 120 channel
MEA recording system (Multichannel Systems, Reutlingen Germany - cata-
logue ID MEA1060-Inv-BC-Standard-120). The acquisition system consists
of a planar multi-electrode array that is placed in a preamplifier (MEA1060-
Inv-BC-PA) that contacts the array with gold pins via 60 contacts along
the outer edges of the glass plate that forms the bottom of the MEA. The
preamplifier is connected via a 68 pin data cable (MCS Cat. ID C68x1M)
to a filter amplifier (MCS Cat. ID FA60SBC), which is turn connected to
the 120 channel digital acquisition card (DAQ) in a personal computer via
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Figure 2.1: 3D model of the eleven ganglia (red-orange) and the nerve fibres
(pale yellow) of the Lymnaea CNS. The CNS is pictured in both panels dorsal
side down against the MEA electrode grid (pale blue box with electrodes as small
black circles). A, A 34 view is shown with the anterior of the CNS pointing to the
lower right. The pale yellow tube to the anterior of the brain is the oesophagus
shown with the perfusing canula (far right) inserted that is used to stimulate
the system with a sucrose solution (see below). B, A view from directly above
the CNS with all ganglia labelled in white text with the abbreviation for each
(Buccal Ganglia - BG, Cerebral Ganglia - CG, Pedal Ganglia - PdG, Pleural
Ganglia - PlG, Parietal Ganglia - PaG, Visceral Ganglia - VG) and as left (L)
or right (R) according to their common directional anatomic designation. The
nerve fibres which are discussed in this study have labels in black adjacent to
each of them (Median Lip Nerve - MLN; Superior Lip Nerve - SLN, Tentacle
Nerve - TN, Cerebrobuccal Connective - CBC, Dorsobuccal Nerve - DBN). The
MEA pictured beneath the buccal ganglia in both images is the grid of the 10µm
diameter electrode, 100µm centre-to-centre spaced version described in further
detail below (see Fig 2.3) 52
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another 68 pin data cable. The preamplifier sits on the stage of an inverted
microscope, that is turn on a metal air table that is used to stabilise the
system and as a ground for system electronics.
Figure 2.2: MEA recording system comprised of the MEA, preamplifier, filter
amplifier, DAQ card, and analysis computer and software. (See description of
components in the text above)
2.3.2 MEA Types
We used four di⇥erent commercially available planar MEA types during the
course of this work, all of which have indium-tin oxide (ITO) electrodes,
contacts, and traces, and all have glass rings that form the petri dish around
the electrode grid. ITO is preferable for work in which imaging or lighting
through the base of the MEA will be performed, as it is a nearly transparent
metal. The four electrode layouts that were used for recording are described
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in figure 2.3. MEA types are designated by a number which indicates
spacing and electrode diameter. See fig 2.3
There are di⇥erent experimental advantages for exploring the Lymnaea CNS
in using each of the electrode patterns seen in the four array types. The large
200-30 MEA type has a coverage of ˜1.4mm sq., which allows a wide field
survey of a significant portion of one planar surface of the CNS, but with an
electrode spacing of 200µm many neurons will not be recorded. At roughly
0.7mm sq., the 100-10 type provides a medium degree of coverage allowing
most of the neurons on a ganglion surface against the array to be recorded.
Due to its spacing, it is particularly appropriate for exploring the BG pair
and as such, the 100-10 MEA has become the workhorse configuration for
this project. The majority of recordings shown in later chapters are recorded
using the 100-10 in the configuration seen in figure 2.1.
The dense pattern of the HD30-10 MEA allows a coverage of more than
one electrode to each neuron in its two 150µm by 120µm grids. Each of
the HD grids is separated by 500µm, and we have used these to cover a
portion of each BG in some experiments. The HexaMEA type was only
used for testing purposes in this study, however its hexagonal geometry and
di⇥erent sized electrodes allow rigorous examination of the signal spread
from particular sources. In chapter six I also discuss the possibility of using
custom designed array layouts in future work on the Lymnaea CNS.
For purposes of data analysis, the MEA size is defined with a 100µm border
extending from the outermost line of electrodes. For example, 100-10 type
would be defined as having a size of 900 by 900µm - where the electrode grid
occupies approximately 700 by 700µm. This is to allow for identification
and analysis of signals from cells which may lie outside the electrode grid.
2.3.3 Data Acquisition
Data is acquired from MEAs on 60 channels using the MCS proprietary
acquisition software MC Rack (Multichannel Systems, GmBH, 2009) on
a PC (2.6 GHz CPU, 512Mb RAM) running the Windows XP operating
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Figure 2.3: The four MEA layouts that have been used during the course of the
work described here. The dot pattern in A illustrates an MEA with 10µm di-
ameter electrodes spaced 100µm centre to centre in an eight by eight grid with
corners missing (100-10 MEA). The pattern in B has the same general pattern
with 30µm electrode and 200µm spacing (200-30 MEA). Shown in C is a high den-
sity array of two five by six grids (500µm space between grids) of 10µm diameter
electrodes spaced 30µm apart (HD30-10 MEA). The hexagonal grid shown in D
has electrodes of 10, 20, or 30µm diameter spaced at distances shown in the image
(Hex MEA). The numbers along side each electrode indicate its channel number
as represented by the recording system and subsequently used in the analysis
system to find the relative physical positions of electrode data streams. MEA
types are MCS catalogue IDs 100-10-ITO-gr, 200-30-ITO-gr, HD30-10-ITO, and
HexaMEA-ITO-gr respectively. HexaMEA layout image courtesy of Multichannel
Systems.)
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system. Extracellular membrane potentials were captured at a sampling
rate of either 24KHz or 5KHz for up to two hours, and are stored to disk in
sequential two minute files for stability and ease of storage. The amplifier
gain is set at 1100. Each data point is collected in the range of 340.8 to
-340.8 µV with 16 bit resolution (membrane potentials from neurons in the
buccal ganglia are typically observed in the range of 150 to -150 µV - see
chapter 4 for detail). Electrode noise levels are estimated following the
procedure set out in Van Pelt et al. (1996), where thermal noise is Erms =
(4kTBR)1/2, absolute temperature T= 294 K, k is Boltzmanns constant,
B is the bandwidth of recording, and R is the resistance of the electrode.
2.3.4 Microscopy and Image Acquistion
During recording the preamplifier that contains the MEA was placed onto
a Nikon Diaphot inverted phase contrast microscope to monitor the posi-
tion of tissue on an MEA. In the course of experiments a constant video
monitoring system (the Nikon DS-L1) is used to observe the system on a
small LCD monitor and capture images as appropriate. Images are nor-
mally captured at 10x or 20x magnification through the base of the MEA
dish.
2.3.5 Saline, Chemical Stimulus, and Perfusion
Normal saline designed to be close to the composition of Lymnaea haemolymph
(Benjamin and Winlow, 1981) was used for all recording experiments. The
composition of normal snail saline is: 50mM NaCl, 1.6 mM KCL, 3.5 mM
CaCl2.6H2O, and 10mM HEPES. For purposes of chemical stimulation of
the system through the lips and/or oesophagus, 20mM sucrose is added to
normal saline. In early experiments, the oesophagus or lips were perfused
with a bolus of sucrose applied by a small plastic syringe. In later experi-
ments I adapted the syringe barrel for use as a canula, and barbed the tip
using a razor blade to anchor it in the posterior end of the oesophagus to
allow for constant perfusion of solutions to be delivered either manually, or
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by use of a perfusion pump (Programmable Perfusion Pump, Scientifica,
Uckfield, UK). Constant perfusion of saline in the dish was used in any
experiments where sucrose is used as a stimulant.
For use of liquids during experimentation several small diameter tubes must
be placed into the well of the array. I initially experimented with precision
engineered Teflon® (Dupont Chemical Co.) inserts for the purpose of se-
curing tubes and the glass coverslip, and providing more stable fluid flow
into the MEA dish. However this line of experimentation ultimately failed
as the inserts tended to wear rapidly and lacked a perfect fit with di⇥er-
ent MEAs resulting in fluid leakage during perfusion. CAH subsequently
developed the use of a flexible substrate, BlueTac® (Bostik Inc.), for the
same purpose. There are up to three fluid lines used is each experiment,
one inflow line each for the lips and oesophagus, and a suction line.
Figure 2.4: A design for perfusion inserts for the MEA dish. The insert was
constructed in two pieces: a platform that rested on the base of the MEA dish to
hold the glass cover slip and tissue in place (see below) and an upper part that
contained six ports spaced evenly across the top of the ring designed to accept a
perfusion canula. The two pieces snap together once the tissue is in place, and
is held in the MEA by use of a rubber o-ring in the channel grove between the
upper and lower parts. This design was abandoned in favour of using BlueTac®
moulded into the sides of the MEA dish ring to hold all perfusion canula and the
glass cover slip in place.
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2.4 Lymnaea stagnalis Semi-Intact CNS Prepa-
ration
2.4.1 Animal Maintenance
Snails were raised to adulthood (approximately 3-6 months) in a controlled
environment in large basins with copper free water on a 12 hour day/night
cycle at 19-21 C. They were fed with lettuce three times a week and veg-
etable based fish food twice a week. Snails to be dissected were kept in
smaller containers containing copper-free water and without food for three
days prior to experiments to enhance feeding and training responses.
2.4.2 Dissection and Placement on MEA
Following a 3 day starvation period, snails were dissected immediately prior
to recording to create a semi-intact preparation which consists of the lips,
esophagus, and entire CNS including the required nerves to connect the
three tissue components of the system. This preparation largely follows
the whole lip version of the semi-intact system described in Kemenes et al.
(1997) and subsequent development in Ireland (2006); Staras et al. (2002);
Styles (2004). I was guided in the use of the semi-intact preparation by V.
Marra and I. Kemenes who have been further developing it in the course
of their research. For a description of the anatomy of the CNS, see fig.
2.1. Dissection and preparation of the semi-intact system for placement
on MEAs requires approximately 30-45 minutes. This requires making an
incision using a pair of sharp scissors at the attachment point of the shell to
the snail body along the midline to expose the internal organs and remove
the shell. The remaining body is then pinned out onto a Sylgard (Dupont
Chemical Co.) coated petri dish containing normal snail saline (see below)
for fine dissection. Dissection is performed using a Wild M3Z dissection
microscope under an Intralux 500 light source (Volpi, Switzerland). The
flaps created by the original incision are pinned down exposing the internal
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organs. The oesophagus is snipped at its base and pulled through the
central gap of the CNS, preserving its connectives to the BG (the DBNs),
and then pinned out to create tension on the CNS. The connectives to
the buccal mass and remaining peripheral nerves are cut, except for those
running to the lips and tentacles (the TNs, and SLNs, and MLNs) and the
CBCs that connect the BGs to the rest of the CNS. The tissue posterior
to the lips (the foot and internal organs) is then removed and discarded.
Any remaining tissue (oesophagus, CNS, and lips/tentacles) is defined as
the semi-intact CNS discussed below. In the final stage of dissection, de-
sheathing (a gentle scraping away of the outer membrane of the CNS) is used
to expose areas of ganglia that will make contact with the array. Using fine
forceps, the dissected tissue is moved into place in the MEA dish with the
dorsal surface facing down and the buccal ganglia centred on the electrode
array. A small piece of glass coverslip (#1 thickness, 0.15mm) is used to
put gentle pressure on the ventral side of the buccal ganglia to create a
tight seal between the surface of the ganglia and the electrode array. The
application of the coverslip also eases the physical management of the nerve
connectives running to the cerebral ganglia lips and/or oesophagus.
2.4.3 System Stability
The dynamic stability of the system is roughly 2 hours (Harris et al., 2010;
Kemenes et al., 1997), and is thought to be lost after this point due to a
weakening influence from the SO cell (see chapter 1, G. Kemenes personal
communication, and Kemenes et al., 2001). Accordingly we have limited
our recording time to this period and I have taken care in the analysis
process to look for trending e⇥ects (i.e. a progressive decrease in spike
amplitude or general level of system activity). Additionally, we have to look
out for unintentional damage to structures of interest which may a⇥ect the
reliability of our recordings. This may include crushing or cutting of cells
or connectives which may occur during the movements used to position it
on the array.
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2.5 Data Analysis
2.5.1 Noise Removal
The main low frequency target of the noise removal process discussed here is
electrical noise generated by either nearby mains (50Hz), fluorescent lights,
or laboratory equipment. The high frequency target is the shot noise gen-
erated by the recording system itself. In addition to these sources, we oc-
casionally create large amplitude, low frequency noise in the MEA dish due
to mechanical motion associated with the fluid flow caused by perfusion.
However this noise typically occurs at specific intervals (i.e. when pumps
are switched on or o⇥), so I can take this into account in the analysis by
rejecting certain intervals.
I have used two di⇥erent approaches to noise removal in cleaning up MEA
data prior to analysis processing. When using the first approach I apply
a Butterworth bandpass filter to the data set using standard techniques
(Obeid and Wolf, 2004; Quian Quiroga et al., 2004; Wagenaar et al., 2005)
for multi-electrode data. I implemented a four pole version of the filter with
the ability to set the filter coe⇤cients to produce di⇥erent cuto⇥ bands as
necessary. The coe⇤cient calculator was derived from code obtained from
Exstrom Labs (2007). Filter coe⇤cients are set for a pass band of 300 to
4000 Hz for analyses presented in this work. Each MEA data stream is
sequentially filtered using this technique.
In the second noise removal approach I used a principal components anal-
ysis (PCA) technique based on singular value decomposition (Press et al.,
1992; Stone, 2002) to look for noise components in all sixty channels. The
PCA process produces a set of uncorrelated signals derived from multiple
channels of data. I use this approach in a manual mode by visually examin-
ing the resulting components of the PCA of all 60 channels of an MEA data
set. If there are low frequency noise components present, they are typically
high energy and so will show up as the first PCA component and be readily
identifiable by their frequency signature. Removing high frequency compo-
nents with this approach is more problematic, because they are usually low
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amplitude/energy and so will sometimes be buried in the lower components
of the PCA projection.
There are some concerns for the e⇥ect on spike detection and Granger
Causality in using both of the noise removal techniques, and these are dis-
cussed in chapters 3 and 5.
2.5.2 Spike Detection
Based on our recording work with Lymnaea ganglia and previous reports
on invertebrate ganglia on MEAs (Novak and Wheeler, 1986; Regehr et al.,
1989), we believe only spiking activity appears above the 15-20µV noise
band typically observed on a 10µm ITO electrode (5-10µV noise band for
a 30µm electrode). The concept in using a thresholding technique is that
any activity appearing above or below the absolute value of the noise band
is considered to be a spike. I selected to use the median estimate spike
threshold (Donoho and Johnstone, 1994; Quian Quiroga et al., 2004) be-
cause the inaccuracy of noise band estimates caused by large amounts of
spiking activity (e.g. during a burst) is greatly reduced as compared to the
more typically used estimate of the standard deviation of the noise. The
algorithm for threshold setting is:
Threshold = 4⇥n; ⇥n = median
  |x|
0.6745
⇥
(2.1)
where x is the electrode signal for a single stream, and ⇥n is the median
estimate of the noise band. Using this threshold, the data stream is scanned
for events crossing above or below the noise band. I capture between 1 to 4
ms of data before and after each threshold crossing event (detected spike)
and save these samples as the array of detected spikes for each channel (also
see chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion on spike windowing).
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2.5.3 Burst Detection
Examining groups of spikes that are both from the same neuron, and are
within a temporally defined group (from here forward referred to as bursts)
is both conceptually and technically challenging. This is partly due to
the fact that there are a number of cases in which defining what exactly
constitutes a burst can be problematic and subjective. Compounding the
di⇤culty for extracellular multi-unit recordings is the possibility that volt-
age data from multiple neurons may appear in any time series from a single
channel. If this is the case, classification (a.k.a. clustering or spike sorting)
has to be employed to assign individual neural spikes back to the neurons
that generated them prior to giving them a burst classification.
The common method of burst identification, the one used in this work, is
to define a range of probable burst lengths (e.g. 100ms-1s) and then to
observe the inter-spike intervals (ISI) of all spikes from a particular neuron
over that range in sequence. If the ISI of each spike pair is below a defined
range (e.g. 10ms) and there are more than a particular number of them
(e.g. 10 spikes) a burst is said to have occurred. The definitions of the burst
and ISI ranges, and the number of requisite spikes in a burst is typically set
by the physical constraints of the system (e.g. how fast a particular neuron
can generate new action potentials) and human visual definitions of what
bursts are in electrophysiology traces.
2.5.4 Reduction of Spike Classes
To eliminate redundant spike representations, when a spike is detected on
multiple electrodes simultaneously, the detected spike waveforms are flagged
as being part of the same spike event. This flagging is performed by compar-
ing the peak time of each detected spike against those of all other detected
spikes to determine if its within a single recording time step (i.e. 0.2ms
at 5KHz sampling for this work) and within 100µm (i.e. one neighbouring
electrode’s distance) of the other on the MEA. In this way detected spikes
are grouped into sets that represent single spike events.
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For each set of detected spikes flagged, a centre of mass (COM) calculation
is performed to determine the likely position of the source neuron on the
MEA when it was recorded. This is done using the standard equation for
calculating the COM for a group of particles, where in this case, the position
of electrodes take the place of particle positions and the absolute value of
the maximum recorded voltage for a spike waveform takes the place of the
mass for each particle. This operation returns a 2D (x,y) peak voltage COM
position for each set of spikes associated with a single spike event.
A simplified representation of the spike waveform associated with each spike
group is performed by using the spike waveform in the set with the greatest
absolute peak value, as this is assumed to be the waveform that most closely
reflects the activity of the source neuron. For this waveform, the absolute
value of its peak amplitude and its width at half the peak amplitude are
used to characterise the shape of the waveform.
For further processing as described below, a four variable vector represen-
tation of each spike event consisting of the COM x and y values, the peak
amplitude, and spike width at half the peak amplitude value is used.
2.5.5 Training a Self-organizing Map to Recognise Spike
Classes
To resolve detected spikes into classes that represent individual neurons,
I have constructed a classification and approximated triangulation method
by using a Kohonen self-organizing map algorithm (SOM) (Kohonen, 1997).
The goal of this algorithm is to create a set of SOM nodes which represent
the entire shape and position family of neuronal spikes appearing in a par-
ticular recording, and to identify among those nodes those which represent
the best centroids for identifying spiking output of a single neurons. Each
SOM node consists of a four dimensional vector of weights which represent
the spike position and waveform as in the previous section.
There are three components to the SOM process: training, classification,
and redundancy filtering. In the first step, the nodes must be trained to
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represent the spike families in the recording by exposing them to spike
representations in the data set. Following training, nodes are checked to
determine if there are redundancies in the SOM representation of position
and waveform space. All spike representations are then classified according
to which of the nodes they are closest to in terms of waveform and position.
To begin the SOM training, all nodes are randomised to values across the
normalised range for each variable of the spike representation vectors in a
data set. All spike representation vectors of each recording are placed in a
single pool, and for each SOM training step one spike is randomly selected
from the pool. That spike vector is then removed from the pool until all
vectors have been used, at which time the pool is refilled with the total set
again. At each step, the best matching node (BMN) for the selected spikes
waveform and COM position is determined by a least squares method using
the Euclidean distance of all nodes from the selected spike vector.
In each training step, once the BMN for a spike vector is determined, its
weights are updated by the product of a learning rate and the distance
that each weight is from its counterpart weight in the selected spike vector.
All other nodes in the SOM also have their weights updated by this same
function, but multiplied by a factor which falls o⇥ exponentially with Eu-
clidean distance from the BMN in SOM (column/row) space. The learning
rate and the update radius from the BMN are reduced with each successive
time step. This has the e⇥ect of organising the SOM into points in the 4
dimensional spike waveform and position space that are maximally sepa-
rated, and so that they represent the centroid of clusters of spike vectors
which are closest to their shape and COM position.
Two tests are applied to the SOM to determine when to stop training, one
determined by convergence of SOM nodes to a steady state and a second
for global quantisation error (QE) across all nodes. For the initial number
of nodes assigned to the SOM, it is trained until it converges such that the
global mean QE, the distance between all spike vectors and their closest
SOM node, averaged across all nodes settles to a nearly constant value (<
0.1 variation in global mean quantisation in consecutive cycles as calculated
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using eqn. 2.8 below). Once convergence for a given number of nodes has
been reached, the SOM is allowed to add a row or column. The insertion
point for this row or column is in between the SOM node with the maximum
QE among all nodes (i.e. the one with the highest variance in the spike
vectors associated with it) and the node with maximum QE among its eight
nearest neighbours. Nodes in the new row or column are assigned weights
which are intermediate those of the two closest neighbour nodes not in the
new row or column (i.e. those immediately above or below a node in a new
row, or those immediately to the left or right a node in a new column).
Training then continues until global convergence is reached with the added
nodes. The addition of new nodes is repeated following each convergence
until the global mean QE falls below a set threshold, which was determined
via experimentation described in chapter 4. At this point training stops and
the results are classified, redundancy filtered, and evaluated as described in
the following sections.
I have developed animated visual representations of the SOM nodes for ex-
amining the operation of the SOM and to optimise its parameters (learning
rate, number of training steps, training radius, and number of columns and
rows). This takes advantage of one of the design features of the SOM pro-
cess: the projection of a high dimensional space to a two dimensional one for
human readability. Using this tool, I can also verify the SOMs e⇥ectiveness
in clustering spike waveforms into shape and positional space. A variation
of this visualisation tool allows the identification of cells in a micrograph
of the Lymnaea buccal ganglia by overlaying an activity map which shows
the position and peak amplitude of spikes recorded on the array.
2.5.6 SOM Redundancy Filter
A redundancy filter is used to eliminate duplicate classification of particular
waveforms. This redundancy can be due to either over-fitting (e.g. the
splitting of one neuron’s spikes into multiple classes) or the possibility that
identified spikes are actually di⇥erent temporal components of the same
spike shape. Immediately after training is complete, the first stage filter
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is used to check for duplicate nodes created by over-fitting based on their
waveform and position (i.e. there are more SOM nodes than true spike
clusters present in the data set). This is achieved by comparing each node
with every other node in the SOM. If all weights of the two nodes being
compared are within a small percentage (see Chapter 4 for discussion),
and their spatial location centre is within 50µm of each other, the node
with the smaller maximum amplitude is flagged as redundant and its spikes
are classified as belonging to the other node. At this point, all nodes are
assumed to represent the spike output from a single neuron (or components
thereof) on a single electrode. Following this stage, all detected spikes
are then compared to the SOM nodes, and are assigned a classification
according to the process described in the next section.
2.5.7 SOM Classification of Spikes
The classification of spikes as belonging to that spike class identified by a
particular SOM node is performed by examining every spike in the data
set against every node to find the best matching node using the Euclidean
BMN (see eqn. 2.2). During each iteration, a spike is tagged as having been
classified by its BMN, and the spike is assigned the nodes colour and MEA
spatial location for use in the data displays described in appendix B.
2.5.8 Formal definition of the SOM algorithm
Given a training set of data vectorsX, the SOM algorithm will train a set of
node vectors Y of the SOM so that they represent the centroids of clusters
of these vectors in their appropriate dimensional space. Each data and each
node vector has 4 weights as described in 2.5.4 above. In the case of the
SOM nodes the value of weights is free to float according to the training
influence of data vectors they are exposed to during the SOM process.
At each training step, a single spike vector x is chosen from the total pool
of vectors in the dataset, X, to present to the nodes Y. The function for
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finding the Euclidean distance, dE, between the i weights of one spike vector,
x, and those of a node vector, y, in their n-dimensional feature space is,
dE(x,y) =
⌦    n⌥
i=0
(xi   yi)2. (2.2)
The node vector y in Y with the shortest distance to a presented spike
vector x is identified as the best matching node (BMN) for that spike.
yBMNx = argminy
dE(x,y) (2.3)
The BMNs weights are then updated by the following set of rules. A node’s
neighbourhood, ⇥, is calculated as:
⇥(t) = ⇥0 exp(  t
 
), (2.4)
where ⇥0 is the initial neighbourhood. This is set as the maximum diagonal
of the SOM column/row space, t is the current time step, and   is the decay
time constant. The learning rate, L, is the fraction of the presented vectors
weights by which it will change a particular node’s weights (if it is in the
current neighbourhood). The learning rate is a factor of the initial learning
rate, L0 , decaying as an exponential of the time step divided by the time
constant.
L(t) = L0 exp(  t
 
). (2.5)
The influence,  , of the learning rate on nodes in the BMNs neighbourhood
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is defined as:
 (t) = exp( d
2
SOM(y,yBMNx)
2⇥2(t)
), (2.6)
where dSOM(y,yBMN) is the Euclidean distance from the BMN to a partic-
ular node in its neighbourhood in the column/row space of the SOM (i.e.
a node’s column and row numbers are used as a 2D position for calcula-
tion of this distance). The full update rule for any node y in the BMNs
neighbourhood for the current training spike vector x is then,
y(t+ 1) = y + (t)L(t)(x  y). (2.7)
This process then repeats at each time step until convergence of the mean
global QE is reached and this has a value less than a QE stopping value set
by the user. The mean global QE is a function of the individual quantisation
errors for each spike vector and it BMN and is calculated as:
QEglobal =
⌃n dE(x,yBMNx)
n
. (2.8)
Where the distance from each spike vector to its BMN, dE(x,yBMNx), is
calculated as in eqn. 2.2, and n is the total number of spike vectors x in X.
The initial neighbourhood (radius) is set as half the size of the greater
SOM dimension (i.e. half of either the number of columns or rows). The
initial learning rate is set at 0.05 and the decay time constant set at the
expected maximum number of time steps divided by the log of the map
radius following standard practise in the SOM literature (Kohonen, 1997).
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2.5.9 Convolution of SOM Identified Spikes
Following SOM classification of spikes in a data set, all spikes belonging
to a single SOM node class are assembled into a new data stream which
is smoothed via a convolution using a five point triangular moving average
window. This produces a data stream of the same length as the original
raw data set streams. The new stream has zero voltage at all points except
for the positions at which spikes occur. In the event that two spikes in a
single class overlap in time, their waveforms are linearly added. This should
be a rare event however, and extremely unlikely if the redundancy filter is
working correctly. Each of these reassembled spike trains represents the
voltage output of what I assume to be the spike output of a single (model
or real) neuron within each spike window.
2.6 Granger Causality
2.6.1 Use of Granger Causality on Spike Density Func-
tions
In an e⇥ort to determine the patterns of dynamic connectivity between the
neurons that are assumed to be represented by the SOM node classes I
explored the use of a statistical causality analysis method for time series,
Granger causality (GC). The technique typically involves forming a linear
model of the time series to be investigated and using a linear regression to
find the coe⇤cients for the model (Granger, 1969; Hamilton, 1994). The for-
mulation used here closely follows that of Seth (2005), by creating a version
of the Causal Connectivity Matlab package presented in that paper adapted
for fast operation on large data sets (see Appendix A). GC analyses shown
in chapter 5 were also run with an unpublished MATLAB package (Multi-
variate Granger Causality Analysis toolbox) written by Lionel Barnett to
confirm their validity.
To put the spiking data recovered from the SOM process into data streams
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representing the spiking history of putative single neurons, a spike density
function (SDF - Szu¨cs, 1998) is used. The SDF has the properties of being
a smooth continuous function of the spiking activity and so lends itself well
to examination by a regressive modelling process such as the one at the core
of the GC algorithm. In the implementation used here, a gaussian kernel
is convolved with the spike timings for each SOM identified set of spikes
identified as belonging to a single neuron. The kernel window for each spike
is given a bandwidth (i.e. variance) of 20ms (100 data points), reflecting
the likely influence of a single spike from a presynaptic neuron on following
spikes of postsynaptic neurons.
As per the requirements of GC analysis, data streams are first either verified
to be zero-mean stationary processes and, if not, first order di⇥erencing is
used to ensure covariance stationarity. Following the Seth (2005) package I
use the augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit roots in a time series, which
indicates the stationarity condition of each time series. For each time series
to be examined, a linear model is constructed of a set of time lagged values
from that series being examined, and lagged values of all other series in
the data set. To determine how many lags to use in constructing the model
(i.e. the model order), the Bayesian Information Criterion is used (Schwarz,
1978).
The GC analysis can be performed in either a pair-wise fashion (Granger,
1969), examining the linear relationship between only two data series at a
time, or in a multivariate fashion (Geweke, 1982), where the influence of
all series in the set on each other is considered simultaneously. The latter
construction is used in this analysis by performing a multivariate auto-
regression (MVAR) on a matrix containing the coe⇤cients for the linear
models for each time series, to determine the values of the coe⇤cients for
each model. The algorithm used for the MVAR is the standard Basic Linear
Algebra Subroutine (BLAS) implementation of a linear solve (see Appendix
B).
The determination of a GC connection between two time series is made by
observing a di⇥erence in the error term of the model for that series (calcu-
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lated as a residual sum of squares, see below in the formal GC description)
by adding past values of another series to the model. In the multivariate
case, the error term must be reduced in the presence of past values from
all other series for a GC connection to be registered. In summary, if past
information from data stream A reduces the prediction error of the model
for data stream B when past information from all other streams are taken
into account, A is said to Granger cause B by a certain level of significance.
To determine significance for GC between each data stream pair, an F-test
is performed on the null hypothesis that information from one data stream
reduces the prediction error of another. The logarithm of the F-statistic
for each data stream pair is used to estimate the magnitude of the GC
connection between two data streams.
2.6.2 Formal Definition of Multivariate Granger Causal-
ity
Given a set of time series X, with n members, a linear model with model
order p is constructed for each series. The terms of the coe⇤cient matrix,
A, reflect the information contributed by a time series own past values, and
the past of all other time series in the data set. The model contains p terms
which represent the influence of lagged values of the models time series, and
p terms each for past values of all other series. If the error term, En, for the
nth time series is reduced by the inclusion of the coe⇤cients of the terms for
the mth time series (coe⇤cient vector Anm) multiplied lagged values for the
mth series (Xm) in the presence of all other series coe⇤cients, a significant
GC connection will result.
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The model set takes the form:
X1(t) =
p⌥
i=1
A11,iX1(t  i) + A12,iX2(t  i) + . . .+ A1n,iXn(t  i) + E1(t)
X2(t) =
p⌥
i=1
A21,iX1(t  i) + A22,iX2(t  i) + . . .+ A2n,iXn(t  i) + E2(t)
...
Xn(t) =
p⌥
i=1
An1,iX1(t  i) + An2,iX2(t  i) + . . .+ Ann,iXn(t  i) + En(t)
(2.9)
2.6.3 Measures of Causality
The results of the GC process can be summarised using graph-theoretic
measures developed in Seth (2005). These measures of causality are used in
describing the dynamic connectivity observed in Lymnaea feeding networks
(see chapter 6). They include: causal density, defined as
cd =
gc
2N(N   1) , (2.10)
where gc is the number of significant causal links for a network of size N;
causal reciprocity (crecip), defined as the fraction of significant connections
in the network for which a reciprocal connections exists; causal flow (cf),
which is the di⇥erence between a node’s incoming connections and its out-
going connections; and causal disequilibrium, defined as
cde =
1
Np
Np⌥
i=1
|gcAiBi   gcBiAi |
NAiNBi
(2.11)
where Np is the number of ways the network of nodes (i.e. time series
sources) being examined can be partitioned into two sets of nodes (i.e.
bipartitions), gcAiBi is the number of connections from nodes in partition A
to partition B (and vice versa for gcBiAi ), and NAi and NBi are the number
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of nodes in partition A or B respectively.
2.7 MEA and Neuron Modelling
2.7.1 Modelling Overview
In order to validate the analysis process I have created a simple system
for producing a simulation of extracellular voltage recordings from model
neurons. This consists of a set of model neuron somas which act as a set
of point current sources which are filtered through a set of extracellular
electrophysiology equations to simulate electrodes.
2.7.2 Artificial Neurons
In performing the simulation I used up to 100 neurons (to represent the
roughly 100 cells being observed on the dorsal surface of the buccal gan-
glia) using the Izhikevich neuron model (Izhikevich, 2003, 2007, see chapter
4). A selection of model cells based on the spiking and bursting dynam-
ics known from previous recording (Benjamin et al., 2000; Staras et al.,
1998a) and modeling (Valvoulis, 2007) work in the feeding system were
used. Connections between cells were simple delay lines, which provide
a current injection to the postsynaptic soma a specified interval after the
presynaptic soma has fired an action potential. Delays were set as 0.2 ms
(a single model time step) for model neurons in the buccal ganglia. I esti-
mate the axonal conduction velocity as minimum:0.1m/s and maximum:1
m/s, so the maximum delay between any directly connected pair of cells is
⌅1 ms. The algorithm used for generating the membrane voltage of model
neurons is a four parameter model of a spiking neuron designed to represent
the behavioural output of known cortical neuron types. The model has two
variables, u and v, representing the post-spike recovery trajectory of the
neuron and the membrane voltage, respectively. The four model parame-
ters represent the time scale of recovery of v after a spike (a), the sensitivity
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of u to v (b), the reset value of v following a spike (c), and the reset value
of u following a spike. Parameter setting for the model somas and synapses
is discussed in chapter 4.
Formally the neuron model is represented as:
dv
dt
= 0.04v2 + 5v + 140  u+ I (2.12)
du
dt
= a(bv   u) (2.13)
if v ⇤ 30mV, then
⇤⇧⌅v ⇧ cu⇧ u+ d (2.14)
2.7.3 MEA Simulation
To produce data that is similar to the extracellular potentials we record
on planar MEAs, I simulate recording of the model somas with extracellu-
lar electrodes using the known electrochemical physics of recording neural
tissue with planar disc electrodes (Pine, 1980; Rall, 1962; Regehr et al.,
1989; Robinson, 1968). The simulation of electrophysiological potentials is
presented formally in chapter 4.
To simulate the electrode grid, I assign each simulated electrode x and y
cartesian coordinates with respect to the location of the simulated network
of neurons. At each model time step, I assign the voltage contribution from
each neuron to a particular electrode if it is within the e⇥ective listening
distance of that electrode. These voltage contributions are calculated as a
function of the center-to-center distance of a simulated electrode and neuron
pair, and the amplitude of the neurons instantaneous voltage, using the
theoretical resistance of normal saline. The voltage contributions from all
neurons within listening distance are summed and represent the datapoint
for that time step at each electrode. From this point forward, simulated
data and data from real biological systems are treated identically.
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Chapter 3
MEA Recording from the
Lymnaea CNS & MEA Data
Simulation
3.1 Overview
In this chapter, the techniques developed for recording from the Lymnaea
stagnalis CNS on a planar MEA are described and examples of data sets
acquired with the semi-intact CNS are presented. I illustrate the general
characteristics of these recordings, and caveats for production of quality
recordings using this system. The pre-processing of data for purposes of
spike train analysis is then covered in detail. Following this is a description
of how a system of model neurons and a simulated MEA can be used to
generate data for validation of the analysis techniques which are described
in following chapters.
Intracellular single unit recording is still the dominant technique in neu-
roscience for examining the electrophysiology of neurons, and much of the
analysis methodology that has been developed in the neurosciences is tar-
geted at data produced by these single neuron data stream techniques (or
combinations of single neuron streams). There is however, a growing body
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of work in vertebrate experimental systems using multiple extracellular elec-
trodes to explore neural network dynamics (see Buzsa´ki, 2004, for a review).
Multi-unit recording in invertebrates has been comparatively rare though,
and rarer still has been the use of these techniques to describe system level
dynamics in invertebrates (see Briggman and Kristan, 2008, for a key ex-
ample of this type of work).
As I argue in the introduction, being able to observe the dynamics of a
majority of the cells in a neural system simultaneously provides a powerful
perspective for reverse-engineering system dynamics. Analysis techniques
for providing such a perspective are highly desirable for work in complex
systems such as biological neural networks like those described here. What
I am attempting to construct with the techniques described here is a general
set of methods for extracting useful information from large scale data sets
generated by planar MEAs.
In the collection of data from planar MEAs, researchers must be cognisant of
the signal characteristics which are relevant to the selected analysis process.
As a primary interest for the analysis described here is in understanding
the information flows between neurons, knowing the form of signals that
are passing between neurons becomes critical to a robust analysis. In the
case of chemical synapses between cells, if we can be confident that a ma-
jority of spikes are detectable, spike timings may be enough information to
understand information flow in the networks under consideration. What
may be missing in such an analysis though, is the influence of subthreshold
responses to synaptic signalling.
There are known to be a number of electrotonic synapses between cells
in the feeding system as well (see 1.3.5), and so it may be important to
have an understanding of the waveform shapes of action potentials (and
not just their timings) for analysing information flow between them. I do
not consider volume signalling methods of information transfer in this work
(e.g. the gas nitric oxide as a transmitter released by the B2 motoneuron
- Kobayashi et al., 2000), but measurement of this information (through
either physical or statistical means) is also of interest to explore and add to
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the analysis toolkit in the future (see chapter 6).
3.1.1 Tissue Placement Configurations
In the course of the recording work described here we have used six dif-
ferent CNS tissue configurations in a variety of positional arrangements on
four di⇥erent planar MEA layouts. I initially began work on the Lymnaea
CNS using isolated BG, or isolated rings of the four cerebral and buccal
ganglia (CB ring). Initial experimentation on the feeding system involved
determining best possible positioning and use of pressure to acquire the
best signal to noise ratio and coverage of CNS tissue. I cut small pieces of
glass coverslip to act as a weight for placement of the CNS on the MEA
so that only the area of tissue of interest was in contact with the electrode
grid, and to prevent the physical movement of nerve connectives
Di⇥erent tissue layouts were used to determine that the signal quality that
could be recorded from neurons in the CNS using planar MEAs was su⇤-
cient to proceed with further experimentation. These early recordings were
all made using either of the standard eight by eight grid pattern layouts
available from Multichannel Systems (of the 100-10 or 200-30 type - see
fig. 2.3). During this testing phase, extracellular recordings were made
of spontaneous activity emanating from the BGs, CGs, or CBCs. After
determination that extracellular neural signals were su⇤ciently strong and
interesting enough to warrant further exploration (see chapter 4), I began
to experiment with additional tissue configurations.
In the second stage of experimentation in addition to the BG pair or CB
ring, I kept a short piece of the oesophagus attached to the system via
the DBNs. This was done in order to stimulate fictive feeding rhythms
in the BG, CG, and along the CBCs via the chemosensory system in the
oesophagus using a sucrose solution. This solution was delivered either in
a bolus, or as constant application over two minutes. The data sets that
appear in this chapter and the following are all of the two minute sucrose
application type. As there is some exposure of the CNS to sucrose during
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perfusion, it should be noted that responses seen in the feeding system when
it is applied to the whole CNS are not due to changes in osmolarity (Ireland,
2006).
This protocol was successful in demonstrating that patterns that had the
correct temporal dynamics to be fictive feeding could readily be observed
from a number of locations around the BG, CG, and CBCs. Continuing
this line of experimentation, I then retained all eleven ganglia that form
the CNS and a piece of oesophagus in an attempt to get feeding activ-
ity patterns which most resemble those found in vivo. In the final stage
of experimentation (from which most of the data shown in the chapters
following is generated), in addition to the previously described tissue com-
ponents, I retained the lips, oesophagus, all 11 ganglia of the CNS, and
appropriate connectives (CBCs, DBNs, TNs, SLNs, and MLNs - see figure
3.1) for exploring feeding activity.
To assign due credit, I mention this is the stage at which CAH also began
development of the system. In addition to the previously mentioned record-
ing, his work in stabilising the lips plus oesophagus semi-intact system on
the MEA and incorporation of the required fluidics to allow di⇥erential pre-
sentation of liquids to the lips and oesophagus has allowed the continuation
of the work described here to include conditioned stimulus experiments.
This allows exploration into the exciting territory of learning and memory
operations in the semi-intact preparation on a planar MEA (see chapter 6
for further discussion).
3.2 Extracellular Recording of Spiking Ac-
tivity
3.2.1 MEA Type Selection
The four di⇥erent types of MEAs used in this study (see chapter 2) provide
four perspectives on an experimental system. At the most obvious level of
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analysis, they provide di⇥ering spatial snapshots of extracellular activity
of our system according to their electrode’s sizes and inter-electrode dis-
tance. The primary consideration here is the potential listening distance
of each electrode in the grid and how many neurons might be captured in
this distance. This distance is obviously also a function of the extracellular
voltages the cells being recorded can generate, but this property can be de-
termined experimentally and estimated through equivalent circuit models.
Molluscan neurons have a large range of soma diameters though, and so
this can make estimating listening distances a challenge in the face of this
heterogeneity.
In addition, due to these di⇥erent electrode properties, the character of the
field they can record will be very di⇥erent as well. One key example of this
di⇥erence is the trade o⇥ between using smaller and larger electrodes. Use
of smaller electrodes provides a higher spatial resolution and the possibility
of smaller inter-electrode recording distances (e.g. the HD30-10 MEA type
- see chapter 2), and more electrodes per recording area. However a smaller
electrode diameter also results in a higher impedance and consequently
higher noise levels. Due to the lower impedance and lower noise levels found
while using larger electrodes, they have a much larger e⇥ective listening
distance as compared to 10µm electrodes. The greater range means they
have a greater possibility of recording distant cells, and greater likelihood
of observing multiple voltage signals from di⇥erent cells.
The ideal condition for separation of these signals would be for there to
be one or more electrodes picking up the electrical output of only one cell.
At current levels of MEA technology development (see chapter 6, future
work), this type of electrode/neuron ratio is not usually achievable for more
than a few cells though, even in a simpler structure with large cells like
the Lymnaea ganglia. The HD30-10 type MEAs do provide this type of
coverage, however it is for a very limited number of cells (see fig 2.4 lower
right). To capture the activity of a larger number of cells, for the majority
of the work described here we select the 100-10 type MEA for use. The 100-
10 type provides us with enough coverage so that the majority of cells on
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the dorsal surface of the BG are within recording distance of an electrode.
3.2.2 Signal Considerations for MEA Recording
The signals we typically observed on the MEA when recording from the
semi-intact snail CNS are either spikes generated by changes in soma mem-
brane potential or by the fast moving transients found moving along the
nerve connectives such as the cerebral buccal connective (CBC). I do not at-
tempt an in-depth analysis of transients along connectives, so they will not
be considered further here (other than noting their presence). In addition,
dendrites of cells being recorded are located in the interior of Lymnaea CNS
ganglia, and so I assume the activity along axonal or dendritic membranes
will make virtually no contribution to the extracellular field recorded by the
MEA (i.e. the MEA is observing a closed field - Johnston et al., 1995). With
the exception of noise sources then, the vast majority of signals that MEA
electrodes should be recording from the semi-intact system in the configu-
ration used in most of the recordings analysed (BG on a 100-10 typeMEA),
are soma spikes.
Extracellular spikes recorded from patches of soma membrane have two gen-
eral types of contributing components to their signal energy: the capacitive
current generated by a voltage change of the membrane and the current
generated by the opening of all ion channels in the patch of membrane be-
ing recorded (Regehr et al., 1989). The potential generated exterior to the
cell by a change in its potential is calculated as the sum of these currents
multiplied by the summed resistance to current flow in the extracellular
space. Formally, this is represented as:
Vext = (ic +
n⌥
chan=1
ichan)(Rseal +Rspread). (3.1)
Where Vext is the recorded voltage, ic is the membrane capacitive current,
ichan is the current generated by individual channels. The resistance to cur-
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rent flow between a membrane directly covering an electrode is known as
the seal resistance (Rseal) and the resistance for current moving between a
non-adjacent patch of membrane and the electrode is known as the spread-
ing resistance (Rspread). For purposes of analysis, it is desirable to estimate
the internal voltage change indicated by an extracellular signal. This could
be performed by the reverse calculation of the eqn. 3.1. However, precise
calculation of the internal voltage would be dependent on knowledge of the
ion channel composition of the patch of membrane that is generating the
extracellular potential.
I highlight these parameters as a caveat that, in observing MEA data, inves-
tigators must keep in mind during extracellular recording that biophysical
transforms of neuronal membrane potentials occur that are not observed
when performing internal or patch recordings. One of these di⇥erences is
that neurons with fast action potentials are more likely to have relatively
larger extracellular signals due to their ability to open more sodium chan-
nels quickly (Regehr et al., 1989). This fast opening results in a higher
voltage drop in the extracellular space and accompanying larger signal at
the electrode. In addition, spike waveforms from a single neuron may be
very di⇥erent depending on the spatial relationship between the electrode
and the neuron being recorded. In studies of extracellular recording of the
current source density (CSD) of the spike output of neurons it has been
shown that recorded spike waveforms can be of a variety of shapes depend-
ing on the part of the cell they are emanating from (e.g. Richardson et al.,
1987). In the case described here though, it is assumed that it is generally
a patch of membrane from a spherical soma distant to other cell structures
that is producing extracellular potentials recorded by MEA electrodes. The
exception to this statement is when the large nerve connectives (i.e. the
CBCs and DBNs) are contacting the electrode array during recording.
A further point to note for planar MEA data is that Regehr et al. (1989)
demonstrated that a lack of a tight seal on metal disk electrodes can result
in very small recorded values (due to decreased Rseal). Signals recorded near
the boundary of the contact zone of the tissue and array may not have the
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same properties as those recorded from more central electrodes (that are
likely to be directly beneath the tissue of interest and thus fully sealed by
neurons directly above them). To ensure that Rseal was being maximised
during recordings, I began putting gentle pressure on the BG by using a
glass coverslip (see chapter 2) A tight seal of the BG may also be enhancing
recorded signals from neurons which are not in contact with electrodes by
reducing the value of (Rspread) by creating a smaller conductive volume (the
thin layer between the tissue and MEA surface) for signals to dissipate
through.
In summary, the di⇥erent morphology of spike shapes that we have ob-
served in MEA recordings could reflect di⇥erent channel densities in dif-
ferent cells (or parts of cells), di⇥erent cell structures being recorded, or
alternate geometries of contact relationships between the membrane surface
being recorded and recording electrodes. The most common spike morphol-
ogy I observe in our MEA data is a positive going extracellular spike which
corresponds with fast opening sodium channels from a soma tightly sealed
to a recording electrode (Grattarola and Martinoia, 1993; Regehr et al.,
1989). However, as discussed in chapter 4, there are a number of other
waveform types present as well.
3.2.3 Sampling Rates and Analogue to Digital Con-
version
For the majority of the electrophysiological recordings analysed in this study
we used a sampling rate of 5 KHz. The recording hardware is capable of
acquiring at 24 Khz though, and this rate may be able to provide more infor-
mation about the dynamics of individual cells (see chapter 6 for discussion).
The selection of a lower recording rate is driven largely by consideration of
analysis processing time and storage space required by the very large data
sets produced by MEA recording. In a typical experiment, up to two hours
of data is recorded, resulting in data sets of roughly two gigabytes (Gb) in
size.
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Of the 5000 samples recorded per second, each data point is a 16 bit (2
byte) unsigned integer, and there are 60 recording channels (electrodes) re-
sulting in a 300K samples/sec or 600Kb/sec data set. The 65536 (16 bit
representation) possible values represent the range between plus and minus
340.7768 µV, giving our MEA recordings a dynamic resolution of roughly
0.01 µV. For practical storage reasons and safety of data preservation dur-
ing both recording and transfer of files, during experiments we break up
recordings (using functionality in the MCRack software, see chapter 2) into
sequential 2 minute files (of 72 Mb in size). These files are imported into
the NEA system as described in appendix B.
3.2.4 Recording Experiments
At the outset of this work, it was not clear what type of signals it would be
possible to record using the planar MEA using semi-intact preparations of
the Lymnaea CNS. The use of extracellular recording along the Lymnaea
CBCs using fine wires has been well established (e.g. Yeoman et al., 1994),
and previous work using isolated individual cells on MEAs (Regehr et al.,
1989) and ganglia (Novak and Wheeler, 1986) from similar invertebrates
indicated that recording of spiking activity should be likely. Initial experi-
mentation with isolated BG pairs and CG-CBC-BG rings showed that there
is a large amount of high amplitude (>20 µV) extracellular spontaneous
activity recordable from various cells and connectives in the Lymnaea semi-
intact feeding system. During this phase of experimentation, I explored the
di⇥erential placement of tissue and use of the glass coverslip (see chapter
2) to put pressure on ganglia to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of
recordings.
Following observation of spontaneous activity in the tissue configurations
described in chapter 2, I set about trying to generate fictive feeding rhythms
in semi-intact feeding systems via application of sucrose to the oesophagus.
As seen in fig 3.3, early trials of this protocol were successful in producing
repetitive bursting activity in the buccal ganglia on the time scale seen
in previous studies (e.g. Staras, 1997) of the Lymnaea semi-intact system.
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Figure 3.2: Micrograph images of the typical tissue placement of BG or the
the CB-BG ring on to three di⇥erent MEA layouts. A, The BG pair is shown
placed on a 100-10 array attached via the DBNs to the oesophagus which is the
dark shape in the upper part of the image. This is our most typical recording
configuration and is also pictured in a wider view in fig 3.1. This configuration
can be used for recording from the BG using any combination of the semi-intact
tissue arrangements discussed in this section. The image in B depicts the isolated
(i.e. no attached lips or oesophagus) CB-BG ring on a 200-30 MEA. In C, a BG
pair are shown on an HD30-10 array (image credit to CAH).
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Figure 3.3: Depicted is a test of sucrose stimulation using oesophagus and whole
CNS semi-intact system on an 100-10 MEA. In the upper panel, a sixty channel
spike plot display of 20 seconds of presumed fictive feeding activity in the BG
generated by stimulating the oesophagus with a bolus of 20mM sucrose. Four
PRS cycles are synchronously observed in both BG in the dense bursts of spikes
on electrodes shown in the lower two thirds of the upper panel. In the lower
panel, the same time period is depicted using the raw data of a single channel
(position of the spike train for this channel in the upper panel is indicated by the
arrow).
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As these bursting cycles are occurring at the same frequency as what has
previously been identified in single unit recording as fictive feeding cycles,
and are being generating by cells which are likely buccal motoneurons (see
chapter 4), I assume that these are PRS cycles. These are approximately
five second repeats of bursting activity on the dorsal surface of the BG that
continues for 3-5 cycles after sucrose application.
It is at this point I became aware that there were two major technical
challenges to be solved for the further development of the Lymnaea semi-
intact system on the MEA. The first was the physical stabilisation of the
system and the inclusion of controlled fluidics for stimulation of the system
via perfusion of the lips and oesophagus. This work is critical for the long
term goal of this project to examine learning and memory in the semi-
intact feeding system and is ongoing (see chapter 6). The second challenge
is a technical barrier for all many-unit recording experimental protocols
in neuroscience (Buzsa´ki, 2004) - that of storing, analysing, and displaying
the very large volumes of data encountered when using multi-unit recording
systems. The software systems (described in appendix B) required to do
this became the main concern for the rest of the project described here, as
a comprehensive analysis of the data collected to this point would not be
possible unless there also existed analysis tools to make sense of the large
information flows we are able to record.
3.2.5 Noise Removal
As discussed in the introduction, there are a number of di⇥erent approaches
to removing noise from electrophysiology data. First, what is actually noise
(as opposed to signal components we might not be aware of, but actually
may be of interest ) must be determined. I have taken two di⇥erent ap-
proaches to noise removal. They are both roughly equivalent in terms of
the spike output they produce (in numbers of spikes), but their e⇥ect on
the shape of waveforms and their firing statistics can vary. Significantly,
both of these techniques alter the original structure of the data and so
care must be taken in their use. Bandpass filtering operates by removing
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components outside its designated frequency band and PCA (in the usage
described here) by removing components with both a low frequency and a
high energy (i.e. the first few PCA components). An additional concern is
that signals may become convolved with noise signals in such a way that
it is di⇤cult to accurately separate them via any of the commonly used
techniques (filtering, PCA, ICA, etc.).
My preferred approach would be to use some form of source separation to
allow visual observation of the signal components that are present in a par-
ticular data set. This type of observation is what initially motivated the use
of PCA to separate sources in this project. Low frequency components such
as electrical line or equipment noise, and components caused by fluid mo-
tion have a characteristic shape that can be readily visually or statistically
identified. In most cases, if they are present, these noise sources appear as
the first or second PCA component (i.e. those with the largest eigenvalues)
after performing the PCA transform. Using a sequential PCA process in
which one signal is subtracted from all sources, one at a time, these first
one or two signals can be removed after manual confirmation they are truly
noise sources, leaving the rest of the signal intact.
A particular danger of filtering of low frequency components encountered
during this study is that this can remove signals of plateau potentials, po-
tentially hampering the identification of cells for which this is a distinctive
feature of their activity. This is a case when advance knowledge of the sys-
tem can play a role in determining noise filtering settings. If the plateau
duration falls within a defined range it is possible to adjust filter settings
so that their contributions to the signal are preserved. This is complicated
by the fact that it is somewhat ambiguous what the e⇥ect of plateau poten-
tials are on recorded extracellular signals, because it is not known whether
ion channels which contribute to the extracellular signal are significantly
involved in producing the plateau potential.
In general, for the work discussed here, I selected to use bandpass filtering
for noise removal because of the ease with which it could be incorporated
in an automated workflow. The use of PCA is likely warranted when there
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are multiple and/or complex noise components that need to be removed in
order to perform analysis, but I have not found that to be the case in the
recordings shown in this work.
3.2.6 Spike Detection
As discussed in chapter 2, for reasons of computational e⇤ciency, I se-
lected the median estimation thresholding method for spike thresholding.
In selecting to use the thresholding methodology I was influenced by the
argument in Obeid and Wolf (2004) that more computationally costly al-
gorithms such as those using energy operators or wavelet templates did
not provide significant benefits over absolute value thresholding. There are
three parameters to be concerned with in the use of the threshold method:
one for the threshold itself, and then two for the window (number of sample
points per spike) parameter.
When using an automated threshold algorithm, such as the one I have
selected (see chapter 2 and Quian Quiroga et al., 2004), the goal is to set
the threshold parameter for spike detection at a point which is close to the
level of the noise band, so that any activity appearing outside the noise band
is considered a valid spike. In the standard technique, the base threshold
is set as four times the median variance of the noise band as discussed in
section 2.5.2, but can be adjusted based on either visual inspection or a
pre- calculation of the spiking statistics of a data stream. Large numbers
of relatively high amplitude spikes can bias automated threshold detection
methods because they cause the threshold to be set higher than would be
found in a data set that is comprised of spikes within a more constrained
region. Background events that cross threshold are likely to be filtered by
the SOM process (see chapter 4), because they typically will appear as very
tiny shape components in comparison to actual spikes, and can be manually
rejected if necessary.
On channels with very low spiking activity being recorded, the threshold
method can pickup spikes that are either a large number of false positives
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generated by noise, or very low amplitude signals from relatively distant
neurons. For the methods I have created here, it is better to have more
low amplitude false positives, than to miss actual spikes. This is because
of the way the spikes are reduced to a four dimensional vector (see next
section and 2.5.4) using spike timing information, and because the presence
of additional (lower amplitude) appearances of a spike on distant channels
only add to its accuracy in predicting what neuron that spike event is being
produced by. One further thresholding caveat is that when low frequency
components are removed by bandpass filtration, spikes from a given neuron
may appear or disappear due to the underlying changes in the shape of the
waveform induced by the filter.
The two values that comprise the spike window, the number of data points
collected prior to threshold crossing and the number post-crossing, can also
have significant e⇥ects on down stream data analysis. Setting spike de-
tection windows too long can cause multiple spikes to be captured as a
single spike waveform. If they are set too small, information about the true
shape of the spike can be lost. One advantage that a smaller window may
provide in this context is that it can provide more accurate redundant rep-
resentations of the same spike event occurring on di⇥erent channels. The
most clear example of this would be a spike event which appears as a wave-
form with a large amplitude on one channel and smaller scaled versions on
adjacent channels. This is because the point of threshold crossing would
have less jitter using a smaller window and so aids the redundancy filter in
determining if two spikes are scaled versions of each other.
Another choice that can be made in doing the spike detection is to not
recognise another spike until the voltage trace has returned beneath the
threshold following detection of a previous spike. The danger in using this
approach is that multiple spikes produced by one cell in rapid succession
may be missed if the spike window is too small, or more commonly, multiple
cells being recorded by one electrode could fire within a short period and
one or more of these may be missed. In the second case this is one problem
that would be greatly aided by a source separation method, or by improved
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electrode to neuron ratio. I made the choice not to limit the detector in this
way, and to deal with the problem of multiple components being recognised
when only one is present in the redundancy filtering component of the SOM
algorithm (see fig 4.3).
The combination of the spike detection choices discussed above all con-
tribute to e⇥ects on downstream analysis components and the strategies
required to examine the relationships from the resulting waveforms. The
parameter space of possible ways to get at the desired outcome of neuron
location and connectivity this creates is very large. The strategy selected
for use here can be summarised as one of maximally reducing waveforms
to the simplest possible representation, and then using the SOM process to
evaluate their relationships to other waveforms in the data set.
3.2.7 Spike Reduction
I explored a few di⇥erent variations on the feature vectors for spikes, at
various levels of reduction, being presented to a SOM as training vectors
for the purpose of spike sorting. The constant among all of these variations
is the usage of both position and waveform data to attempt to uniquely
identify the spike output of single neurons. The method presented here,
the reduced spike vector with two centre of mass position and two shape
feature weights (see 2.5.4), has been the easiest to work with in terms of
computational e⇤ciency and examining the accuracy of spike recovery (see
chapter 4).
The primary alternative method explored in this work was an unreduced
vector containing all data points collected for a given spike waveform and
the 2D position of the electrode they were recorded from. In this usage,
the SOM itself was performing a form of data reduction as components of
spike events appearing on di⇥erent electrodes were grouped by training the
SOM and then flagged as being part of the same neuron’s spike output in
a redundancy filter.
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3.3 Simulation of Networks of Neurons on
MEAs
3.3.1 Simulation as a Validation Technique
Independent validation of a complex analysis process such as the one de-
scribed here is sometimes very di⇤cult to achieve. Without knowing the
properties of the cells, and the structure and dynamics of a particular net-
work ahead of time, it is next to impossible to have a good validation pro-
cess. As there is no way of knowing the characteristics of a target biological
network precisely before an analysis is produced, assessing the e⇥ectiveness
of a new process can not be based on a fully or even partially unknown sys-
tem. In assessing the analysis, a method is needed to validate a processing
pipeline using a defined network of signal generators. The way I selected
to do this was by creating a model system that would generate data that is
similar in some aspects to the data we record using the Lymnaea CNS on
the MEA.
To determine how well the collection of analysis techniques performs in each
of a few di⇥erent domains, the modelling system produces artificial MEA
data. The model consists of two parts. The first is an Izhikevich neuron ball
and stick network simulator consisting of somas and delay line connections
between a specified set of somas. The second model component is a grid
of simulated electrodes through which the extracellular voltage output of a
patch of simulated neuron membrane is recorded. To be clear, the purpose
of this system is not intended to simulate the activity of the Lymnaea
feeding system accurately. It is used simply to provide a data set in which
the locations and connectivities of all somas is completely known ahead of
time for purposes of testing the e⇥ectiveness of the above analysis methods.
I do however make some e⇥ort to include model somas (by setting their
parameters appropriately - see below) which have at least similar spiking
and bursting characteristics to cells that have been identified in the BG.
My primary goal for the model system is that it produce spiking output of
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the same general statistical character as we see in data recorded from the
semi-intact CNS on MEA system.
The micrograph images and background literature concerning the cells recorded
from in this project can also provide some feedback in gauging the e⇥ec-
tiveness of the two major analysis components. In particular, because some
cells on the BG surface have a distinctive appearance in terms of colour or
position, this can give some information on how likely it is to find a cell
with behaviour in a particular place on the ganglia. This type of visual
validation is explored in the following chapter. However, in using this ap-
proach there is the caveat that there is always variability in the biological
system, and a cell with a particular visual appearance may not always be
the cell type we think it is.
The aspects of the analysis process I have selected to quantitatively assess
include scoring of values for the following queries:
– Neuron activity: Of the neurons that appear in a recording, how many
are accurately recovered by the SOM process? Are there redundant
components of each neuron’s spike waveforms being detected (resulting
in a prediction of too many neurons)? In which instances will wave-
forms not be detected as belonging to the correct cluster (neuron)?
– Neuron position: How accurately does the SOM process locate the
position of neurons on the MEA grid?
– Neuron size: How accurately does the SOM process estimate the size
of a neuron recorded on the MEA grid?
– Connectivity: How accurately can we expect the multivariate Granger
causality algorithm to return a connectivity map that is reflective of
the physical connectivity present between neurons?
3.3.2 Simulation Implementation
To provide a data set whose statistical properties, cell locations, and con-
nectivity was known prior to analysis taking place I created a model system
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consisting of neuron somas with delay connections between them, and a
simulated set of electrodes with which to record the extracellular data from
simulated neurons. The motivation for this is to create data sets which
have roughly the same location, spike power, and statistical properties as
the data we see in the Lymnaea BG on the planar MEA.
To develop a model of the Lymnaea BG electrical activity we can observe
with MEA electrodes, I start with a set of simple assumptions. For ex-
tracellular modelling purposes, neurons are usually treated theoretically as
dipoles in which somas are an active sink. In an extracellular electrical
model of the Lymnaea ganglia we can ignore the presence of dendrites be-
cause of their location at the core of the BG (i.e. the ganglia can be treated
as a closed field - see Johnston et al., 1995, chapter 14). This in e⇥ect can-
cels the contributions dendrites might make to voltage changes observed on
the outer surface of the ganglia and so sources can e⇥ectively be considered
as monopole sources. I do not make an attempt to incorporate model spikes
analogous to those being contributed to recordings by the large nerve con-
nectives (e.g. The CBCs or DBNs - see chapter 2), however these should
not be greatly di⇥erent from soma spikes (see chapter 4 for examples of
probable nerve connective spikes), with the exception that in general, they
are negative going extracellular voltage spikes.
To generate the monopole sources (discussed in chapter 2) I selected to
use the Izhikevich (2003) soma model and to use delay line connections
to represent synapses between them. For the validation process described
here, the most significant di⇥erence between the output of the Izhhikevich
soma model and the spikes observed from cells on the dorsal BG surface
is the lack of variability in the spike width of model neurons. To produce
this type of e⇥ect, the spike output of model somas can be adapted to have
more complex recovery by adding additional terms to the Izhikevich model
equations. To create this variable spike-width e⇥ect, I added an exponential
recovery term with a single parameter. This has the e⇥ect of replacing the
instantaneous reset to baseline voltage (parameter c in fig 3.4 below) with
a smooth descent that more closely models the situation seen in spikes
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observed in intracellular recordings of cells in the Lymnaea feeding system.
3.3.3 Use of Izhikevich Neurons and Their Parame-
ters
As a caveat, it should be noted that Izhikevich’s focus with using his own
model neurons has been to explore dynamics that resembles those of cells
and networks found in vertebrate cortex. To create a model system whose
spiking output resemble those found in the BG, I attempt to tune the cell
parameters to reflect spiking and bursting statistics of neurons previously
identified and recorded from the BG (see chapter 1). That said, the goal
of this model network was not to reproduce the dynamics found in the
Lymnaea BG. The aim is simply to create simulated neuronal network data
which has general properties that are similar to those we see from cells on
the BG surface. This is to allow the analysis system to be broadly tested
for its accuracy in recovering the spike output, position, and connectivity
of neurons from their recorded spikes.
This requires that the model parameters be selected so that the spike or
burst frequency approximates cell types found in the BG. The most use-
ful model parameter settings for this purpose are those that generate the
tonic spiking, tonic bursting, phasic spiking, and phasic bursting types of
model somas (Izhikevich, 2007, and fig. 3.4). In addition to the soma model
parameters, the amount of current injection into the soma can also be ad-
justed to alter the firing frequency of a given cell. Current is injected via
three di⇥erent mechanisms in the use of model somas here. There is a base-
line level that represents internal current of a given cell, current supplied
through synapses, and via a noise process.
3.4 Discussion
The early recordings experiment described in section 3.2 demonstrated that
it was feasible to record fictive feeding signals from semi-intact preparations
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Figure 3.4: The modified Izhikevich soma model can represent a wide variety of
spiking behaviours. The most frequently used types in the simulation described
above are those whose internal membrane voltage traces and its extracellularly
recorded representation are shown here. The Izhikevich parameters a,b,c,d for
each type shown here are listed in the table below. In each panel the upper
portion is the membrane voltage as produced by the Izhikevich model and the
lower portion is the extracellular representation produced by the simulation
discussed in section 3.3.
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Neuron Type a b c d
Tonic spiking 0.02 0.2 -65 6
Phasic spiking 0.02 0.25 -65 6
Tonic bursting 0.02 0.2 -50 2
Phasic bursting 0.02 0.25 -55 0.05
Table 3.1: The model parameters used to generate the spiking activity shown
above in figure 3.4. See section 2.7.2 for full model description
of the Lymanea CNS and feeding system tissues placed on a planar MEA.
The signals recorded were then characterised to guide the creation of the
analysis tools developed to locate cells, predict their size based on their
output power, and determine their connectivity. This work prepared the
ground for the electrophysiological survey of cell types on the dorsal surface
of the BG described in chapter 4.
This early recording work also motivated the development of the analysis
system presented here. Both the promise and the frustration of multi-
electrode recording work is the extremely large volumes of data generated
in the course of experimentation. These data quantities necessitate the
development of systems which can automate as much of the process of data
analysis as possible. In using the spike detection and SOM system described
above, I am seeking to automate the process of identifying activity from
single neurons appearing on planar multi-electrode array. This is fraught
with di⇤culties, however the system as it exists provides a strong enough
foundation and validation results to proceed with the proof of concept work
in the next two chapters.
In attempting a reverse-engineering analysis of a biological system it is
important that the goals of analysis components are clearly stated and
what the performance limitations of each component for the desired task is.
Each piece in the processing tool chain described has downstream e⇥ects on
all following components, and so knowing the e⇥ects each has on the data
being processed is helpful in trying to understand the cumulative e⇥ect of
the tool chain as a whole. This line of thought also extends to the recording
system as well, as the use of extracellular recording is introducing another
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transform on the original membrane voltage signals.
As Buzsa´ki (2006) points out, it is di⇤cult to compare results between lab-
oratories when there are so many di⇥erent methods of multi-unit recording
and analysis available. As such, it is incumbent on researchers to be very
clear about how their results have been generated. The attempt made to
do so here lays the groundwork for a much more comprehensive validation
system. I believe that standardised analysis validation tools must become
a necessity for fields in which very high data volumes and very complex
systems are the targets of study.
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Chapter 4
Locating and Identifying
Neurons via Spiking Activity
4.1 Overview
In creating the part of the analysis system described in this chapter, the
goal has been to: find the approximate physical location of individual cells
that are recorded with a planar MEA, estimate their membrane contact
diameter on the MEA, and collect all recordable spikes they generate into
representative classes. The core methodology selected for use here, the
Kohonen self organising map (SOM), is an unsupervised learning algorithm
typically used for exploring the relationships between items in large data
spaces. I have adapted this technique for the purposes of both determining
the likely number of neurons present in an MEA recording via their spiking
data, and to assign spike feature vectors to the closest matching putative
neuron class.
The resulting neuron classes have a feature vector which represents the
centroid of spike feature vectors in its class. The weights of this centroid
are used as an estimate of the both the physical location (via two position
weights) of a neuron on an MEA, and as an approximation of the area
of the neuronal membrane contacting the MEA. These values are used to
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produce maps of the recorded neurons as they appear with reference to
MEA electrodes.
An often heard complaint in the field of neuroinformatics (e.g. Buzsa´ki,
2006) is that researchers are not rigorous enough in validating their model
and analysis systems. In an attempt to avoid this criticism in regards
to the system presented here, this chapter also seeks to provide a case
for the accuracy and usefulness of the spike sorting part of the analysis
system. I provide evidence via the simulated neuronal network and MEA
system that the SOM algorithm can e⇥ectively categorise spikes waveforms
as belonging to particular neurons under conditions similar to experimental
ones, and using the trained SOM as a physical mapping method, estimate
the position and size of those neuron sources to within a certain degree of
accuracy.
4.2 The use of Self-Organising Maps for Spike
Sorting
4.2.1 Comparison to Prior Use of SOM for Spike Sort-
ing
The decision to use a SOM for the spike sorting process was inspired by a
system that used a single dimension SOM on single channel electrode data
(Horton et al., 2007). In the Horton et al. system, spike feature dimensions
are extracted using principal components analysis, and then additional fea-
tures are used to represent the geometrical curvature of spike waveforms
to maximise separation of spike classes. The approach here di⇥ers from
this in that the feature space used is a minimal representation consisting
of the predicted position and waveform features (see sect. 2.5.4). Position
estimation of spike waveforms is not considered in the Horton et al. (2007)
paper, whereas predicted recording position of a spike on an MEA plays a
very significant part in determining how a spike is classified in the method
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described here.
The approach used by Horton et al. (2007) also uses a redundancy filter-
ing process that consists of ”pushing” nodes of the SOM in the feature
space following training to fully cover existing spike data points and then
determining which of these are redundant representations of a given spike
waveform. The redundancy filtering strategy used here di⇥ers in that the
SOM is allowed to grow in the number of nodes it contains during training,
prior to redundant nodes being removed based on their similarity in feature
space in a post-training operation. The e⇥ect of these two approaches is
similar in reducing the feature space to just the number of nodes required
to cover the entire space, and attempting to identify which nodes represent
the spike output of single neuron activity.
4.2.2 SOM Parameter Settings
At the outset of training, there are four parameters that must be set for
the SOM algorithm. These include the learning rate, the neighbourhood
distance, and the number of columns and rows of the map (see chapter
2 for detailed description). The learning rate typically used was selected
based on the suggestions for SOM use made by Kohonen (1997), which is
a rate of 0.05. The initial SOM has six rows and four columns, and the
influence neighbourhood of the SOM is initially set as the row dimension
(i.e. six nodes) of the map in order to fully cover the map at the beginning of
training. This makes the initial neighbourhood of influence the entire SOM,
which then subsequently decays along with the learning rate as described
in chapter 2. As the SOM can also grow in numbers of nodes according
to the protocol described in chapter 2, the maximum allowable number of
SOM columns and rows are set to give a total number of nodes that is
up to 5 times the expected number of neurons that will be recorded by a
particular experimental set up. For example, if a single dorsal BG face is
being recorded and it is expected that every single cell (approximately 100)
will possibly produce spike waveforms, the number of nodes to be used will
be set at a maximum of 500.
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Where possible, I have tried to follow Kohonen’s (1997, section 3.9) caveats
for setting SOM parameters. One of these is that it is advantageous to set
the SOM up with an oblong relationship between column and rows in order
to create di⇥erences in the SOM dimensions, and so one of these parameters
is set to be slightly smaller than the other (e.g. six rows by four columns
as in the previous paragraph). Kohonen reports that this usage aids in
the separation of clusters in the SOM space, by preventing network edge
e⇥ects. I was not able to implement a hexagonal SOM (as opposed to the
rectangular SOM as Kohonen suggests) with the existing system due to
time and technical constraints, but this is a high priority for future versions
to improve accuracy of fitting in high volume data processing (see chapter
6).
I have incorporated the concept of setting an inclusion/exclusion threshold
from Rutishauser et al. (2006) for determining when spikes that are likely
outliers are not incorporated the set represented by a given class. This
threshold is also used to determine when two nodes which are nearby in their
feature space will be merged into a single class representing the putative
spiking output of one neuron. Unlike the Rutishauser et al. (2006) usage
of the threshold in which it is set automatically using an estimate of the
noise in the system, I use an empirically set threshold based on observation
of the distribution of spikes in their feature space. The observation of large
numbers of Lymnaea BG data sets has been used to determine that this
threshold is best set at a value (in SOM feature units) which corresponds
to 50µm in the physical space of the recording MEA.
4.2.3 SOM Spike Sorting Caveats
One of the key problems in isolating spike activity from a single neuron
is that there is the possibility that it can have multiple identifiable spike
waveform shapes Buzsa´ki (2004), likely due to its spike shape varying with
activity. The ability of the SOM technique described here to cope with
these changes in waveform shape depends on how these changes a⇥ect the
feature vector selected. Waveform alteration can change both the predicted
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physical position of a neuron, as well as the shape features of the vector
representation of a spike. The degree of drift in these features is dependent
on both the internal changes due to alteration in neuron behaviour (e.g.
during bursts of spiking that cause spike frequency adaptation) and due to
the interaction of varying waveforms with external noise sources.
If changes in the waveform are not too drastic the SOM should continue
to perform well in classifying them correctly, particularly if activity-varying
waveforms are slightly scaled versions of each other. This is because the
classification procedure uses a Euclidean distance best match procedure
for the feature vector for each spike. Spikes which are then closer to a
given cluster than any other, even if they are recorded on di⇥erent sets
of electrodes, are judged to be part of that class. If waveforms from a
single cell are of drastically di⇥erent scales on di⇥erent electrodes though,
the interaction between the thresholding detector can cause di⇤culties in
identifying representations of spikes which appear on di⇥erent electrodes.
The use of a high number of SOM nodes with respect to neurons present
(node/neuron ratio) during SOM training will likely give a large number
of redundant waveform clusters. Practically, this means that each neurons
spike waveforms will likely be represented by multiple SOM nodes. This
produces a predictive map of cell locations which shows multiple SOM node
representations of each recorded neuron. When using the Lymnaea BG as
the recording target, the e⇥ectiveness of the elimination of these redun-
dant identifications by the filtering process can be manually checked by the
inspecting micrographs of the BG to see if the SOM results approximate
the number of cells present in the real tissue. The result can have fewer
neurons than is present in the area recorded from (due to quiescent or non-
recordable cells), but it should not have more if the redundancy checking
algorithm is working well.
Neurons that very rarely produce a spike in the data set being examined
are likely to have their spikes not classified, or misclassified, by the SOM
process, unless they are well spatially separated from other neurons in the
recording. If their waveforms do appear on the same electrode as another
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neuron’s, unless they are of radically di⇥erent shape, they will likely be
merged into the cluster of the more active neuron. Using a very high number
of SOM nodes may be a way to catch rare events such as these, but at the
expense of much more computational time required for training. One way
of handling this is to reject spikes which are not within a particular distance
in waveform shape/location space to their best matching SOM node in the
full set following training. I have used a cut o⇥ equivalent to 10µV variation
at each waveform point for this process to avoid outliers being incorporated
into a given spike class set. There are also methods for bringing rare events
into focus in the SOM process (Kohonen, 1997) but I do not explore them
here due to the associated computational costs.
The di⇥erences between MEA electrode arrangements directly a⇥ect the
ability of the trained SOM nodes to predict neuron position. If a single
neuron’s membrane voltage is only detectable on a single electrode (as is the
case for the largest arrays used in this study) then the SOM node position
will predict its closest matching neuron’s position as being directly centred
on top of that electrode. Conversely, if there are multiple electrodes record-
ing from a single neuron, there is a danger of capturing di⇥erent waveforms
representing the same spike event emanating from di⇥erent structures on
the neuron, which can cause misinterpretation of a spike as multiple events.
The source of this e⇥ect is the convolution of the membrane potential at
various points in the extracellular medium which an MEA is recording from.
In a system such as the Lymnaea CNS this is less of a concern because the
membrane surfaces that can be recorded from are large spherical somas.
When pressed against the glass of the base of the MEA cells likely form
spheroid contact regions (see fig. 4.3), and due to this shape should pro-
duce a highly uniform extracellular potential that varies in amplitude with
increasing distance from the source.
Sharp onset spikes (those with a high amplitude leading edge) give a bet-
ter classification because of their consistency of the position within the
spike window. The converse is also true, that lower amplitude spikes may
appear at shifted positions within the spike window because of the lower
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angle of their onset. For lower amplitude spike this means that there is
a much higher probability of redundant SOM nodes that represent time-
shifted versions of the spike. An adjustment made to the spike detection
strategy during the development of this work was the use of peak centring
to bring all spikes, regardless of amplitude, into better alignment.
Using too few SOM nodes can result in under-fitting of the map to the
true spike clusters. This will likely produce spike clusters which overlap
more than one of the actual spike clusters produced by a single neuron.
The waveform image of a composite cluster of these multiple true waveform
clusters appears visually as an averaging of the actual spike shapes, typically
as a flattened representation.
The maximum di⇥erence between a spike vector and a SOM node (or a
spike-spike or node-node weight vector di⇥erence) in their feature space
is n, the number of dimensions (or weights) multiplied by the maximum
value of their representations. As I use a 16 bit representation during the
SOM process, in this work the maximum distance is n x 65535. To provide
some intuition about how di⇥erences in voltage or position between a node
or a spike translates into movement in their feature space, I explore a few
examples of these dimensions. A spike appearing on two adjacent electrodes
will have a di⇥erence value of: the array size divided by the maximum
value of a sixteen digit representation (65535). For a standard MEA having
100µm spacing, I set the maximum size of the array as 900µm, giving a
100µm border to the allowed x,y detection space around the outer most
electrodes in the grid. On a 100-10 type MEA, a spike on an adjacent
electrode will have an influence of (e.g. 100/900µm * 65535 = 728 SOM
units/10 µm).
If there is only one spike waveform appearing on a particular electrode, and
that waveform is not similar in character to any other waveforms on nearby
electrodes, then the predicted position of the neuron producing it should
be directly centred on that electrode. If however a waveform appears on
a second electrode, the x and y weight of the SOM node representing its
best match should be pulled in the SOM space towards the position of the
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second electrode. How far the best match node will be drawn towards that
position depends on how often the waveform appears on both electrodes.
The scaled amplitude of waveforms appearing on particular electrodes can
be observed and viewed at their time stamps to determine if they are in
fact being caused by the same cell’s membrane potential. If streams of
spike waveforms are arriving at nearly identical times on multiple nearby
electrodes over an extended period there is a strong possibility that they
are being produced by the same neuron (or syncytium of cells), even if
spikes appearing on di⇥erent channels are di⇥erent in shape. The method
I have used for detecting such events is the Pearson correlation. If highly
correlated events are occurring on nearby electrodes they are likely being
produced by either the same cell, or electrotonically connected cells.
If detected spike clusters are highly correlated, but distant from each other
this strongly suggests the presence of a gap junction between the cells pro-
ducing those spikes. In attempting to get a closer fit of spike shapes to
actual neurons, there are also a few manual methods that can be used to
improve classification. Each of the spike shapes can be compared visually
to determine if they are redundant, at which point they can be manually
rejected and removed from the pool. In addition, any clusters whose rep-
resentative waveform has the appearance of low amplitude noise is also
manually rejected. After removal of redundant or otherwise rejected nodes,
the SOM classification is run again with a number of nodes that is closer
to what the true number of independent waveforms.
4.3 Self-Organising Map Spike Sorting Vali-
dation
To provide an objective measure of SOM algorithm performance for spike
sorting, I have used data generated by the neuron/MEA modelling sys-
tem described in the previous chapters to score the accuracy of recovery
of neuron spiking activity, and their approximate physical position on the
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array and diameter. This was conducted by using a series of model neuron
networks on simulated MEAs to explore how the SOM algorithm would
perform under di⇥erent network configurations.
The initial testing of the SOM results was done using either single or very
few (< 5) model neurons on small simulated MEA grids in a square con-
figuration of 9 or 16 simulated electrodes. The results of this initial testing
showed that neurons that are well separated on the MEA grid give very
clear return classes in the SOM result as expected. However, neurons that
are co-recorded by many of the same electrodes can be problematic and
particularly so if their spikes temporally coincide.
This spatial and temporal coincidence produces a convolution of their spike
shapes, which is detected by the SOM as an additional spike class that is an
artefact of the recording and analysis process. Whether this is an issue in
actual recordings is a function of the experimental system being analysed
(i.e. the spatio-temporal relationships of spiking voltage signals produced
by neurons in a system). If this is an issue, than additional preprocessing
methods such as PCA may need to be considered to create a data set that is
manageable by the SOM technique presented here. The other alternative is
to manually examine the representative spike shape for each SOM cluster,
and to reject those (i.e. label them as redundant so they are not used for
spike classification) that appear to be a convolution of two or more waveform
types.
Results from initial testing also demonstrated that correct prediction of
position and size of a given neuron is a function of how close it is to an
electrode. Simulated neurons that are in contact with a simulated electrode
give a highly accurate prediction (SOM class) of their contact size: within
a value of +/-3µm of their actual assigned contact radius. However, this
is not surprising given that the simulation and analysis systems are tuned
specifically for this purpose. Whether these size prediction results apply
to data collected from real tissue systems will depend on how accurate
the reverse electrophysiology model (see 4.8 below) being used for a given
system is. Even the best of the models will be subject to variability of
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biological tissue and the quality of data from a given recording system
though.
If a cell is not in direct contact with an electrode, the predicted contact size
will represent a maximum possible size value, but often under-predicts the
true size by a few microns. Hence, larger cell’s contact sizes are predicted
with a greater degree of accuracy than smaller ones due to their likelihood
to either be in contact with an electrode and/or produce a more consistent
spike power (due to their greater signal to noise value). In the predicted
cell position map figures shown below, it appears that the simplified elec-
trophysiology model described above is capable of producing cell contact
area predictions that are within roughly +/- 10µm of actual cell radii (as
assessed by comparison to micrograph images), if they are in direct contact
with at least one electrode.
In assessment of the SOM process on the 60 channel MEA and model net-
works simulations generated as described above, I scored the errors of lo-
cation and size detection from the known positions of simulated neurons to
their closest SOM cluster representation (by position and size evaluation). If
there were more SOM nodes than simulated neurons for a given data set fol-
lowing redundancy filtering, excess nodes were made redundant by manual
inspection. Mean location/size errors for prediction of the simulated neuron
contact radius are: 5 cell networks (100 cells in total), 29.09/4.12µm; 15
cell networks (300 cells in total), 23.84/5.84µm; 30 cell networks (600 cells
in total) 36.11/7.17µm.
The conclusions that can be drawn from this validation for the ability of
the SOM algorithm to locate the physical position of cells are that:
– Somas whose spikes are recordable on one electrode only will appear
as centred on that electrodes position. This will typically indicate a
cell whose recordable radius is smaller than half the electrode spacing
distance. Based on these conclusions the maximum position error for
this type of cell should be 100µm, and in the model sets evaluated it
is less than 50µm in all cases.
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– If a cell appears on multiple electrodes and its recordable radius is
smaller than the electrode spacing distance, there is an increasing
chance with each additional electrode it appears on that its position
will be predicted more accurately.
– Duplicate representations of cells are possible at the same position if
there are SOM classes that represent di⇥erent components of the same
spike waveforms.
– The cell contact area prediction generated by mean spike power is
accurate enough to provide a guide to cell identification in the Lymnaea
BG.
In summary, a cell’s predicted centre position will most likely have a range
of 50µm between its actual position on the array and the one predicted by
the SOM process. As most cells on the dorsal face of the buccal ganglia
have a diameter of 30 µm or greater, there is a strong possibility that the
predicted position will be either located within the array contact area of
the cell, or within a few tens of micrometers surrounding it.
4.4 Application of SOM Spike Sorting to Lym-
naea MEA Data
This section describes the use of planar MEA recording combined with
the SOM analysis to produce a two dimensional physical map of the spike
activity of all cells being recorded by the array’s electrodes. In addition, I
develop an approach for determining the identity of particular cells based on
their spiking and bursting pattern of activity, along with their predicted 2D
position. The resulting method creates a framework for future automation
of cell localisation and map generation for invertebrate ganglia using planar
MEA recording. Below, I present the initial application of these techniques
and describe their utility.
From a system-level perspective, there are two broad behavioural modes of
activity that cells of the Lymnaea feeding system display during recording.
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Figure 4.1: A, Open coloured circles represent the spike positions and amplitudes
(as indicated by circle diameter) of all spikes produced by ten Izhikevich model
neurons on a simulated MEA for a 2 second period. Colours indicate which
SOM spike class they have been classified as belonging to. B, Filled black circles
indicate the original position of model neurons on the simulated array and the
diameter of the circles indicate the membrane contact area of model somas on
the simulated MEA. The open coloured circles represent the size and position of
12 putative single neuron classes (as predicted by the SOM) for the ten simulated
neurons. C, The internal voltage activity traces of the 10 neurons shown in B with
identity indicated by the corresponding numbers to those in B. Spike recovery for
each spike in the voltage trace is indicated by a coloured dot corresponding to
one of the 12 SOM spike classes. See discussion of recovery statistics in the text.
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When the system is not being driven by external sensory stimuli, there are
quiescent (sparse spiking) and spontaneous (dense spiking) activity states to
consider. During stimulation with an appetitive stimulant (e.g. sucrose), or
other sensory activators of the feeding system, it has typically been observed
in one of four di⇥erent states containing di⇥erent degrees of dense spiking
(the three PRS states and the intermediate state - see chapter 1). To
understand the large scale dynamics observed in the BG, for each of these
system states it would be advantageous to know the likelihood of a cell
exhibiting a particular pattern of activity during a particular state. There
will of course be variance in behaviour of these states, and describing that
variance should be a part of a characterisation.
As discussed in the introductory chapter, there is a strong backbone of
single unit recording work in the Lymnaea BG with which to compare the
description of cells developed here by using planar MEA data. What would
be lacking in performing this same analysis on data generated by one, or a
few, single unit recordings is an understanding of the moment to moment
relationships of many cells simultaneously. In this chapter, the goal is to
show that individual cells recorded on a planar MEA can be recognised by
the method of observing their extracellular voltage spike output that has
been separated by the SOM algorithm. Once output from individual cells is
isolated and identified, it can then be used as a foundation for examining the
network relationships between cells as described in the following chapter.
When using single unit techniques the observation of their intracellular
voltage, combined with the approximate knowledge of a cells location within
its CNS, has to date been the definitive method for identifying particular
cells in this and other invertebrate systems. To be consistent with the types
of analysis used in this preceding research, I have attempted to recover an
activity trace for a single neuron so that the spiking behaviour can be
directly compared to recordings produced by single unit recordings that
appear in the Lymnaea feeding system literature. These recovered single
unit traces produced by the SOM technique are made up of the extracellular
spikes identified as belonging to a particular spike cluster. These spikes from
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one cluster are convolved using their known time stamps into a single time
stream.
4.5 Imaging
If good micrograph images of the BG on an MEA can be acquired during
recording it is of great value in determining the positions of particular cells
during the experiment. Unfortunately, due to the time constraints involved
with these experiments and the microscope equipment available, this is not
always possible. An ideal micrograph for the purposes of this analysis would
clearly show the positions of the known motoneurons and interneurons on
the dorsal surface of the BG in high enough resolution so that all cells can
be distinguished from one another.
The most immediate requirement for producing acceptable images is that
focus is sharp and the contrast is adequate for resolving cell boundaries.
If boundaries are clear enough to perform image segmentation in an image
manipulation software suite (e.g. Adobe Photoshop - Adobe Systems Inc.
or GIMP - http://www.gimp.org), they can be used to rapidly create maps
of cell bodies for each experiment. These soma maps can then be used to
compare directly to the results of the SOM process for feedback on what
cells are likely generating what SOM clusters of spikes. The images that
have been used in the figures in this and the following chapter have been
selected based either on their clarity for determining their cell positions, or
because of their ability to help judge the positions of particular cells within
a given recording context.
4.6 Manual Adaptation to the SOM Algo-
rithm
On data recorded from the Lymnaea BG there is often significantly more
variability in the spike shapes produced by a single neuron as compared to
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simulated data. However, when cells do show multiple spike shapes, this
variability often falls into 2 or 3 distinct classes that are returned as separate
SOM nodes that are co-located (e.g. a negative going spike shape, and a
positive going spike shape produced by the same neuron). In a further e⇥ort
to reproduce the full spike stream of a single neuron, I manually examine
the traces of SOM nodes which are co-located to within approximately
50µm and merge their spike streams if I believe them to be from the same
neuron. This is a time consuming process though, and so I am motivated
to develop an automated technique to reduce the time this requires. (see
section 6.3.4.3 for further discussion).
4.7 Mapping System
The motivation behind creating a mapping system for the location of par-
ticular cells is to provide a set of coordinates for particular cells that may be
machine readable. Typically cells in the Lymnaea literature have been de-
scribed in terms of physical landmarks. For instance, a cell may be described
as being on the dorsal surface of a particular ganglia in the v between two
nerve connectives, or in reference to landmark cells such as those described
above. This type of description is hard to translate back and forth to co-
ordinates that would be readily usable in algorithms such as the SOM or a
possible future automated mapping and tissue model construction system.
Invertebrate nervous systems often have cells which have highly consistent
structural properties from individual to individual. This consistency pro-
vides the opportunity to create maps of cell locations and connectivity in
order to aid our understanding of the function and behaviour of the system
under study. As the Lymnaea CNS is a good example of this type of struc-
tural consistency, the motivation here is to create a map of its cell types
for use in a reverse engineering system using machine intelligence methods.
The key requirements for such an automated mapping system are the ability
to assign a location, area (diameter), and behavioural activity identification
to each cell under consideration.
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I selected to use a polar coordinate system for cell locations so that the
approximately symmetric arrangement of cell types in pairs of Lymnaea
ganglia could be easily represented. As described in chapter 1 (1.3.5), the
position of cells is indicated by using the approximate centroid of the contact
area of the BG face as the origin of the coordinate system. Individual
cell coordinates are then indicated using an angle and a distance of their
centroid from this origin. The zero angle for each BG is the anterior centre
line, and then the angle increases through 360 degrees moving laterally
(either clockwise or anti-clockwise) away from the centre line.
The drawback of the coordinate system that I am using for any eventual
large scale mapping is that it is two dimensional, and the Lymnaea CNS is
a three dimensional structure with a great deal of non-uniform curvature in
places. For the time being this is an acceptable flaw because the data we
are working with is being generated on a planar surface (the BG contacting
the MEA grid), and so results given by the algorithms used in this work
accurately reflect the positions of cells as they contact the array. In the
future, for a more complete map of the CNS, this coordinate system may
have to be adapted to be a three dimensional system similar to the stereo-
taxic systems used in most vertebrate brain maps, referencing an origin at
some central point in the CNS. The movement from a buccal ganglia polar
coordinate system I have used here to that type of system should not be
prohibitively di⇤cult though.
For example, a potential 3D system for mapping the Lymnaea CNS could
use the ventral surface midpoint of the commisure between the cerebral
ganglia (see fig. 2.1) as its x, y, z origin. The x,y base plane would then
be the plane that intersects the ventral surface (when placed onto a surface
following dissection) of the main ring of CNS ganglia (including all ganglia
except the pedal ganglia which would be higher in the z plane) and the x,
y, z origin. All structures appearing in the CNS could then be given an
absolute x, y, z reference point, or alternatively, the centre of mass of each
ganglia could be referenced to the global origin and cells appearing in each
ganglia referenced to that ganglia’s centre point.
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In any experimental preparation we have an image for, the map shown in
figure 4.3 can be overlaid onto the right or left ganglia, vertically reflecting
the image across the midline as necessary (the BG are generally bilaterally
symmetric in terms of their cell positions). This provides a guide for visually
evaluating the soma locations predicted by the SOM position mapping.
Figure 4.2: Mapping Coordinate System. The diagram indicates the mapping
system I used for noting cell locations on the buccal ganglia dorsal surface as
described in the text. The large circles indicate the outer boundary of the contact
area of the BG on the glass surface of the MEA. Note that anterior, posterior, right
and left labels in the figure indicate the anatomical labelling that is typically used
for the Lymnaea CNS. Note that right and left directions are reversed from what
might be expected as the BG in our preparations are being viewed from below
(dorsal view). The four smaller gray circles indicate the approximate position of
the B1-B4 motoneurons (see fig 4.3) on each BG. In the right BG in the figure the
B2 type (upper right small circle) is labelled with its coordinates and its radius
as determined by visual identification (see fig 4.2).
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Figure 4.3: Buccal Ganglia Dorsal Surface Cell Map Production. As a reference
for cell localisation, I produced a map of all visible cells on the dorsal surface
of the BG as seen in this micrograph (original image credit to CAH). This was
constructed by using contrast enhancement and edge detection filters to max-
imise the visibility of cell borders, and then manually converting those borders
to 106 circles representing individual cells. The circular area shown for each cell
approximates the contact area the cell will have with the base of the MEA dish. I
have used this map as the prototype for all the other cellular maps seen following
in this and the following chapter.
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4.8 Cell size estimation for the dorsal buccal
ganglia
The maximum cell contact area diameter observed on the MEA surface is
on the order of 100µm (e.g. the large B4 or B1 motoneurons described in
chapter 1 and below), and so I use this as the maximum value for setting
representative circles on the predictive maps generated by the SOM pro-
cess. The maximum observed voltage spikes we have recorded on the dorsal
surface are on the order of +/- 300µV at peak height. This value corre-
sponds well with the model of extracellular electrophysiology presented in
section 4.4.1.3, and so by using the reverse calculation with the observed
extracellular voltage change I make an estimate of cell contact areas.
As discussed above, the major contribution to the extracellular potential
generated by a neuronal voltage spike is thought to be the capacitive cur-
rent of the cell membrane. If this assumption is correct, there are three
factors that determine the amplitude of the spike: the membrane capaci-
tance (which is area dependent), the number of active ion channels in the
area of membrane being recorded, and the rise rate of the internal mem-
brane voltage. For the reasons discussed above this is a rough estimate
of the area of membrane contacting the MEA surface. A highly accurate
measurement of the contact area using this method would require knowing
the precise population of ion carrying membrane channels in the piece of
membrane being observed, as well as accurate values for the spread and seal
resistances for each electrode.
The assumption being made here is that the membrane capacitance per
given area and ion channel composition of observed membrane patches is
fairly consistent across cell types on the dorsal BG. I use the average peak
voltage value of spikes in a SOM cluster to determine that cluster’s (i.e. neu-
ron’s) represented contact area on the MEA recording maps. This should
result in a slight under-representation of the neuron’s true contact area, as
some of its spikes will likely not be recorded at the peak possible output
voltage. While not exact, the contact area estimate provides a way of com-
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paring the relative voltage contributions of the spike clusters being recorded
from a predicted position.
Assuming this translates into an estimate of the relative size of the neu-
rons producing those spikes, this information can be used as part of the
cell identification process as particular cell types in the BG have distinctive
sizes and positions on its dorsal surface. In practice, this is highly useful
and produces cell sizes which often match the visually identified contact
areas close enough to provide an aid in manual identification of cells. The
prominent exception to this observation is the measurement of the clus-
ter of spikes being generated by the B4/B4CL/B9 syncitium, which often
produces spikes of a very large amplitude, due to the nearly simultaneous
voltage spikes across the surface area of all members of this group which are
known to be electrotonically connected. This can produce the impression
of a very large cell in the posterior outer edge of each BG being recorded if
these cells are active during a data segment being examined.
In addition, there is variability in the size of predicted cell areas that is
caused by the amount of pressure placed on the BG during recording. I have
noted a marked di⇥erence between early recordings and later ones, as the
more recent technique has been to use an increased amount of downward
pressure on the BG. This increased pressure is likely increasing the seal
resistance between the ganglia and the array, producing larger spike peaks
and so subsequently the size representation of the cell is increased. This
scaling e⇥ect should theoretically a⇥ect the size prediction uniformly for all
cells on the MEA recording surface with the exception of those somas at
the edge of the ganglia. These edge somas will have a lower value for seal
resistance to the electrodes due to their contact with the relatively large
volume of saline in the recording dish, and so their contact area prediction
will be reduced and more variable compared to those cells appearing toward
the interior of the ganglia contact region.
This increase in peak values may also a⇥ect the SOM process, as spikes will
be more likely to be recorded at distant electrodes. This would produce
additional recorded spike shapes from a particular neuron, and therefore
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additional SOM cluster representations of that neuron.
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Fig. 4.4. A, Coloured circles represent the 30 SOM position and size esti-
mates of putative single neurons appearing on a sixty channel MEA for a
two minute data set following sucrose stimulation. These are overlaid onto
the original image of the buccal ganglia from which they were recorded. B,
Coloured circles represent the centre of mass position of all spikes appear-
ing on the array in the two minute period, where the colour corresponds
to the SOM class in A that they have been assigned to. Circle diameter is
determined as a function of the maximum amplitude of the spike (see sec-
tion above). C, Each box represents the spike output for each electrode on
the array, where each spike shown is a 1.25 msec sweep centred on its peak
amplitude. D,The spike times for each of the 30 putative single neurons as
recovered by the SOM are shown with colours corresponding to the position
markers shown in A. Arrows indicate the approximate centre of bursting
activity of the seven feeding cycles identifiable in this two minute period.
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4.9 Variability of activity and preparations
The sources of variability that may occur from snail to snail include genetic
(innate) di⇥erences in structure of their nervous systems, developmental
di⇥erences due to life experience, and variation caused by the experimental
procedure itself. In this chapter I am primarily concerned with variation of
the behaviour of individual cell types, but this is heavily influenced by the
dynamics of the environment in which they sit. While the broad outlines
of dynamics of feeding activity in the feeding systems is well known, the
variation of activity in feeding cell types has been noted on a trial to trial
basis in very few publications (e.g. Elliott and Kemenes, 1992; Straub et al.,
2002).
Another concern for the reproducibility of results is that the changing po-
sition of cells and ganglia with respect to electrodes from trial to trial may
produce di⇥erent impressions of feeding system cells. This type of variation
may make it di⇤cult to interpret particular cell types when they appear in
di⇥erent experimental trials.
In generating the results seen here I have used a total of five data sets that
were chosen from among the roughly fifty available sets due to their qual-
ity of recording in terms of clear fictive feeding activity and good signal to
noise ratio of spikes. The first is from an experimental preparation in which
a whole CNS with attached lips and oesophagus was driven by continuous
stimulation with sucrose for a duration of ten minutes. The remaining four
are data sets recorded and provided to me by Christopher Harris (CAH).
These consist of two sets produced by recording from a semi- intact CNS
with oesophagus attached, and two with CNS and both oesophagus and
lips attached (see chapter 2). The sucrose stimulation period in these four
sets was of two minutes in length. It should be noted that the CNS lips
and oesophagus preparations by CAH were also exposed to a neutral (un-
conditioned) stimulus of amyl acetate as part of a learning and memory
experiment. It is assumed that this should not greatly a⇥ect the character
of the bursting activity observed.
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Figure 4.5: Variability of SOM neuron positional map results. In both lower
image of panel A and B, the SOM predicted neuron maps for two nearly identical
experimental setups (oesophagus + lips + semi-intact CNS on 100- 10 MEA
stimulated with sucrose) are shown below their respective images of the tissue
at the time of recording. Small black circles represent electrode positions and
coloured circles represent the SOM predicted positions of neurons. For the reasons
discussed above in the text, there are a large number of variables to control for
in determining the source of di⇥erences in the appearance of these maps.
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4.10 The Three-Phase Feeding Rhythm: 60
Channel View
One of the main questions this work has sought to answer for the use of
MEAs with the Lymnaea feeding system was whether the activity produced
on the dorsal surface of the BG would be recognisable when compared with
single unit recordings of feeding system cells. The typical way that fictive
feeding patterns across multiple single unit recordings are displayed in the
Lymnaea literature is by showing an alignment of the activity of cells that
had been recorded singly or in pairs (see figs. 1.5 and 1.7). If these same
single cell patterns of spiking and bursting can be recovered from MEA
recordings, it can be determined which parts of the feeding rhythm (N1,
N2, or N3) these cells are participating in. This provides a starting point
for identifying these particular cells. I have found the easiest way of doing
this manually is by examining spike timing plots across all the final SOM
node time series for any data set.
One of the most popular data display graphs for MEA recordings in the
context of an induced stimulus has been the peristimulus-time histogram
(PSTH) over multiple channels. In the context used here, this type of graph
for raw data can help isolate the regions of bursting activity which are likely
to be associated with fictive feeding. The raw data PTSH can indicate that
a feeding rhythm is occurring at a particular time period and provide a
general picture of what activity phase of feeding (N1, N2, or N3) the system
is likely to be expressing. It can not provide a great deal of information as
to the behaviour of individual cell types though. Graphs of single channel
raw or spike timing data is also somewhat limited in its ability to provide
insights for individual cell behaviour, as these may involve convolutions of
spikes from multiple neurons and/or noise sources. However, if we use the
PSTH in combination with a colour display of spikes after they have been
identified as belonging to a particular SOM cluster of spikes, the patterns
of activity of individual cell types becomes readily apparent.
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4.11 Identification of Cells
The first major product of the analysis presented here is a set of time series
voltage data that I assume to be the voltage output (as described in chapter
2) of single neurons. From these voltage traces the spiking and bursting
behaviour of particular neurons in each experiment can be computed. In
addition, because of the triangulation process used in the self- organising
map separation, a predicted position can be derived and compared to the
micrographs taken during each experiment. The predicted position maps
will give an approximation of the spatial relationships of cells recorded in
the buccal ganglia.
The first task in identifying cells is to attempt to recover the activity of
individual neurons or classes of neurons in an MEA recording. This was
produced using by the SOM method as described in the previous chapter.
Using a combination of the predicted location, and evaluation of the activity
of the spikes belonging to a SOM cluster, I make an educated guess as to the
cell type responsible for the spikes found in each cluster. In the case that
the position and activity data matches well with a known cell type from the
literature, I assign that cell type as its identification. In ambiguous cases,
the cell type could either be an echo (i.e. an artefact created by extracellular
recording or data processing) of an existing cell type or it could be a novel
type not previously recognised in the literature.
On the dorsal surface of the buccal ganglia there are six cell types that
readily visually identifiable (e.g. B1, B2, B3, B4, B4CL, and B8) by their
position, size, and colour (Staras, 1997). As a starting point for identifying
particular cell types on the Lymnaea BG using their extracellular traces, I
have used the existing knowledge about where the four largest cell types are
likely to be on the dorsal surface of the BG. The B1-B4 motoneurons (see
fig 5.5) provide easily visible dorsal BG landmarks in any micrograph image
of reasonable resolution. In any of the micrographs taken for a particular
recording experiment, I use these four types as orienting markers for any
other cell types that may be observed. In addition, because of their large
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contact diameter with the MEA, I expect that they should be capable of
producing the largest amplitude spikes of the cells that can be recorded on
the dorsal BG surface. The two largest cells present, the B1 and B4 types
have a surface contact diameter of up to 100µm.
In identifying cells by their activity, it is important to locate where the N1,
N2, and N3 phases are likely to be in a given recording to assign the cor-
rect context. Once this context is determined, each SOM cluster’s activity
within a given feeding rhythm can be evaluated for its firing pattern within
each phase and assist in the determination of the cells identity.
4.12 Cell Identification Attempts
In figure 4.4 there can be seen distinct feeding rhythms that were produced
in the two minute period immediately after the system was stimulated with
sucrose. These seven rhythms appear to be very typical full (N1-N2-N3)
feeding rhythms with all three phases of the feeding rhythm clearly defined.
This has allowed the cell types that are producing the rhythm to be iden-
tified as participating in particular parts of the rhythm, and their distinct
positions on the map provides a clue to what cell type they might be.
In this section, I examine a group of fifteen SOM predicted cells located in
a single buccal ganglia whose activity reliably repeats across the length of
this recording.
4.12.1 B2 Cell Type
The B2 type can be identified by its regular spiking activity from mid N1
to mid N2, and then bursts to end of N3. This type is also thought to be
easily confused with the activity of the B7 cell due to their somewhat similar
firing pattern and central location on the dorsal BG surface (Staras et al.,
1998a). Based on the presentation of this type of activity (particularly the
late N3 burst) and its location on the map in fig 4.7, Cells “2” and “14” on
both the right and left BG appear to be B2 types.
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Figure 4.6: The landmark neurons B1-4 as shown on the map of the left buccal
ganglia generated from the micrograph in fig 4.3. These cells have been identified
by using previous work indicating their likely position and size on the dorsal
surface of the buccal ganglia (Staras, 1997).
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Figure 4.7: A, The locations of 15 SOM predicted neurons (coloured circles)
recorded from a pair of buccal ganglia are shown on a map of a 100-10 MEA in
their predicted positions with reference to electrode positions (grey circles). B,
The spike times of those spikes assigned to each SOM predicted neuron (colour
and number labels identical to A and B) for an eight second period surrounding a
single feeding rhythm. The likely positions of the N1, N2, and N3 activity phases
of the feeding rhythm (as estimated by pattern of activity across all predicted
neurons) are marked by vertical black lines to divide the spikes into the appropri-
ate phases. C, The predicted neuron positions from A overlaid on an anatomical
map of the likely positions of neurons in ganglia in the recording. The anatomical
map was generated as described in fig. 4.3.
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4.12.2 B3 Cell Type
Referred to as a system level readout by Benjamin et al. (2000), the B3
type receives input from CPG interneurons of all phases. However, it shows
very large EPSPs during rasp (N2) phase. The cells labeled as “3” and
“13” in fig 4.7 are likely to B3 types of neurons, based on their location
and the large N2 spikes they produce, combined with activity in all other
phases strongly suggest these are B3 types.
4.12.3 B4 Cell Type
The extracellular output of the B4 type is usually among the easiest of all
cell type to locate on the buccal dorsal surface due to its very high amplitude
spikes and dense bursting patterns at the beginning of the swallow phase.
In the MEA experimental context the B4 serves as the dominant indicator
that the feeding system is in the swallow phase of the feeding rhythm.
Furthermore, its electrotonic connection to the cells of the B4CL/B9 cluster
cells only serves to amplify its dominant signal in the recordings described
here. Based on its location and strong burst output in the swallow (N3)
phase, cell “11” is a likely B4 motoneuron.
4.12.4 B4CL/B9 Cell Types
The B4CL cell types begin firing at the end of rasp phase and continues on to
mid swallow. The B9 type bursts strongly through N2/rasp with decreasing
frequency to N3/swallow. The similarity of their activity patterns during
fictive feeding patterns, as well being collocated with each other in a ring
surrounding the large B4 cell, makes determination of their identity via
extracellular recording di⇤cult. I believe cell“12” in the above figure to be
one of these two types based on its location near the B4 and its increased
firing near the transition from N2 to N3 phase.
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4.12.5 B9 Cell Type
Due to its strong pattern of firing in the N2 phase of activity and central
position, cell “4” in fig 4.7 is identified as a likely B9 type. This determi-
nation is primarily made on its firing pattern, as its reported location has
varied in the literature (Staras, 1997).
4.12.6 B7 Cell Types
The B7 cells types are particularly close followers of the activity of the N1M
interneuron type due to the electrotonic connection that exists between
them (Staras et al., 1998a). The N1M is typically (as discussed in chapter
1) the first of the well characterised cells to begin spiking in any fictive
feeding activity driven by sucrose, and so this (PRS onset) is a key piece
of data to have for the analysis of the feeding rhythm. As most of the
interneurons are more di⇤cult to locate via their extracellular activity via
the MEA, the B7 types make excellent surrogates for determining the start
of a feeding rhythm. As both the B7a and B7nor types begin firing at
the same time as the N1M at the beginning of the protraction phase, and
also experience a sharp halt to spiking at its end, this cell type makes an
excellent indicator for the first phase of feeding rhythm activity (Staras,
1997). Based on their central location, and their sharp onset and o⇥set
with the N1 phase, cells “1” and “15” are likely to be B7 types.
4.12.7 Unidentified Cells
Of the remaining six cells in fig 4.7 I have not identified, there are a number
of reasons for lack of a clear cell type match for them. The best possible
reason would be that one or more of them are not well documented, or are
not yet described in the Lymnaea literature. Low frequency firing makes
it di⇤cult to identify a given cell, because of the lack of clear patterns of
spikes to describe. Other reasons could include the altered appearance of
cell activity relative to the single unit recordings from publications listed in
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chapter 1 that I have used to identify them. Cells could also be more vari-
able in their positions than is currently understood in the common wisdom
concerning the Lymnaea BG. Even though myself and CAH have made
e⇥orts in our experimental preparations to minimise it, tissue movement
relative to electrodes could alter the noted or photographed positions of
the ganglia on the MEA. This would make identification by location nearly
impossible if it occurred.
The SOM technique may also be confounded to such a degree by the large
number of signals present that spike streams of individual cells may repre-
sent amalgams of activity from one or more cells. This is unlikely though,
given the e⇥ort that has gone in to separating activity in the SOM system
described above. Using the strategy presented in chapter 2 and above it is
much more likely to have a redundant identification than an inappropriate
grouping of activity from more than one cell. For this reason what is seen
in the SOM traces is likely to be the spiking output of a single cell.
4.12.8 SO Cell Type
Detecting the presence of the slow oscillator has been somewhat problematic
due to its proximity to the large B1 and B2 cells, and its unstable position
in the BG in di⇥erent snails. As mentioned in section 1.3.5, it has recently
been found intermittently below the outer layer of cells on the dorsal buccal
ganglia. Its e⇥ects can clearly be detected on the B4 cell however in the
changing pattern of output when examined across mulitple feeding rhythms.
4.12.9 N1L Cell Type
This cell type has been documented as being previous literature (e.g. Staras
et al., 1998b; Straub et al., 2002; Vehovszky and Elliott, 1995), and its ac-
tivity showing very early activity in protraction phase of fictive feeding,
bursting through the peak of protraction (N1), followed by relative quies-
cence through the later two phases. This type makes a likely occasional
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appearance in the data sets examined, and is present in some of putative
N1 phase found in these sets. A confident identification of this cell also
allows the onset of the N1 phase of the feeding rhythm to be determined,
as the N1L is one of the earliest cells to activate in the N1 phase, following
slightly behind the N1M and SO types (Straub et al., 2002).
4.12.10 B1 Cell Type
The B1 cell type is a protraction phase motoneuron located at the ipsilateral
edge of each BG. For purposes of identifying these cells it is important that
there is contra-lateral electrotonic connection between cells in the left and
right BG. Its firing pattern has been noted as including a short burst of
relatively low frequency activity at the beginning of the feeding cycle, and
then a single large spike at the end of the N1 phase. This cell is sometimes
identifiable via the SOM spike streams and map because of its relatively
low firing frequency, large amplitude spikes, and location. I however can
not locate it in the grouping of cells presented above.
4.12.11 B8 Cell Type
The B8 type is active during both swallow and protraction phases of the
feeding cycle at spike rate of about 5Hz. They also have very strong elec-
trotonic coupling to the B4 cell (Staras, 1997). Although it is roughly co-
located with them, it can be distinguished from B4CL and B9 types because
it fires with a di⇥erent pattern at an earlier point in the feeding cycle. This
cell does clearly make an appearance in some of our MEA recordings. How-
ever, in the group of traces in fig. 4.7 I can not clearly determine a B8 cell
type.
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4.13 Discussion
By performing self-organising map based recovery of the activity of neurons
recorded by the electrodes of a planar MEA it is possible to identify indi-
vidual cell types based on their predicted location, size and activity with a
given fictive feeding rhythm. While these identifications are not absolute,
they are highly likely to be accurate given that there are a limited num-
ber of cell types known to have the correct locations and activity patterns
matching those of particular cell types. The above exercise in cell iden-
tification is proof-of-concept that it is possible to use MEA data to find
individual cell types. In addition, source separation using a method such
as the SOM algorithm presented here can enhance the ability of researchers
to identify a given cell type from among the many that will appear on an
MEA recording of invertebrate ganglia.
These estimations of cell identity are made possible because of the large
volumes of previous work on the Lymnaea system that can be used as a
knowledge base for deciding the identity of a cell. For future use of this
system though, a validation methodology based on identifying the unique
firing statistics and bursting of individual cell types as recorded by the MEA
would be better for both consistency and accuracy of cell identification.
Such a system would be based on collection of large data sets of spiking
and bursting statistics of cell types of interest (see section 6.3.4.3)
In the next chapter I explore one possible method of automating the pro-
cess of relationship discovery between cells and elucidate how it may be
possible to quantify the dynamic connectivity relationships between cells.
This connectivity detection system is reliant on the work presented in this
chapter to identify the information sources and sinks on which it operates.
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Chapter 5
Granger Causality Applied to
Lymnaea CNS Spike Data
5.1 Connectivity Detection for Networks of
Cells on Planar MEAs
The goal of the work in this chapter is to take the classified spikes (grouped
as time streams) that were described in the previous chapter and attempt
to determine their statistical causal relationships. The latter is performed
in order to attempt to understand the connectivity found between neurons
(or more accurately between their spike streams) that have been recorded
by the MEA.
The ability to detect information flow in neural systems is a critical need for
understanding their dynamic organisation, and one of the key motivators
for performing large-scale recording experiments. Previously, detecting in-
formation flow in the Lymnaea CNS and many other invertebrate systems
has been carried out by performing simultaneous pair-wise (or in some cases
multiple) single unit internal recordings of the soma voltage of constituent
cells. In this chapter I explore the ability of a statistical causality technique
(Granger Causality) to discover putative information flows between neurons
of the feeding system of Lymnaea. I use the existing knowledge of the con-
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nectivity of the feeding system as determined by simultaneous single unit
recording studies to determine the extent to which G-Causality produces
the same type of connectivity information, albeit in a single experimental
trial and over a large area of the system.
In using planar MEAs for this study, a primary motivation is to observe
information flows in the Lymnaea feeding system. The eventual goal of the
causality detection process should be to create an information flow matrix
for the cells in the feeding system, and in the future possibly all recordable
cells of the Lymnaea CNS. Whether or not this matrix will correspond to the
structural connectivity (e.g. the chemical and electrotonic synapses) found
in the BG is a di⇤cult question to answer. This requires the observation and
understanding of all the di⇥erent signalling channels available to neurons
in the system, and these may be of widely di⇥erent temporal scales.
5.2 Connectivity Detection
Granger causality has been previously used to detect connectivity between
electroencephalogram recordings (reviewed in Ding et al., 2006) and more
recently between electrodes on planar multi-electrode arrays (Cadotte et al.,
2008). The usage of it here di⇥ers from previous applications in the attempt
to use what are extracellularly recorded spike streams from single cells as the
time series whose connective causality is being investigated. This presents
some unique challenges for using the G- causality algorithm which I have
had to address.
Point-processes functions similar to the mechanisms that create neural spikes
may confound attempts to find statistical causality If point representations
of spikes alone are used for the causality analysis. This often requires the
smoothing or binning of data points for e⇥ective linear regression of spiking
data (Truccolo et al., 2005). The practical e⇥ect of these operations is that
the signal power of spikes is increased so that the relationships between
spike sources and sinks (i.e. pre- and post-synaptic neurons) can more eas-
ily be detected. The danger is that this type of pre- processing will change
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the inherent statistical structure of the data set and so possibly alter the
results of the regression analysis.
Fundamentally, what the regression in the G-Causality algorithm is op-
erating on (in its usage in this work) is the lagged relationship of spike
waveforms (or parts thereof) to one another. I have some concerns about
both horizontal and vertical spike scaling e⇥ects on the resulting G-Causal
connections that I have not been able to fully address in the work presented
here. However, I have attempted to overcome this by using a normed (i.e.
all spike amplitudes are equally represented) and smoothed version of the
convolved spike streams produced by the SOM process.
To implement this, I use the peak times of all spikes for a given class (i.e.
those from a putative neuron) as predicted by the results from the previous
chapter and then convolve them with a spike density function (SDF - Szu¨cs,
1998). The parameters for the use of the SDF were selected by using the
suggestions made by Szu¨cs (1998) that a gaussian kernel with a roughly one
second bandwidth is the most appropriate for examining the correlations
between activity of di⇥erent neurons.
To choose how many lagged values should be used in performing the regres-
sion that results in the G-causality coe⇤cients, I use the procedure outlined
by Seth (2005). This procedure uses the Bayesian Information Criteria
(Schwarz, 1978) or alternatively the Akaike (1974) Information Criteria to
select from a range of possible time lags with which to form the regression
model. Other parameters which must be selected for the G- Causality pro-
cess are how many traces and what number of samples to include in an
analysis. A long period during this work was spent attempting to analyse
very long time series, however even with the speed improvements made to
the Causal Connectivity package discussed in appendix B, these were still
prohibitively long to do extensively.
I have also explored the detection of electrotonic connections between cells
of the BG. In terms of G-causality, activity from such cells may be appearing
as a single cell because of the very low lag between spikes appearing in
cells of a syncytium. At the data sampling rates typically used in multi-
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electrode systems (5-24KHz), the propagation of action potentials through
gap junctions will appear nearly instantaneously on electrodes that can
record cells that are connected in this way. As the G-Causality process
operates on a lagged data model of pre-synaptic influences, these type of
connections may not be detected by this type of analysis. However, simple
correlation analysis (i.e. Pearson correlation) does appear to provide some
information about this type of connectivity.
Following processing, maps of causality statistics and probable electrotonic
connections are plotted to provide a visual representation of functional in-
formation flow within our simulated or real neural networks. Overlaying
these maps onto images of the simulated networks allows us to verify the
accuracy of the GC mapping. Similarly, map overlays are produced for
images of buccal ganglia on MEAs captured during live recordings.
5.3 Determination of Connectivity
The typical connectivity detection criteria applied for G-Causality has in-
volved using an F-test of the residual sum of squares for each model for a
given time series (Seth, 2005), using corrections to account for the e⇥ect of
multiple comparisons on the resulting significance. This is the initial ap-
proach taken here, but it was found that the multiple comparison corrections
often resulted in very high levels of spurious connectivity in comparison to
the Granger Causal magnitudes (i.e. the log of the residuals sum of squares
of a null connectivity model and that of one with a given connectivity). In
the connectivity results observed on spike trains of simulated networks, the
results below show that the G-Causality magnitudes very closely reflect the
underlying synaptic connectivity of the neurons in the simulation, given a
synapse weight that is likely to influence the activity of the postsynaptic
neuron. (See figures 5.1 and 5.2)
The decision was taken to use these empirical observations of G-Causal
magnitudes, rather than a more principled statistical alternative to mul-
tiple comparison testing for statistical significance such as permutation or
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bootstrap resampling (Seth, 2010), for the determination of connectivity.
For the results shown here, a causal connection is judged as being present
between the activity represented by two SOM nodes if the GC coe⇤cient
(see Seth, 2005, for formal definition) generated between them is greater
than 0.3 (normed units) for any connection from a set of normalized (across
the range of returned GC magnitudes for a single data set) GC magnitudes.
This value has been arrived at experimentally using the validation system
consisting of model neurons and MEA electrodes and observing that spu-
rious connections never occur above this value in the simulated networks
tested.
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Fig. 5.1. A, The spike time series for ten simulated neurons indicated
as vertical bars and colour matched to the cartoon map of the simulation
as shown in B. These neurons were randomly selected to be one of the
four basic Izhikevich types (tonic spiking, tonic bursting, phasic spiking, or
phasic bursting), randomly placed on an MEA grid, and connected with 1
msec. delay-line synapses of 20 current units (arbitrary units, see Izhikevich,
2003). For validation purposes here, I use the spike times as observed from
model neuron internal membrane voltage to generate the time series. B,
The map of model neurons on a simulated MEA, illustrating the pattern
of connectivity. C, The network connectivity matrix of the 10 neurons,
where each column represents all the postsynaptic connections made by
one presynaptic neuron in the simulation. D The G-Causality magnitudes
returned by a pairwise conditional analysis of the spike density function of
spike trains in A. This results in recovery of the original synaptic network
used for the simulation
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Fig. 5.2. G-Causality analysis of four di⇥erent network structures using
the time series of spiking activity of four di⇥erent simulated cell types were
tested for the potential of accurate network recovery. These four network
structures were selected to examine the potential of feedback connectivity
at di⇥erent points in a small network to confound the ability to get accurate
G-Causal connectivity determination. In the left column, a cartoon repre-
sentation of the network structures is shown, and moving to the right within
each row, each matrix in a column (respectively) reflects the actual network
connectivity matrix, and then matrices for that network structure contain-
ing all of tonic spiking, tonic bursting, phasic spiking, or phasic bursting
cell types. Synaptic delays are all set at 1 ms and synaptic weights are
all 20 current units as in fig. 5.1. Each recovery matrix column describes
the actual connectivity or G-Causal magnitude of a connection from cells
1-5 moving left to right, to cells 1-5 moving from top to bottom across a
matrix. For actual connectivity, black squares indicate a connection present
and white squares indicate no connection. Colours for G-causal recovery
matrices are scaled from the maximum G-causal magnitude (black) to the
minimum (white) for each network. The recovery matrices for all 16 network
structure and cell type pairs show that it is possible to threshold G-Causal
magnitudes to correctly determine the original synaptic connectivity of the
networks being examined.
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5.4 Validation of Connectivity Detection Us-
ing Simulated Data
There are multiple levels on which Granger Causality can be validated for
use in a process such as this. Experimental neuroscientists are often inter-
ested in the direct physical connectivity map of a network of neurons, and so
would like to know which neurons make synaptic contacts with other cells in
the system under consideration. To what extent the GC technique provides
that information however, is a matter of both what the structure and dy-
namic behaviour of the system under investigation is, and what form the GC
implementation takes. The ideal situation for the use of Granger causality
in this context would likely be a neural system in which all monosynaptic
connections produced a definitive response/no response in their postsynap-
tic cells following each spike. Prior to examining whether these conditions
are likely to exist, I set the groundwork by examining the response of the
multivariate GC algorithm to a few network structures using the simulation
system described above.
A significant connectivity coe⇤cient returned for each pair of cells could
possibly represent a direct physical connection between two cells. However,
it could also represent a more general component of information flow in the
system under observation, such as an unobserved extraneous signal source
that is a⇥ecting the output of two downstream cells. It could also represent
a spurious connection for which there is no meaningful information caused
by an algorithmic artefact. Determining which of these three is likely to be
the appropriate explanation for a given GC connection, or lack thereof, is
the goal of the validation for this part of the analysis system.
I do not go into great detail in this validation process because of the number
of parameters that could be explored. These parameters could include a
large variety of network structures, synaptic strengths, cells with di⇥erent
firing statistics, and many more possible variables. As I would like to know
what the limitations are for GC as a tool in studying neural networks of
many varieties, this is a high priority target for future work though (see
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chapter 6).
One of the technical points that has come to the fore in validating the GC
process is that the amount of signal energy in time streams can greatly a⇥ect
the results of the regression. In the validation testing, the G-casuality algo-
rithm appears to perform best for structural connectivity recovery on model
data sets that have larger numbers of neurons, with very few recurrent con-
nections. This is after just a small initial survey though, and warrants closer
inspection to determine the true relationship between network parameters
and the ability to detect their structural connectivity patterns.
For the evaluation of the ability of the G-causality algorithm to pull out
the structural connectivity on the 60 test data sets, I score the number
of connections assigned in the model data sets that are recovered by the
causality process. Using these values, I score the number of false positive
(spurious connections) or false negative (missed connections) generated as
compared to the assigned structural connectivity.
In addition to the possible network structure permutations and cell type
selection e⇥ects on network recovery, the e⇥ects of the SOM cell identifica-
tion process on the ability of a G-Causality analysis to recover a network
must be considered. In simple terms, the greater the accuracy of the SOM
classification of spikes, the more likely the correct synaptic connectivity is
to be recovered by G-Causality analysis. The possible confounding factors
for causality are dropped spikes that are not classified by the SOM process,
and spikes that are assigned to the wrong neuron. Both of these are likely to
result in incorrect time series and therefore incorrectly derived connectivity
patterns.
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Neurons Connections Type I
mean
errors
Type
I error
rate
Type II
mean
errors
Type
II error
rate
5 5 2.58 1.72⇥10 1 1.73 3.46⇥10 1
15 15 5.26 2.50⇥10 2 3.99 2.66⇥10 1
30 30 7.75 8.91⇥10 3 6.80 2.26⇥10 1
Table 5.1: Mean type I (false pos.) and type II (false neg.) error values and
rates for G-Causality structural connection recovery validation. Each network
type has 20 data sets. Error rates are calculated as the ratio of false positives to
total number of actual negatives, or false negatives to actual positives.
The results from this scoring indicate that the G-Causality process follow-
ing SOM identification of spiking activity is recovering between 65 and 77
percent of the assigned connections in the simulated networks. There is a
decreasing trend in both the type I and II error rates for larger networks,
however the decline is much sharper for the false positives rate. This seems
to indicate that the increased information flow in larger networks may be
suppressing spurious connectivity detection in the multivariate G-Causality
algorithm. Based on these results, I assume that the causal connectivity
algorithm as applied here is likely to pull out a significant fraction of active
synapses in MEA data recorded from the networks of the Lymnaea BG.
5.5 Granger causality Usage considerations
for the Lymnaea CNS Data
When using the Granger causal process to explore neural networks, investi-
gators are essentially creating statistical models of the dynamics of network
information flow during the time period of the data being recorded. The
model is constructed by choosing a period of time in which a system’s
sources (e.g. pre-synaptic neurons or other signal sources) may be con-
tributing information that is helpful in predicting the future behaviour of
system sinks (e.g. post-synaptic neurons). The selection of the model or-
der, the number of time lagged values of a source to be considered, and the
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determination of the parameters to scale the contributions of each of those
lagged values to the output of a sink, are the two primary tasks associated
with the G-causality algorithm.
The practical considerations for use of G-Causality with planar MEA data
recorded from the Lymnaea BG (as described in chapter 4) form a large
parameter space that needs to be explored in order to optimise its perfor-
mance. Only a small part of that space is explored here, but I believe this
has given enough of an outline of the requirements for such an analysis on
which to form a foundation for future research. Due to the large size of
the data sets being considered, and the exponentially increasing amount of
computational time required to fully explore large numbers of simultaneous
variables, only a selected set of SOM classes (i.e. putative neurons) and
their causal relationships could be explored here.
One of my primary concerns in performing this analysis is the consistency
and reliability of the maps presented below. The validation procedure in
chapter 4 can give some confidence in considering the outcome of the anal-
ysis on experimental data, however on any data set it is not completely
understood how the intrinsic statistics of the data set will e⇥ect the G-
causality analysis. Without having defined test sets with which to validate
a biological system, consistency between results can be di⇤cult to assess.
However, what is available for validation is the known connectivity diagrams
for invertebrate nervous systems which possess a high degree of consistency
between di⇥erent organisms of the same species.
The known connectivity is not ideal for validation, because the G-causality
technique will be a⇥ected by all information sources in the system that
impact on the information sinks (e.g. neurons) being considered by the
analysis, however it should be adequate for the reasons explained in this
paragraph. In the usage here, information sources and sinks are clusters of
spikes that (for reasons discussed in chapters 4 and 5) I assume to be the
spiking output of a single neuron on the dorsal face of the Lymnaea BG.
The known connectivity diagram from previous work (e.g. the diagram in
fig 1.6) will provide what is likely the major signal power flowing between
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cells in the Lymnaea system, i.e. the signalling associated with the activity
of chemical or electrical synapses. I assume that this is likely to be the
dominant signal flowing between neurons, and so it will be highly likely
to detect statistical connectivity between the activity traces of connected
neurons using a technique like G-Causality.
5.6 Choosing a causality context: single feed-
ing rhythms
At the outset of the causality analysis for MEA data, a starting time refer-
ence is selected within a given data set - in this case this is the onset of a
single PRS feeding cycle. This would ideally be indicated by activity pro-
duced by the N1M or N1L cell types. As I have not been able to definitively
identify the N1M type’s activity trace in SOM identified neurons from our
MEA recordings, I take the activity of the traces identified as belonging to
the B7 or B5 cells as a close surrogate for N1M activity. A cell thought to
be the N1L (section 4.12.9) does frequently appear in our MEA recordings,
and so this can be used to define the rhythm onset as well.
5.7 Stationarity
One of the key factors in performing the linear regressions necessary to de-
tect causality is the stationarity of the time series being examined(Granger
and Newbold, 1974). In the strictest sense, stationarity of time series refers
to an unchanging mean and variance across all possible sample sizes of a
data set. Achieving this criterion is di⇤cult for time series based on neu-
ronal voltage changes or voltage spikes because of the constantly changing
and stochastic nature of this activity. At minimum, what is required for a
successful regression is a heuristic which can be used to select a preprocess-
ing routine and data window that results in a transformation of the original
data set that is stationary. For the specific application here, that transfor-
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mation should retain the underlying statistical relationships between time
series that have causal connectivity based on spiking activity from groups
of neurons that have actual synapses.
Those SOM classes selected for analysis in any given rhythm are prefer-
entially those that, as described in chapter 4, can reliably be identified as
representing the activity of a previously identified class of neuron on the
dorsal surface of the Lymnaea BG. The primary type of activity explored
with the G-causality algorithm was selected as those intervals in which feed-
ing activity could be identified in the spike stream traces (see fig 4.4). This
is in practice a two minute data segment sampled at 5 KHz (25000 data
points per channel) with activity from all three of the feeding phases present
(i.e. a full fictive feeding rhythm). Across all recorded channels in these
data segments, the range of detected spikes in each rhythm is on the order
of 1000 detected spikes per second across 60 channels, depending on the
rhythm type (spontaneous rhythm, or full or partial N1-N2-N3).
The manual method of detecting onset of the feeding rhythm is by first
visually identifying an area of dense activity across many channels or spike
classes and then trying to identify those cells which have the earliest emer-
gence from the relatively quiet period preceding fictive feeding in BG neu-
rons. Of those that appear early in the rhythm, I try to identify them as
particular cell types using the same procedure as described in chapter 4.
In the future, automation of the process of detecting feeding rhythm onset
through prediction (using the statistics of neuronal activity traces) could
likely be achieved.
5.8 Selecting a model order
As discussed in chapter 2, I follow the methodology described by Seth (2005)
for determining a model order for a particular data set. Selecting a model
order for use with G-Causality can be somewhat problematic with complex
systems such as neural networks though, because there may exist multi-
ple temporal bands in which information sources can be contributing to
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sinks. In the validation assessment in chapter 4 using model neurons, the
BIC/AIC algorithm typically returned values of 20 (+/-3) lags ( 4 msec)
as being optimal. In the real data sets of feeding behaviour shown here
the typical values given by the BIC/AIC assessment were much shorter,
typically in the range of 7-10 lags (1.4-2 msec). An educated guess would
suggest the real data had a shorter dominant informational process than
that observed in the model neurons, and it is likely that the heavy influ-
ence of gap junctions in the feeding network could strongly influence these
values. If computational processing time were not so expensive for this
process, a full examination of the temporal e⇥ects could be used to elu-
cidate the various bands of communication. I explored initial research in
this direction and there are indications that their are several distinct bands
of temporal interaction. One possible research direction to use to explore
these temporal bands would be to use the spectral variations on Granger
Causality (see Geweke, 1982; Kamin´ski et al., 2001) to resolve interactions
that may be occurring at di⇥erent temporal scales.
5.9 Known connectivity of motoneurons
As discussed in the previous chapter and the introduction, there is an ex-
tensive history of recording in the Lymnaea BG. The knowledge of the
connectivity of the neurons that comprise this snail’s feeding system has
been compiled mainly by pairwise recording of cells suspected to be con-
nected to each other via synapses of chemical, electrotonic, or other types
(i.e. di⇥usion). I use the existing knowledge of such structures to guide my
exploration of the possible connectivity by selecting cell types which are
probably involved in the feeding rhythm (see previous chapter).
5.9.1 Sub-networks of N1, N2, and N3 Rhythms
Based on the known connectivity of the feeding network as depicted in fig
1.6 (see also Benjamin and Elliott, 1989; Brierley et al., 1997b; Staras, 1997;
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Feeding Subnetwork Cell Types
N1 Network N1M, N1L, B1, B7a, B7nor, B2, B5
N2 Network N2v, N2d, B2, B3, B4CL(late), B9, B10
N3 Network N3p, N3t, B4, B4CL(early), B8
Table 5.2: Lymnaea Feeding Subnetworks
Straub, 1998), I assume that there are likely to be three distinct networks
of cells whose connectivity would be likely to appear during causal analysis
of feeding rhythms. Each of these sub-networks of the feeding system are
associated with a particular phase of the feeding rhythm as summarised in
table 5.2.
Not all of these types have been definitively identified as yet being present
in the recordings analysed for this work. However, the connectivity analysis
adds another piece of information for making an educated guess as to the
identity of a given cell. For some of these cells then, I make a further
attempt at identification given this new information. In addition, if a SOM
created time stream for a cell clearly shows bursting activity associated
with a given feeding phase, then it is a good candidate for inclusion in the
G-causality analysis.
5.10 Example G-Causality Results for Lym-
naea Data
Using the same set of SOM classified cells that were found on a pair of BG
(depicted in figure 4.7) I performed a G-Causal analysis on the two minutes
of their spiking activity data shown in fig. 5.3. The resulting causal map
shows a pattern of connectivity that is consistent with the known connec-
tivity of cells present on the surface of the buccal ganglia. Furthermore,
the pattern of connectivity seen in fig. 5.3 is well preserved across multiple
time scales for at least the two minutes of the recording shown (the period
following sucrose stimulation of the feeding system), suggesting the result
is not an artefact.
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5. Granger Causality Applied to Lymnaea CNS Spike Data
Of the cells I have assigned an identification to in this group in chapter 4 (7
of the 15 cells) the connectivity pattern can be examined to determine if it is
in agreement with any of the known connectivity discussed in chapter 1 and
in the previous section. There are five strongly identified (by G-causality
magnitude) connections found in this data set. In the following descriptions
of these connections, the numerical label in brackets refers to the cell labels
in fig. 5.3. The connection detected from cell type B4 (11) to B2 (14) is
unlikely to be a true connection, but reflects either a connection moderated
by N1 or N2 interneurons, or simply the phasic relationships between the
N1 and N3 phases (i.e. N3 always precedes N1). The B2 (14 and 2) to B7
(15 and 1) is a known feedback connection and is identified by G-causality
on both the left and right buccal ganglia. The B3 (13) to B7 (15) synapse
is also likely a feedback connection from the N2 phase network to the N1,
but is likely mediated by an unobserved N2V cell. The connection from
B4CL (12) to B2 (14) is again a likely feedback connection from the N3
phase to an N2 phase cell and could be carried by either an N2d or an N1M
cell type.
In the worst case, all of these could reflect just phasic relationships of the
order of (N1-N2-N3) firing of bursting cells in the feeding network. If this
is the case, and none of these connections is verifiable (e.g. by intracellular
recording and matching of supra- and sub-threshold spiking patterns), the
above result still demonstrates the ability of G-Causality to find the correct
phasic relationships of the feeding. Further work will be needed to analyse
enough data on enough putative connections to determine which of these is
the true case for any potential synapse.
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5. Granger Causality Applied to Lymnaea CNS Spike Data
Fig. 5.3. A, A two minute segment of spiking activity from SOM recovered
neurons is shown with vertical bars indicating spike times. Colours and
number labels are consistent for B, C, and D. B, The SDF of spiking activity
shown in A, performed with a gaussian kernel and a kernel bandwidth of
1 second. C, The Granger Causality magnitudes for the degree of directed
connectivity between the SDFs of spiking activity. D, The map of predicted
cell positions (circles) and their causal connectivity (arrows).
5.11 Detection of electrotonic connections
One concern I have had for use of G-causality in analysing feeding system
activity in the Lymnaea CNS is that there is a high degree of electro-
tonic connectivity between the cell types on the dorsal BG surface. Most
prominently these include connections between N1M-B7, N2-B10, and B4-
B4CL/B9 cell types. As an alternative to the G-Causality technique for
detecting electrotonic connections, the Pearson correlation coe⇤cient can
be used. As connections mediated through gap junctions will likely have
a strong lag zero component, evaluation of the correlation coe⇤cients be-
tween soma traces can be used to evaluate the likelihood of these types of
connections. A correlation coe⇤cient with absolute value of greater than a
particular value at zero lag for a pair of activity streams of SOM identified
neurons can be assessed as being highly likely to indicate the presence of
an electrotonic synapse between the pair. Detection of these connections
can be somewhat problematic for nearby neurons who share a gap junction,
particularly in they are virtually co-located. In the chapter 4 I described
the redundancy filtering process I have used to eliminate over-prediction of
the number of neurons in MEA data. If two nearby neurons have highly
correlated activity, they may be filtered by the SOM redundancy checking
process.
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5.12 Discussion
Using G-causality as a measure of information flow and connectivity of
spiking output recorded by planar MEAs has provided a glimpse into what
might be possible if we are able to refine its usage. The work described in
this chapter is not comprehensive due to the time requirements involved in
processing the data to generate the causal flow maps seen here. However,
it has allowed me to put in place the data handling methods required to
build the next generation causality analysis toolbox for large-scale record-
ings. This will likely include the use of parallelization of the G-Causality
algorithm to reduce the computational cost for examining the causal rela-
tionships of data sets with either large numbers of time series streams, or
large numbers of variables, or both.
Once a significant amount of data has been collected on the size, location,
activity, and connectivity of individual cells, it should be possible to auto-
mate the mapping and identification process. The early results from the
use of the G-Causality on spiking time series data is capable of providing
maps of causal connectivity of the feeding system. This could serve to il-
lustrate the known connectivity and provide a basis for locating unknown
connections (e.g. synapses) or other sources of information input (e.g. a
gaseous signal like nitric oxide).
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Chapter 6
General Discussion
6.1 Overview of Work
The driving motivation behind this work has been the development of tech-
niques which allow the rapid extraction of the structures and dynamics
of neural systems. The perspective I have taken in approaching this task
is one that emphasises collecting large volumes of information, the use of
software automation to mine that information for relevant patterns, and
the development of new data visualisation and manipulation metaphors for
increasing human understanding of those patterns.
The data collection system used in this work, the planar multi-electrode ar-
ray, has rarely been used in the way it has been applied here. As emphasised
in the introduction, simultaneous multi-unit recording has been performed
very infrequently in molluscan invertebrate systems such as Lymnaea, He-
liosoma, or the more widely used Aplysia. The advantages of recording
from large numbers of system elements motivated this approach. Primarily,
these include the ability to observe system dynamics from both a single
unit and a holistic perspective, and are a strong complement to the more
commonly used single unit recording methods.
When working with data of the scale described here the immediate consid-
erations have been deciding what information is important to extract given
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limited time and computational resources. The simplest possible meth-
ods must be selected provided that they can still give accurate results for
the defined tasks of locating and identifying neurons and determining their
connectivity to each other.
6.2 Recording from Lymnaea with planar
MEAs
The initial stage of this research (described in chapter 4) involved stan-
dardising the planar MEA technique for use with invertebrate ganglia. In
performing the exploration the goal was to characterise the quality and na-
ture of signals that could be recorded from ganglia or semi-intact molluscan
nervous tissue. The determination was that recordings were of more than
su⇤cient quality to proceed, as it was clear that spiking behaviour related
to fictive feeding could be observed in isolated buccal ganglia, cerebral buc-
cal rings, or semi-intact nervous systems (see section 3.2.4). As discussed
in chapters 4 and 5, fictive feeding rhythms seen in planar MEA recordings
correspond well with the type of activity that has been described previously
in single unit recording work in the Lymnaea BG.
The most straightforward use of this technology to observe activity in inver-
tebrate ganglia has been shown to be of value even without the subsequent
analysis development. Simply by providing a system level view of activ-
ity, planar MEA recording allows a rapid evaluation of the robustness of
particular preparations for experimental suitability, and a general survey of
the types of system-wide activity patterns that may be present in a given
preparation. These system-wide dynamics may not be observable by using
systems with too few recording units, and as a motivation for expanding
this work, we may still be missing details of the system wide operations
because of too few recording sensors.
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6.2.1 Results in Lymnaea CNS Recording with MEAs
The ability to see the development of feeding rhythms simultaneously across
many cells of the dorsal BG has provided the opportunity to evaluate them
from the system level. In this perspective, it readily becomes apparent that
there is a broader range of dynamics present than just the standard three
phase model. There are distinctive sub-networks of cells (Benjamin et al.,
2000; Straub, 1998) that can combine in a variety of ways to produce the
motor output of the feeding system. These largely correspond to the known
N1, N2, and N3 networks, but they appear to be combining in di⇥erent
patterns to produce the observed dynamics which has not been previously
studied quantitatively.
Alternative experimental procedures may be responsible for some of this
dynamic variation. The continuous application of sucrose to lips and oe-
sophagus of the semi-intact system over a long period appears to produce
a wider variety of patterns than using the bolus method. The initial appli-
cation of sucrose in both cases is most likely to produce the stereotypical
three phase (N1-N2-N3) rhythm. This indicates that the movement from
the quiescent state to feeding may be a highly probable dynamic transition
in a system that has not had any incoming sensory stimulus for a long pe-
riod. Under longer stimulus conditions though, the feeding system appears
to produce patterns that are less tightly locked to the standard pattern. In
addition, spontaneous activity patterns occurring when no obvious sensory
stimulus is present very rarely show the full three phase rhythm, and most
likely correspond with N2 phase type activity.
Particular electrode array structures (see fig 2.3) have been shown to be of
various utility for di⇥erent purposes using the MEA. Based on my recording
work and that of CAH we have determined that an electrode grid of 100µm
spacing of 10µm gives adequate coverage of one (nearly hemispheric) surface
of the buccal ganglia. Using this MEA configuration the spiking activity
of the smaller neuron somas of the buccal ganglia (on the order of 30 µm
in diameter) can be observed. As mentioned above though, there may be
missing information that could be useful in producing further analytical
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details about the system’s behaviour.
The use of a 5KHz recording frequency has shown to be adequate for the
work presented here, however there are some indications that using higher
rates may improve the quality of the analysis. For purposes of the SOM
training and classification steps, a higher recording frequency may provide
a more accurate representation of spikes shapes, and this would likely pro-
duce more cleanly separated SOM cluster representations of spike shapes.
In addition, for future possible separation pre-processing steps such as noise
filtration, PCA, etc., a higher sampling frequency may provide more infor-
mation for these types of processing steps. The drawback to this is the
increased storage and processing requirements for additional data points,
but this should be o⇥set by the ongoing increase in both the density of
storage capacity (i.e. in hard drives or flash memory) and CPU clock speed
or parallelisation.
6.2.2 Planar MEA System Limitations
The primary physical limitation of the planar MEA technology for system
wide analysis is the inability to record cells that are not on the surface of
a piece of neural tissue. This is a fundamental obstacle for the technology
in the context of having a nearly complete view of system activity. This
can only be overcome by either reconfiguring the target tissue (e.g. through
surgical manipulation) or by combining it with other recording systems such
as single unit recording, penetrating MEAs, or voltage sensitive dye (VSD)
recording. However, the dorsal BG of Lymnaea are a nearly ideal target for
the planar MEA, given that a majority of their activity appears to occur in
somas which are recordable from the surface and many of them have large
signal to noise ratios (SNR).
The signal to noise ratios of the membrane recorded at MEA electrodes us-
ing Lymnaea ganglia are more than adequate for the purposes of detecting
voltage spikes produced by nearby neurons (see fig 3.3). What is rarely cap-
tured using planar MEAs though are the subthreshold signals generated by
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individual neurons. These lower amplitude signals are often buried in the
noise band, and so are unavailable for use in the analysis process described
here. There is the possibility that some of this signal may be extracted by
statistical preprocessing methods such as ICA or PCA. Improved recording
technologies, such as higher density electrode arrays or other extracellular
recording technologies that could improve the SNR (e.g. next generation
VSD or field e⇥ect transistor recording) may also be available to help im-
prove this situation in the near future.
A limitation in terms of cost is that commercial o⇥-the-shelf MEAs are
currently only available in a limited number of configurations, however there
are multiple companies which will produce custom designs. These come at a
significant upfront expenditure though, and so exploration of di⇥erent MEA
designs must be undertaken with a great deal of design forethought. Using
arrays that are conformal to the shape of particular ganglia may allow a
higher quality recording by allowing placement of electrodes precisely where
they are required for maximum e⇥ect. For a similar example in a vertebrate
system see Gholmieh et al. (2006).
6.2.3 Future Work in Lymnaea CNS Recording
Using the foundation created here for Lymnaea recording on MEAs, there
are several new lines of research to be explored. The overarching goal in
using large scale recording is to determine the structure and functional
dynamics of the feeding system, and to begin to incorporate data from
other systems (e.g. respiratory, withdrawal, locomotion) of the Lymnaea
CNS as well. The end result of this line of research would be a surface
survey of the positions, sizes, and single unit and network dynamics of
every MEA recordable cell in the CNS. By incorporating simultaneous signal
information from other systems by using large numbers of electrodes, we
may be able to begin piecing together a system wide view of activity. It
would be preferable to include non-surface activity into this survey, but
other technologies will likely be required to achieve this (see the previous
section).
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While recordings were made from MEAs of di⇥erent configurations in the
early part of this work, the analysis presented here has focused exclusively
on the 10µm diameter and 100µm centre to centre spacing one. Additional
studies on the e⇥ects of di⇥erent MEA configurations would shed light on
how dependent the analysis presented here is on the density of sensor arrays
used. This would also provide a more general perspective on how e⇥ective
the analysis tools discussed here are for use with di⇥erent recording appa-
ratus. Extending this to other forms of multi-electrode recording or other
multi-unit techniques is a long term goal for the development of this system.
To improve our understanding of the feeding system, including simultaneous
recordings of cells from other ganglia or surfaces of the CNS may help to
further explain the dynamics we observe in the cells of the dorsal BG. This
is particularly true for modulatory cell types such as the CGC and CV1s
found in the Lymnaea cerebral ganglia. These cell types are known to have
a direct e⇥ect on the output of the feeding CPG (see chapter 1), and so
may have significant causal influences that the G-Causality algorithm may
be able to use in elucidating a model of information flow in the feeding
system.
6.2.3.1 Learning and Memory in the Feeding System
The semi-intact Lymnaea CNS has previously been used in a number of
experiments to perform in vitro classical conditioning (e.g. Jones et al., 2003;
Kemenes et al., 2006). The use of MEA recording presents an opportunity
to observe possible changes in system wide dynamics and information flow
structures, and the possibility of isolating those information flows which
are responsible for changes occurring during learning events. To do this
though, it would be advantageous to collect as much data as possible about
the information flow in the feeding system, and so it would be helpful to
include the activity of cerebral ganglia cells, or possibly somas that are more
distant from the BG in the CNS.
There will undoubtedly be single unit changes during learning and mem-
ory that will be di⇤cult to detect with large scale recording, particularly
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if we are only recording spikes. Determining the mechanisms that cause
changes at the single cell or synapse level, such as those involved in activity
dependent postsynaptic facilitation (ADPF) or Hebbian mechanisms (e.g.
Roberts and Glanzman, 2003), would be very di⇤cult using only a large
scale analysis. However the follow-on e⇥ects of those changes should be
detectable by causal flow analysis, given that they should induce a change
in the system’s pattern of information flow. From this perspective, causal-
ity detection methods could be a way of rapidly guiding experimentalists
to those system components which are most likely to be responsible for
changes akin to learning and memory.
6.2.3.2 Dynamics of the Feeding System
In the early recording work I performed, sucrose was applied to the lips
and/or oesophagus of a semi-intact preparation in which the experimental
animal had been starved for three days prior to dissection. Sucrose was
supplied in a continuous manner for the length of the experiment. The
consistency of feeding rhythm activity can be evaluated by observing a
summated spike view (i.e. PTSH) of experiments of this type. The activity
shown of this type in figures 4.4, 5.1, and 5.3 is the first two minutes fol-
lowing application of sucrose to the lips and oesophagus. As can be seen,
the response is immediate (within tens of milliseconds), and the initial re-
sponse shows six to eight very consistent fictive feeding cycles. In each of
these approximately five second cycles there is a small amount of initial
activity that lasts for less than one second, a large and broad initial peak of
activity that lasts for roughly two seconds, and a short period of quiescence,
followed by another peak of activity.
Based on observations of previous Lymnaea fictive feeding work (e.g. El-
liott and Andrew, 1991) I identify the initial small amount of activity as
belonging to the N1 types and correspondingly this can be used to identify
the start of any following feeding rhythm. The large, broad peak of activity
corresponds the rest of the N1 (protraction) phase and the onset of the N2
(rasp) phase. The apex of this peak typically corresponds with the initi-
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ation of the N2 phase as indicated by the strong initiation of activity in
cell types identified to be B2 and B9. There is a period of relatively lower
activity corresponding to the end of N2, followed by a second smaller peak
of activity that corresponds with N3.
Following the eight initial rhythms, there are often a series of smaller
rhythms which have the appearance of the N3 phase activity of the pre-
vious eight rhythms. This would seam to indicate a pattern of protraction,
rasp, swallow (PRS), followed by four swallows. This pattern (PRS-S-S-S-
S) repeats twice in the two minute data segment shown in fig. 4.4. In the
following data streams the pattern alternates between the fully expressed
feeding rhythm and the swallow type rhythm in a non-uniform manner. In
addition, there also appear to be occasional intermediate patterns which
are not quite a full feeding rhythm. These contain dynamic components of
the N1, N2, N3 rhythms in a variety of combinations, without expressing
all of them in the well studied pattern.
From a behavioural perspective, this would likely represent a broader selec-
tion of possible motor output from the feeding system than is indicated by
the typical PRS one. If an individual snail is able to move its mouth parts
in ways which do not follow the full PRS pattern, this is what one might
expect. Drawing this conclusion for certain is di⇤cult given the use of the
semi-intact system as opposed to the whole animal. In future though, I
would like to quantitate the transitions between the di⇥erent feeding states
to see if clear patterns of dynamics might emerge. With further study,
it may be possible to determine the variety of forms the dynamical drift
between these states can take.
By taking this dynamical perspective, it might be possible to map the oscil-
latory phase space of the Lymnaea feeding system (either as a whole or in
part). Viewed in this way the system is a set of connected oscillators, where
cells themselves are rhythmic oscillators and the network as a whole orbits
in a particular behavioural space. From which regions of behavioural space
can we drive the network to other states? Resolving the exact nature of
these combinations, is an interesting area for future work. Several studies
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have mentioned the possiblities of viewing the neural activity as a dynami-
cal system in a phase space diagram (e.g. Briggman et al., 2006; Briggman
and Kristan, 2008; Chiel et al., 1999; Selverston and Ayers, 2006).
6.3 Spike Detection and SOM Results
The spike detection system used in this work has followed a standard appli-
cation of thresholding to recover spikes from neurons (Quian Quiroga et al.,
2004) however the clustering of those detected spikes into distinct classes
has been carried out using a technique that is fairly novel (Horton et al.,
2007). By using a self-organising map to perform the spike classification,
I have allowed the spikes generated in a particular experiment to generate
their own best templates for selection. This provides a good mix of the
strengths of both supervised and unsupervised feature classifiers. The use
of the SOM technique has also allowed me to include the method for using
the combined learning pressure from many individual spikes to triangulate
the likely physical location of that cluster. I believe this may be a novel
usage, particularly in neuroscience.
For spike sorting, many researchers select to use manual cluster cutting
in a data set that is projected to a 2 or 3 dimensional space to define
a spike class. The alternative to this is to use an automated method to
find the space that a particular cell body’s spike waveforms occupy. At
its best, the SOM system described here should perform well enough that
no human intervention is required to return a highly accurate picture of
the shapes of waveforms and the general position they originated from on
the recording array. However, all current fully automated spike detection
and sorting methods will have di⇤culties if the distribution of waveforms
they are operating on violates the assumption of normality (Quian Quiroga
et al., 2004).
The key problem for using the SOM method developed here, seems to be
the non-uniformity of some spike shapes belonging to single neurons. This
variability can cause misclassification and the generation of mulitiple pre-
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dicted spike shapes for a single neuron as shown in chapters 3 and 4. This
is not surprising, as it is often mentioned as one of the core challenges for
spike separation methods (Buzsa´ki, 2004)
A caveat in using the SOM system is that I have made no attempt to sepa-
rate waveforms whose signals have become convolved because they appear
nearly simultaneously. As such I can make no claims to this SOM algorithm
being a blind source separation (BSS) method because I am operating only
on spike shapes found in raw data. For the claim to be made that this is a
BSS method, data would have to be pre-processed with a technique such as
PCA or ICA. I have made some attempts in that direction, but have found
that the techniques either do not improve performance for the goals stated
above, or they are in some way interfering with the G-Causality algorithm.
In the case of ICA, my instinct is that the separation of sources by using
statistical independence as the characteristic to maximise may be removing
information from signals which the G-Causality algorithm is dependent on
for most e⇥ective detection of causality.
The SOM method as described here also ignores inter-spike information,
which may be useful in determining cell relationships if subthreshold infor-
mation can be detected above the noise band. If a method of multi-unit
recording with an improved SNR can be used with the Lymnaea CNS in
the future, it may be possible to capture subthreshold activity peaks and
include them in this analysis using the same methodologies developed here.
6.3.1 Other Possible Methods of Separation: PCA
and ICA
PCA has been a very popular technique in neuroscience for purposes of
spike separation. The algorithm works by using signal variance to find
commonly varying source signals in combinations of sources. In its use in
neuroscience, this maximises the variance of neural spike data, but does
not necessarily provide clean separation of clusters of spikes (Quiroga et
al. 2004). Also, due to the PCA algorithm’s reliance on variance as a
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di⇥erentiating factor it is unable to deal with higher order structure in a
set of convoluted signals (i.e. data sets in which individual components do
not minimise their covariance) .
A technique related to PCA, but using statistical independence as its crite-
rion for separating sources, is independent component analysis (ICA). This
is becoming an increasingly popular technique for spike separation, because
it can give a far more accurate picture of the underlying sources than PCA
(Comon, 1994; Quian Quiroga et al., 2004). The primary caveat for ICA
when used for blind source separation is that it works best when there are
precisely M sensors and M sources. Obviously this will only be the case for
multi-unit recording methods when there is exactly one neuron present on
the array for each electrode the array possesses. One way around this is
the commonly used technique of reducing a data set to fewer than M most
important sources using PCA. However this comes with the trade o⇥ that
if there are more than M signals they will be lost to this process.
This consideration had a significant influence on my search for alternative
techniques for source separation and classification, as I anticipated that
there would be experimental cases when more recordable neurons would be
present on our arrays than electrodes. The ICA technique’s use of statistical
independence as the factor to be maximised in each component allows a
deeper examination of structure in data sets than PCA, but obviously makes
the assumption that individual components have independence. There are
many conditions in neural systems (e.g. strong coupling between a pair of
cells, or simultaneous driving potentials to multiple cells by a higher order
source) where this assumption will be violated, and so ICA has to be used
with this consideration in mind. This same consideration also a⇥ects the
use of techniques such as Granger causality.
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6.3.2 SOM: Future Work
6.3.2.1 Redundancy Filtering
A technique that could enhance the e⇤ciency of the SOM process is the use
of an adaptively growing set of nodes as reviewed by Marsland et al. (2002).
If this approach were used it may eliminate some of the computational cost
associated with the redundancy filtering methods described in chapter 4. In
this alternate strategy, the number of nodes used at the start of the process
would be equivalent to the number of electrodes in the array being used.
As the system was trained, nodes would be added if it was determined that
the current set of clusters were under-representing the data set.
6.3.2.2 Mapping and True Trilateration
The form of triangulation I have used to produce maps of cell locations
seen in chapters 4 and 5 is heavily reliant on the mechanics of the SOM
algorithm to predict a particular cell’s location. In short, the precision
of the prediction is dependent on the frequency of SOM exposure to a
particular cell shape and possible interference from similar spike shapes. If
knowing a very precise location of a particular recorded cell is a worthwhile
goal, then what could be done is to create an algorithm that used the
recorded power of spikes from a cell that appears on more than one electrode
simultaneously to plot the area circles corresponding to this power. A
trilateration could then be performed by finding the point of intersection of
the power circles. This technique has recently been made popular because
of its usage in locating electronic devices in an area covered by multiple
sensors (e.g. mobile phones, Wi-Fi, or GPS enabled devices)
6.3.2.3 Reverse processing of spike traces to produce an image
of extracellular voltage
By using the current source density equations in the modelling system,
simulated extracellular recordings for a neuron soma were produced. Us-
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ing the same equations in reverse order, an approximation of the changes
in intracellular voltage that have produced a particular neurons extracel-
lular recording trace can be made. The primary purpose for doing this
would be to create voltage traces that could be more directly compared to
intracellular recordings of similar cells. This would aid in making precise
identification of particular cell types that have been recorded by an MEA,
and also in more accurately modelling extracellular MEA recording.
6.3.2.4 Automatic Identification of Cells and Rhythms
If particular cell types and the rhythms they generate are consistently ob-
served in di⇥erent experimental subjects, this provides the opportunity to
create automated pattern matching templates for their discovery in each
data set. For cells, this would proceed in the same manner that I manually
used to identify cells in chapter 4. The basic layout of tissue would have to
be either provided by the researcher, or determined through an image pro-
cessing algorithm given only basic landmarks. Once the correspondence to
a general map of cell positions is provided, the system attempts to classify
cells as belonging in a given physical location on the given tissue map.
Once a determination of likely cell locations was made, the spike output
of those identified cells could then be used to label particular activity as
belonging to a given class of behavioural output. If the output of the N1
types or the motor neurons most directly connected with it can be identified
in this manner, the onset of a given feeding rhythm can be identified. In
the same way, activity associated with cells distinctly involved in the N2 or
N3 phases can also be used to build a picture of the rhythm using machine
intelligence.
Another possible application in this direction would be fuzzy intelligence
methods to guess at the identity of the cells in question. Categories for
determination of which cell type is which could include, location within the
CNS, approximate cell size (or contact area), activity statistics including
inter-spike intervals, spike rates within di⇥erent parts of the feeding rhythm
and connectivity partners.
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As a general process, this may provide a methodology for breaking down the
output of a molluscan nervous system into its possible constituent dynamics.
If this process can be automated to a great degree, it may provide a method
of rapidly mapping the dynamics of the CNS of animals at this scale of
system complexity.
6.3.2.5 Possibility of ”Real-Time” SOM
One of the possible uses of the SOM process developed here would be to use
it in a real time fashion to assist experimental exploration of neural tissue
used with multi-unit recording systems. The general concept would be to
capture data streams as they are recorded, identify spikes, and immediately
expose new spikes to a self organising map similar in structure to the ones
described in the previous chapters. After a training period of exposure to
incoming spikes (determined by evaluating whether nodes had stabilised)
following spikes would be identified as belonging to a particular class. As
previously discussed (chapter 4) this would also require a filtering process
to remove nodes which are redundant representations of the same cell, or
grow the map if new spike classes appeared during recording (as in Marsland
et al., 2002). If a system like this can be produced, it would greatly assist
researchers performing MEA recording by giving them a live display of the
locations of spiking activity on the array. This type of information would be
extremely useful for positioning tissue on the array to get maximum e⇥ect
for a recording experiment.
6.4 Granger Causality
In its usage here, G-causality has provided tantalising evidence that con-
nectivity diagrams for invertebrate ganglia could be rapidly generated. The
results here need further study to verify their relationship to the structural
and/or functional connectivity that truly exists in buccal ganglia. Incor-
poration of spectral methods would possibly allow the observation of con-
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nectivity between coupled neurons spiking at di⇥erent rates, and whose
lack of synchrony may confound the standard G-causality techniques. This
may be particularly important for neuron pairs such as the CGCs and the
downstream synaptic targets which have very di⇥erent base frequencies of
firing.
An interesting target for connectivity detection using the methods described
here would be cells that are being coupled via nitric oxide signalling. The
most clear example of this type of connectivity is the B2-B7nor synapse as
described by Park et al. (1998). However, detection of this type of activity
may rely on increasing the signal to noise ratio of recordings, or adjustment
of the noise filtering strategy used here. This is because the B2- B7nor
connectivity is expressed as a slow increase in membrane potential in B7nor
in response to repeated spikes by the B2 cell. This low frequency type of
activity acting on long time scales may not be immediately obvious unless
the temporal conditions (e.g. the number of lags used in the G-Causality
analysis) are set to look for them. If we could detect these types of coupling
between cells, it would provide a more global survey of connectivity than
is typically carried out. This is because it would be performed at temporal
scales di⇥erent to those that are normally investigated in feeding systems,
and so it may detect alternative mechanisms of information transmission.
6.4.1 Multiple Comparison Methods for Granger Causal-
ity
In evaluating the e⇥ectiveness of causality methods for recovery of structural
connectivity it would be helpful to create a suite of statistical tests for
validation. In the validation system used in chapter 4, the type I and II
error rates are presented. These values would be put to more e⇥ective use
by techniques for multiple hypothesis comparisons (e.g. receiver operator
characteristic techniques).
For a more rigorous treatment, the use of multiple comparison strategies
(reviewed in Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Dudoit et al., 2003; Sha⇥er,
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1995) would be appropriate for determining the best parameters for struc-
tural connectivity recovery under di⇥erent parameters of G-causality or
other causal flow discovery techniques. By using modelling systems such
as the one described here the parameters most likely to recover informa-
tional flow can be discovered. This would include parameters such as the
significance level for determining that a causal connection exists, and the
model order. E⇥ectiveness of the G-causality multivariate algorithm under
di⇥erent network configurations (e.g. high levels of noise and recurrence)
could also be explored using a validation system such as this.
6.5 Analysis System Limitations
The general analysis strategy followed here has two key limitations for the
Lymnaea feeding system. The first is that in both the SOM separation
and triangulation, and the following causal flow analysis, the results are
based on identifying the spike shapes of a given neuron. As described in
chapter 4, using these spike shapes, individual spikes in a given data set
are identified as belonging to a particular neuron and reassembled into a
spike stream (time series). The cells of the Lymnaea feeding system have
the ability to generate spike shapes of widely di⇥erent amplitude, possibly
confounding the ability of the analysis system presented here to assign all
of the spikes that belong to a particular neuron to a single spike class. I
have tried to overcome this limitation by setting a cut o⇥ boundary around
a given spike class, but I have not yet fully quantitated how e⇥ective this
is at incorporating varying spike shapes from a single neuron.
The second limitation of the analysis system for usage with the experi-
mental system described is that the signalling relationships between neu-
rons in the system may be highly complex and include multiple types of
synapses (chemical, electrotonic, and possibly gaseous), meaning that there
will be multiple temporal components to the signal flow between causally
connected cells. These complex signal relationships also are likely resulting
in a variety of responses in post-synaptic cells, such as plateau potentials,
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post-inhibitory rebound, and slow increases in membrane potential (Straub
et al., 2002). Each of these responses is likely altering the spike shapes
generated in post-synaptic cells, and therefore confounding the ability of a
template match based spike sorting system (such as SOM) to identify all
activity from a given cell. The e⇥ect this has on the causal analysis is still
to be determined, but is certainly significant in terms of both the amount
of identified signal and the change in the shape of functions being presented
to the causal detection process (G-causality here). The results presented
here likely reflect a highly averaged view of both cell activity and connec-
tivity, and so it is likely that fine details of the system dynamics may not
be recovered in the usage shown here.
6.6 Software engineering
The use of multi-electrode recording is now becoming ubiquitous in many
subfields of neuroscience and so it is inevitable that there will be continued
development of the technology. In practice this will mean that data sets
will continue to grow larger as systems with greater numbers of electrodes
are added. The major challenges for software engineering then are memory
management and parallelisation of data processing.
The majority of the algorithms used in this work, particularly the MEA
modelling system, SOM classification and triangulation system, and the G-
causality systems have been designed specifically with the idea that they
would be extended to parallel versions. To make this possible, the sections
of code in which the majority of processing occurs are almost exclusively
written in C, and are largely independent of the code supporting the GUI
side of the NEA package. It is my intention to extend the work described
here into a more generally accessible analysis package and one in which
parallelisation of data processing is a priority.
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6.7 Conclusions
Over the course of this work the use of planar MEAs for the recording of
fictive feeding activity in a semi-intact Lymnaea CNS was developed to al-
low observation of the systems large scale dynamics and the foundations
for a comprehensive analysis system for analysing planar MEA data was
constructed. Many of the system components developed here require fur-
ther development to reach their full potential. However, their initial usage
has provided evidence that it may be possible to automate a number of
tasks associated with the discovery of cell behaviour and connectivity in
invertebrate ganglia.
Of highest priority among the items discussed in the future work section
above is increasing the computational e⇤ciency and parallelising the anal-
ysis process described above so that large data sets can be examined in full.
This is particularly important if we want to examine the changes occurring
during learning and memory events as induced by classical conditioning ex-
periments. Many of the limitations of the analysis system, and the analysis
itself, are due to a need for additional processing time. If the computational
burden of this processing can be shifted to larger hardware implementations
such as clusters of CPUs or graphical processing units (GPUs), a much
richer analysis would be made possible.
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Feeding CPG Cell Types
Summary
A.1 Feeding System Cells Overview
The cells I describe here represent what are thought to be key components
of the feeding system, and is presented here as it forms the foundation for
identification of cell types in chapter 5 and their respective connectivities
and dynamic relationships in chapter 6. This summary includes all major
known cell types in the feeding system with the exception of sensory input
cells, which have yet to be su⇤ciently characterised to be included here.
I include information relevant to this study in the notes section. This
summary has been compiled from: Benjamin et al. (2000); Brierley et al.
(1997a,b); Brierly (1993); Elliott and Benjamin (1985a,b); Ireland (2006);
Jones (2004); Rose and Benjamin (1979); Staras (1997); Straub (1998);
Styles (2004); Vehovszky and Elliott (1995) and other sources mentioned in
the text.
Key for summary: Location measurements are given in angle from the
midline (0⇥ is anterior centre edge of a ganglia, negative numbers indicate a
position on the ganglia half closer to the midline) and distance from centre
of each ganglia. For example, a cell outermost and on the lateral edge on
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the dorsal surface of the buccal ganglia would be at +90⇥, 250m (a BG is
⌅500m in diameter). A bilaterally symmetric cell in the right or left buccal
ganglia would have the same location using this convention. For further
description of the mapping system see chapter 5. The ”Input” subhead for
each type indicates the known monosynaptic inputs to that neuron class.
Input Abbreviations:
Acetylcholine mediated synapse - (ACh)
Glutamine mediated synapse - (Glu)
Serotonin mediated synapse - (5-HT)
Inhibitory synapse (-)
Excitatory synapse (+)
Biphasic synapse (+/-)
Electrotonic synapse - (e)
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A.2 Interneurons
Table A.1: Interneuron Properties
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Medial N1s
(N1Ms)
Bilateral,
dorsal BG
surface,
+40⇥,
⌅200µm
SO (+ ACh),
N1L (+ ACh),
N2V (- Glut),
N2d (- Glut),
CGC (+/-
5-HT)
The N1M cells are likely sys-
tem rhythm drivers, but they are
also supported by other interneu-
rons in the system to produce the
rhythm and coordinate it with
the activity other cells (Kemenes
et al., 2001). The endogenous
bursting capability present found
this type (Rose and Benjamin,
1981) is thought to allow induc-
tion of the feeding rhythm. It is
also thought to have synapses on
to all B type motoneurons. De-
polarising this cell in vitro will
initiate a fictive feeding rhythm,
but it is slower and irregular as
compared to rhythms generated
by depolarisation of N1L, SO,
or CV1. Straub et al. (2002)
provides evidence of the endoge-
nous bursting activity of the N1M
which is the likely entraining
rhythm of the feeding network.
Styles (2004) and Kemenes et al.
(2001) claim that N1M is the piv-
otal neuron in inducing feeding
behaviour in response to sucrose.
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Lateral
N1s
(N1Ls)
Bilateral,
dorsal BG
surface,
+110⇥,
⌅250µm
SO (e), N2V
(- Glut) , N2d
(- Glut) (n.b.
N2d⇧N1L
input is com-
plex and may
not be purely
inhibitory -
(Straub, 1998))
These cells are a bilaterally sym-
metric pair (R and L BG) on the
dorsal surface adjacent to the B1
(Yeoman et al., 1995). They are
specifically involved in the pro-
traction phase and are capable
of driving a fast fictive feeding
rhythm through summating exci-
tation on N1Ms. This cell does
not appear to be able to endoge-
nously burst (Straub et al., 2002).
They can excite B1 and inhibit B4
types.
Dorsal N2s
(N2ds)
Bilateral,
dorsal BG
surface,
+15⇥,
⌅250µm
SO (+ ACh),
N1L (+ ACh),
N1M(+ ACh),
N2V (+)
During the N1 phase N2Ds are
increasingly depolarised because
of stimulation from N1 types.
They also show a plateauing ef-
fect thought to be generated by
input from the N2v cells. They
directly inhibit N1,N3, and B5
cell types and excite B3 types.
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Ventral
N2s (N2vs)
Bilateral,
ventral
BG sur-
face, -45⇥,
⌅20µm
SO (+ ACh),
CGC(+), N1L
(+/- ACh),
N1M(+ ACh),
Bilateral N2v(e)
The N2vs fire a continuous burst
of spikes throughout the N2/Rasp
phase providing strong inhibi-
tion on N3t and both N1 types
(Brierley et al., 1997a). Their
burst is likely due to an en-
dogenously generated plateau po-
tential in response to stimula-
tion, and this also drives the N2d
plateau through excitatory stim-
ulation. They directly excite B3
and B9 motoneuron types, and
directly inhibit B7 and B8 types.
N3 phasics
(N3ps)
Bilateral,
dorsal BG
surface, 0⇥,
⌅200µm
CGC(+/-), N1L
(- ACh), N1M
(- ACh), N2d (-
Glu), B8(e)
N3ps are strongly inhibited dur-
ing the N1 and N2 phases by the
respective interneuron types for
those parts of the cycle. They be-
gin to fire late in the N2/Rasp,
likely due to post-inibitory spik-
ing rebound after being released
from inhibition (Yeoman et al.,
1995). They inhibit N1 types dur-
ing the N3 phase to allow a full
cycle to be completed without in-
terference, and inhibit B4 and B8
motoneurons.
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
N3 tonics
(N3ts)
Bilateral,
ventral
BG sur-
face, 90⇥,
⌅250µm
N1L (- ACh),
N1M (- ACh),
N2d (- Glu),
N2v (- Glu),
B4(e), B8(e)
N3t inhibition of of N1M can ef-
fectively shut o⇥ a feeding rhythm
(Staras et al., 2003). This type
plays an overall suppressive role
in keeping the network quiescent
by tonically firing during the in-
termediate phase, but during a
feeding rhythm, actively partici-
pates by firing bursts. Like the
N3p, they inhibit N1, B4, and B8
types.
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A.3 Modulatory Neurons
Table A.2: Modulatory Neuron Properties
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Slow Oscil-
lator (SO)
Single cell
(either R
or L BG)
dorsal BG
surface,
+15⇥,
⌅250µm
N1M (+/-
ACh), CGC
(+/- 5-HT)
Current injection into the SO re-
liably induces a fictive feeding
rhythm, and can drive the semi-
intact feeding system at its max-
imum observed rate (1 cycle/5s)
(Rose and Benjamin, 1981). The
SO can exert a dominant influ-
ence on the frequency of the feed-
ing rhythm. However, it may be
a non-essential part of the feed-
ing system, given that it is not
required for fictive feeding gen-
eration (Straub, 1998). Its pri-
mary modulatory role appears to
be set the frequency of feeding
rhythms and in resetting rhythms
(Kemenes et al., 2001). SO Loca-
tion caveat: sometimes this cell
can be found on the BG surface
but more recently not. In snails
from our breeding colony, the SO
has been found below the outer-
most layer of cells, making ob-
servation of its activity by a pla-
nar MEA unlikely (V. Marra and
I. Kemenes, personal communica-
tion)
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Cerebral
Ventral
1s (CV1s)
CV1a -
modu-
latory
interneu-
ron (Jones
et al.,
2003)
At least 3
cells per
CG (1
CV1a, >1
CV1b),
ventral CG
surface,
+85-95⇥,
⌅300µm
CA1(e) Enhanced CV1a activity (persis-
tent depolarisation) is observed
after a lip touch CS (Jones et
al., 2003). CV1a activity may be
critical in determining the burst
length of particular motoneurons,
thereby altering the amount of
food ingested in each cycle. No
direct connectivity has been ob-
served to any of B1-10 by the
CV1 types, however the CV1a
can modulate the burst duration
of many of the buccal motoneu-
rons (Kemenes et al., 2001) The
CV1b type are tonically firing
cells whereas CV1a is a rhythmic
bursting cell (McCrohan, 1984;
McCrohan and Kyriakides, 1989)
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Cerebral
Giant Cells
(CGCs)
Dorsal CG
surface,
+170⇥,
⌅500µm
Unknown CGCs fire slowly as a sin-
gle unit and have a gating
function on CPG cells (Yeo-
man et al., 1994b), CGC⇧SO,
CGC⇧B4/B4CL (Straub et al.,
2002) CGCs can decrease inter-
burst interval of B4/B4CL retrac-
tion phase bursts. Monosynaptic
connection to B1 (Kemenes et al.,
2006). Serotenergic. E⇥ects on
frequency of feeding rhythms dur-
ing fast fictive feeding. Su⇤cient
level of CGC activity is required
to allow the SO to drive the feed-
ing rhythm (Yeoman et al., 1996,
1994a)
N Cere-
brals (Ncs
and Nmvs)
Dorsal BG
surface,
anterior to
B2
Unknown Notes: see Benjamin and Elliott
(1989)
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Cerebral
Anterior
1(CA1)
Dorsal CG
subsur-
face, +90⇥,
⌅100µm
Monosyanptic
chemosensory
This cell shows a reduction
of sucrose-induced activity after
training, suggesting that it may
have be part of a neural correlate
for learning in the feeding sys-
tem. It shows an ability to mod-
ulate and drive feeding system
activity, likely through its elec-
trotonic connections to the CV1
types (Styles, 2004).
Cerebral
Tentacular
2 (CT2)
Ventral
CG sur-
face, 0⇥,
⌅600µm
Presumed
monosynaptic
chemosensory
CT2 is an intriguing candidate for
sensory integration in the feed-
ing system because of its likely
chemosensory input and its early
firing time. Its firing appears to
precede any other cell in the feed-
ing system in a particular (Styles,
2004) This is a cells identified by
Styles (2004) and identified as a
possible command-like trigger for
feeding rhythm through connec-
tivity to the N1M type. Sensory
Neurons
Continued on next page
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Table A.2 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
Oesophageal
Mechanore-
ceptors
(OMs)
BG -15⇥,
⌅225µm
Mechanical sen-
sory input
Located on the BG dorsal sur-
face, between B2 and B3. This
type is thought to terminate
feeding activity when oesopha-
gus is full through stimulation
of Rasp phase motoneurons and
inhibitory connections to all N
types. To date, the OM is the
only well studied primary sensory
neuron type in the feeding sys-
tem.
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A.4 Motoneurons
In my analysis in the following chapters I rely heavily on the motoneurons
of the buccal ganglia as they are the cells which provide the most easily
identifiable signals in our MEA recordings. Of the 10 motoneuron types
found in the BG (B1-10), the B1, B3, B4, and B7 cells, along with the
B4 cluster provide the best physical and activity based identification of
cells in the feeding system. The B3, B4, and B7 types have also been
most frequently used to observe system activity due to their very direct
connectivity to the interneuron types (see fig. 1.5). Accordingly, these
cells became primary targets for the type of cell identification performed
in chapter 5. The phasic relationships between cells provide an interesting
target of study given the high degree of cross connectivity between them
(see fig 1.6).
Table A.3: Motoneuron Properties
Cell Name Location Input Notes
B1 BG dor-
sal, +85⇥,
⌅200µm
N1M (+),
N1L(+), SO,
CGC
Phase: N1/Protraction. This
type is briefly active at the start
of protraction and then generates
a single spike at the end of the N1
phase. One cell appears in each
buccal ganglia, with an electro-
tonic coupling between them. It
is thought to be a salivary gland
motoneuron.
Continued on next page
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Table A.3 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
B2 Location:
BG dor-
sal, +10⇥,
⌅200µm
N1M(+),
N2d(+), B3(+)
Phase: N2/Rasp. Unusually B2
does not appear to be directly en-
trained to the feeding rhythm. It
has been identified as a gut con-
traction motoneuron (Perry et al.,
1998).
B3 BG dor-
sal, -25⇥,
⌅225µm
N1M(-), N2v(+
Glu), N2d(+
ACh), N3p(+),
N3t(+)
Phase: N2/Rasp. According to
Benjamin et al. (2000) the B3
cells may be a systems-level read-
out of the memory trace in the
whole feeding system due to their
exploration of the lip touch train-
ing protocol. Jones (2004) and
others have used it in this way,
and so this is a critical target for
the monitoring described below.
A strong EPSP occurs in B3 be-
fore the onset of a fictive feed-
ing cycle, and this is enhanced
following lip touch conditioning.
The fictive feeding response is not
observed in semi-intact systems
prepared from sated snails, but
the enhanced EPSP however, still
is (Staras et al., 1999a). Activ-
ity that begins in the rasp phase
can carry on into the swallow
phase. It is inhibited in protrac-
tion phase (Benjamin et al., 1979)
Continued on next page
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Table A.3 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
B4/B4Cl BG dorsal,
+175⇥,
⌅200µm
SO(-), N1M(-
), N1L(-),
N2d(+/-),
N3p(-), N3t(-),
B8(e)
Phase: N3/Swallow. The B4
presents one of the dominant
rhythms found in the feeding sys-
tem. This type innervates the an-
terior jugalis muscle and tensor
muscles in the buccal mass dur-
ing the rasp phase.
B5 BG dorsal,
+180⇥,
⌅225µm
N2d(- ACh) Phase: N3/Swallow. Along with
the B2s these are possibly oe-
sophageal motoneurons.
B6 BG dorsal,
+110⇥,
⌅30µm
N1M(+) Phase: N1/Protraction. B6 in-
nervates the posterior jugalis pro-
traction phase muscle.
B7 BG dorsal,
0⇥, ⌅30µm
N1M(+/-),
N1M(e), N2v(-
Glu) (B7nor
receives N2v NO
inhibtion)
Phase: N1/Protraction. Three to
four cells per buccal ganglia, and
two subtypes (B7a and B7nor)
have been observed. They have
common activity patterns, but
the di⇥erent subtypes have vary-
ing properties such as connection
to di⇥erent muscles. B7a has a
posterior jugalis connection un-
seen in other types and no electro-
tonic synapses with N1M. B7nor
receives a nitric oxide input from
B2 motoneurons.
Continued on next page
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Table A.3 – continued from previous page
Cell Name Location Input Notes
B8 BG
dorsal,170⇥,
⌅220µm
B4/B4CL(e),
N2v(-Glu),
N3t(-), N3p(-
), N2d(+/-),
N1M(-), N1L(-)
Phase: N3/Swallow. This type
innervates the upper part of the
anterior jugalis muscle.
B9 BG dorsal,
+175⇥,
⌅250µm
N2v (+Glu),
N2d(+Glu)
Phase: N2/Rasp. Collocated
with the B4CL type surrounding
the large B4 cell
B10 BG dorsal,
+135⇥,
100µm
N1M(+),
N2V(e)
Phase: N2/Rasp. Several cells
that are bilaterally symmetric .
They are known to innervate
buccal mass retraction through
the radula tensor muscle (Staras
et al., 1998a)
Cerebral
Ventrals
3,5,6, and
7 (CV3,
CV5, CV6,
CV7)
Cerebral
Ganglia
Unknown Unknown
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B.1 Software Systems Overview
I include a detailed discussion of software systems because this is a very
non-trivial matter when working with data on the scale described here, and
because of the lack of accessible high performance analysis tools for neuro-
scientists. The analysis system created for this project has been developed
with the goal of being generally useful to the neuroscience multi-electrode
recording community beyond the end of this project. As such, the package
created is more than just a collection of analysis functions, and closer to
a fully fledged analysis application that includes robust functionality for
electrophysiology data management and a graphical user interface (GUI)
for doing so. A significant goal of this type of development should be to
create a system which is largely transparent to the end user, so that very
di⇤cult data processing tasks appear to be intuitive and easy to perform
and that the underlying hardware and software does not become a source
of additional di⇤culty to the experimentalist or analyst. While I do not
believe this system to be complete, I think the work presented here has cre-
ated a powerful platform for further development of a system of this kind,
and it has been designed from the start to be extended by others.
To reiterate ideas from the introduction, the analysis tasks here are to detect
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the membrane potentials of specific neurons in extracellular voltage traces,
identify the locations of those neurons, and to elucidate the functional con-
nectivity of a network of these neurons in a behaving central nervous system.
Furthermore, this type of system opens the door to automated model gen-
eration and reverse engineering of neural networks. In part, this is because
of the simulation system developed for use in validating the location and
connectivity patterns of neurons. If neuronal positions, firing characteris-
tics, and connectivity can be automatically found, a simulated version of
the network can be generated and its characteristics tuned to match those
found in actual biological data.
B.2 Platforms selection
In the first six months of this project (and the three years prior to it) I eval-
uated several di⇥erent hardware and software platforms and programming
environments before settling on those used for the software development
work shown here. For the initial incarnation of the system I selected to
use the Apple Inc. Macintosh hardware platform, the OS X (10.3-10.5)
operating system, the Objective-C language and Xcode integrated devel-
opment environment and associated developer tools for my software pro-
duction based on previous experience with using and creating software for
use with multi-electrode recording equipment. Later in the development
of this work, I reproduced some of the core operations described below in
the Python scripting language for the purpose of running them across mul-
tiple across multiple operating systems. The key motivation behind the
later work was to run analysis operations on clusters of Linux machines.
In the final analysis presented in chapter 5, I also use a MATLAB tool-
box developed by Lionel Barnett (multivariate granger causality toolbox,
a.k.a MVGC - unpublished) because of its speed in performing the Granger
regression step as opposed to previous implementations.
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B.2.1 OS X Platform considerations
The only significant drawback for selecting OS X as the primary operating
system platform for development is that the (graphical user interface) GUI
and user management software layer is proprietary. While not an ideal
situation for development of a research platform, the facility to rapidly
create intuitive user interfaces and the data management tools I highlight
below more than makes up for this deficit. Like the various flavours of
the Linux OS, the core operating system (i.e. the kernel, file system, etc.)
is open and this allows for very low level control of the platform. This
becomes a factor to consider when a programmer wants to create e⇤cient
data handling methods customised for improving performance.
Objective-C is a powerful and dynamic object oriented language variant of
C programming language that di⇥ers from other commonly used C based
object oriented o⇥spring (C++, C#, etc.) in a few critical ways. The most
significant of these for the purposes of this work is that it is a strict superset
of C that includes the organisational advantages of a true object-oriented
platform. This practical e⇥ect of this is that Objective-C boasts the abil-
ity to incorporate raw C code into its object classes with no modification,
allowing easy reuse of C code libraries. In the scientific programming en-
vironment a developer will want to make use of previously developed code
as much as is possible to minimise development time as there exist several
e⇤cient, optimised libraries for commonly used mathematical operations
used in science and engineering, many of which are written in C.
In the period while the work reported here was ongoing, the second version
of the language was released (Objective-C 2.0 Apple, Inc., 2009) which
added significant new features that the NEA system makes use of. These
included garbage collection, new methods for multithreading, and true 64
bit processing. Where possible, the system is also optimised for single
instruction, multiple data (SIMD) commands, which is of great benefit for
anyone working with large arrays of data on which operations have to be
performed on each unit in the array sequentially.
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Previous work on software for multi-electrode recording area has been done
on the Linux platform (specifically using Red Hat Linux as a development
environment) in the Potter and Pine Labs (Wagenaar et al., 2005) I have
found that the OS X operating system to be both more accessible to end
users and have more robust libraries for advanced development, particu-
larly in the areas of data modelling and GUI development. Much work for
multi-electrode array analysis has also been done in the MATLAB (Math-
works, Natick, MA, USA) numerical programming environment. There is
a significant e⇥ort at developing a unified analysis system for MEA data
in MATLAB (Meier et al., 2008), but I am sceptical of the ultimate util-
ity of such a development because of MATLAB’s inherent limitations and
proprietary nature.
B.2.2 A Python based system for cross platform based
applications
Python is rapidly becoming the default scripting language for programming
work in the engineering and scientific communities. The Python community
has written several fast and intuitive numerical (e.g. Numpy) and scientific
(e.g. Scipy) collections of objects for the types of data analysis. This
language Python has also seen very rapid uptake within neuroscience and
is facilitating the development of a number of useful libraries for the analysis
and simulation of large-scale datasets in neuroscience.
In order to speed the analysis presented here, and to make the tools devel-
oped more accessible to other researcher, the core analysis functions devel-
oped for the OSX based system were recoded in Python. This has allowed
the data analysis functions to be run on high performance computing re-
sources (e.g. a cluster of server nodes).
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B.2.3 MATLAB usage
The current incarnation (at the time of this writing) of the commonly used
MATLAB (7.7.0 R2008b at the time of this writing) environment has sig-
nificant problems with memory management when performing operations
on large data sets which make analysis runs prohibitively slow and prone
to program crashes due to memory swapping to disc issues. In terms of
ease of use and as a tool for quick prototyping of new analysis idea, I have
found MATLAB to be very useful despite the memory issues. When using
full size data sets (see below in 3.4 Data Structures) I have encountered the
problems listed above, which have prompted creation of the NEA system.
The algorithms in both the SOM and G-Causality modules have a per-
formance that is approximately ten times better than equivalent functions
in MATLAB (see processing figure) on the two computers I used for this
project (see computer technical description in chapter 2).The exception to
this has been in the use of the Barnett produced MVGC toolbox, which has
an implementation of the Granger regression based on the autocovariance
of the data streams being examined. It is the intention that this implemen-
tation will be rewritten in either the C or Python languages to more fully
integrate with the rest of the analysis system discussed here.
B.3 Incorporated Code From Other Sources
Incorporated into the software package is a framework (a.k.a. code li-
brary) written in Objective-C entitled F-Script, authored by Phillipe Mou-
gin (Mougin, 2003). The F-Script framework provides two features that are
particularly useful for my purposes here. First, it provides an implementa-
tion of Array Processing Language (Iverson, 1962) which allows the writing
of scripts for complex processing of arrays of numbers and I have used this
capability for prototyping a number of the functions in the SOM system.
Second, it provides a very powerful code introspection and manipulation
system that allows an Objective-C developer to observe every code object
in a running program. It also allows a developer to give users of a program
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this same type of access to a running program through a command line
interface, and I have included this interface in the NEA package. The ra-
tionale behind including this is to provide users the ability to do their own
trouble shooting, to learn more about the internal operations of the system
if desired, and hopefully to use it to aid in extending the system.
I have also made significant use of the GNU Scientific Library (GSL: Gough,
2009), which is a collection of mathematical functions written in the C
language that are highly optimized for fast processing and e⇤cient memory
usage. The GSL is targeted at developers producing numerical analysis
software that require superior performance, but would like to avoid writing
all the basic mathematical functions required to achieve this. Several GSL
functions of interest use the C language version of the BLAS/LAPACK
(Blackford et al., 2002) libraries, which are the standard algorithms used
across a number of fields (statistics, physics, economics, etc.) for fast matrix
algebra operations. For use in the NEA package I have created Objective-C
compatible wrappers for the GSL matrix and vector data structures, and a
number of the GSL statistical and linear algebra functions.
In the GSL function wrappers I have also included a number of custom con-
venience methods specifically tailored to the analysis at hand. Among these
are matrix or vector methods for trimming and lagging data sets, methods
that return the standard statistical moments of data sets, and methods that
allow easy conversion between higher and lower levels of data abstraction.
The latter were included because each of the data structures used has its
own advantages for di⇥erent processing tasks, and because higher level ab-
stractions may include lower level ones as part of their structure (e.g. An
NEA time series stream contains a file reference to its 16 bit integer data
file)
For the Python versions of operations, I have used the High Density Format
5 (HDF5) based data format package PyTables (Alted et al., 2010) for
storing analysis and simulation parameters, simulated and recorded data,
and analysis results.
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B.4 NEA Software System Description
The group of software components that make up the tool set described here
I have named the Neural Engineering Analyst (NEA) package. The system
is organised around working with and viewing a number di⇥erent types
of data objects and streams generated by electrophysiology (and possibly
other time series) recordings. The core components are as follows:
1. Data Importer. An importer to convert the native format of the Mul-
tichannel Systems recording software package (MCRack Manual, Mul-
tichannel Systems, GmBH, 2009) to 16 bit binary integer streams.
The MCRack file type stores data points for each channel as they are
recorded, resulting in a single binary stream in which at each sampled
time point values are made in channel order. In the importer code, I
reorganise this into integer streams which are the data for only a sin-
gle channel, and then store these as individual files. Other extensions
for importing other neural data recording filetypes are also in various
stages of development. A more general importer was also created for
bringing data sets stored as character delimited text files (specifically
for Spike2 format files)
2. Data trace viewer. This is an oscilloscope-like view whose time range
(from 0.1ms to full range of data) and voltage ranges (10 uV to 1V)
may be set to provide di⇥erent perspectives on streams, both singly
or in groups of views representing multiple traces. Any of the time
series (e.g. raw data, PCA/ICA components, convolved spike) streams
may be loaded into this viewer. In addition to data traces, this view
will highlight spikes that have been detected using the component
described below, and will display these spikes in the colour of the
SOM node (i.e. the neuron) which has identified it as being part of
its spike cluster. This viewer also provides an animation capability for
scanning through data streams, and allows setting of colours for the
labels, axes, traces, etc.
3. Statistics system. A package for computing basic statistics on raw
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streams, spike streams, and convolved spike streams and histogram
viewing. This includes a number of standard statistical computations
(mean, mode, median, variance, correlation etc.) but also specific
functions for calculating spike and burst specific measures (interspike
interval”burstiness” measures, etc.) of streams.
4. Spike Detection System. A system for automated threshold-based de-
tection of action potentials in time series data based on the median
data algorithm (Donoho and Johnstone, 1994). Facility for manual
setting of thresholds is also included. This system automatically calcu-
lates inter-spike intervals (ISIs) and stores time stamps and waveforms
of each spike.
5. Burst Detection System. Using the ISIs calculated during spike detec-
tion, the burst detector will determine when a group of spikes should
be characterised as belonging to a particular burst. This uses the sim-
plest form of burst detection, i.e. a maximum ISI between spikes and
a minimum number of spikes per burst.
6. SOM system. A package for computing the rectangular Kohonen Self-
organizing map of spike waveforms in a set’s data streams, including
a capability to triangulate recorded neuron locations based on charge
source density estimation.
7. MEA, SOM and G-causality Network Map viewer. A viewer that
shows the position of MEA electrodes that generated a raw or simu-
lated data set, the x,y position of SOM detected neurons on the MEA
and average amplitude of spike clusters identified by the SOM process
(i.e. prospective neurons), and the G-Causality network of connections
between the spike clusters.
8. Simulation system. A simulation system for producing Izhikevich
model neuron (Izhikevich, 2003) based membrane voltage data as fil-
tered through simulated electrodes to produce simulated raw data
streams. The simulator requires the user to: input a model MEA
(provided by the MEA structure formatter), create a set of Izhike-
vich neurons (see methods), and create synapses. The simulator will
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auto-generate neurons and synapses, taking care not to duplicate neu-
ron positions (i.e. no overlapping neurons allowed) or synapses (i.e.
only two synpases are allowed between any given pair of neurons - one
incoming and outgoing connection each).
9. G-Causality System. A system for estimating functional connectiv-
ity data between neurons using multi-variate Granger causality. This
package was produced by studying the algorithms in the Seth (2005)
Causal Connectivity Matlab package and producing a high perfor-
mance version of it (in the C language using GSL functions) for use
within the NEA program. This system accepts a matrix of data
streams whose rows represent a set of time series that have putative
causal connections (for this work the input streams are typically the
convolved streams produced by the SOM system). The regression
coe⇤cients (betas), F-test values, causal connectivity coe⇤cients and
measures of causal density and causal flow (as developed in Seth, 2005)
are returned as a result of this process.
10. MEA structure formatter. A viewer and formatter for laying out the
physical structure of MEAs from which data has come from or those
that will be simulated. For the SOM system to accurately predict
the location of neurons on MEAs, it must be supplied with the exact
position of each electrode on the recording array. This system also al-
lows for the exploration of the possible recording properties of di⇥erent
MEA layouts through use of the above simulation system.
11. Butterworth bandpass filter. To remove low frequency artefacts gener-
ated by electromagnetic noise and/or liquid movement with the MEA
dish, and high frequency noise generated by the recording system it-
self, a four pole bandpass filter is provided whose cuto⇥ bands may be
manually set. Although intended for raw data, this can be run on any
time series stream available in the NEA system.
12. PCA/ICA System. To compare our techniques to commonly used
methods of spike sorting and neuronal time series processing, the sys-
tem includes code objects that perform principal and/or independent
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components analysis according to standard algorithms (Stone, 2004).
The PCA process can also used as an alternative for using the band-
pass filter for removing noise components (see Chapters 1 and 2).
B.5 Data Structures
One of the most important concerns when working with large data sets being
used for multiple types of analysis is the organisation of their structure so
that they can be stored and accessed e⇤ciently. This was one of the key
motivators in selecting Apple Macintosh OS X (10.3-10.5) as a development
platform. Developer’s tools that are included with the operating system
include a number of code frameworks (a.k.a. libraries) which can be used
to speed development of projects with complex data structures such as the
one described here. The framework I made most extensive use of was the
Apple Inc. provided ”Core Data” set of code libraries and development
tools Apple, Inc. (2009).
The NEA package makes extensive use of the Core Data system for man-
aging software objects (as in object orientation) for storage in a relational
database framework. At the time of this It is one of the most advanced sys-
tems available for this purpose. In this application, the Core Data object
model (see fig. 3.1) is stored in a bundle (a.k.a. file package) along with
the various data streams (raw, spike, or convolved spike) that belong to a
particular experiment.
This framework centres around the use of a data model that can be stored
to one of three possible file types. The type I selected for use is an SQL store
(for speed and storage e⇤ciency reasons), which the Core Data system saves
to a database file using the SQLite protocols (see www.sqlite.org/docs.html).
The data model consists of entities (data streams or objects) which have
a number properties (variables or data) and relationships to other entities.
This type of data organisation in which all the individual data components
are stored in a common repository, and the relationships between compo-
nents are known to the software system, makes the creation of GUIs for
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data manipulation. These properties also allow the user to save the state
of an analysis system and return to it later, or save multiple versions of an
analysis system to try di⇥erent analysis parameters on data streams.
During the course of an analysis run the software has to be able to access
and store a number of di⇥erent data types including: MEA models, network
simulation models, raw data, spike timing streams, PCA/ICA processed
streams, spike waveforms, SOM node data, SOM convolved spike streams,
and causal connectivity data. In addition, the system needs to be able
to keep track of the relationships between each of these structures. The
schema modelling capabilities of the Core Data system was a very natural
fit for this type of description, particularly because binary streams such as
those used for all of the stream types listed above can be stored within
the database file (as Binary Large Objects, BLOBs in database-speak). A
more e⇤cient version of the data model was later created to provide faster
access to data streams, because recovery of BLOBs from database files can
sometimes be slower than individual file access. In the latest version, binary
data streams (e.g. raw data streams for each recording channel) are saved
to individual files and are referenced from the data model using a uniform
resource locator (URL). This allows both rapid access and marshalling of
data on demand without putting undue strain on the database controller.
Within the code that comprises the NEA system, data is manipulated in
one of four di⇥erent forms of structure. At the lowest level of abstraction are
binary data streams that are used for storage on disk. These are stored and
used through object wrappers (using the NSData object - see Apple, Inc.,
2009) and loaded into variables of one the three types below for processing.
I make use of a standard C language array (Kernighan and Ritchie, 1988)
to load in data from disk whenever each data point in a single stream needs
to be operated on independently of any other stream. For use in GSL
functions for solving linear systems, generating stream statistics, etc., the
GSL library has a system of C language structs for handling vectors and
matrices (gsl matrix and gsl vector, Gough, 2009). At the highest level of
abstraction I have created object based file wrappers for these structs to
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Figure B.1: Recording File Data model. This object graph represents the per-
sistent data that underlies a document file in the NEA system. Component
objects shown here are stored in a relational database file (SQL format). Each
box represents a single data object, its variable attributes, and the relationships
it maintains with other objects. Relationships are also indicated by arrows: a
single headed arrow is a to one relationship, and a double headed arrow indicates
a to many relationship (e.g. a recording will have many streams, but a data
stream will only have one recording). This relationship model allows the type of
rapid processing and visualisation described in the text, and allows a user to save
the state of their current analysis session by storing the data model to disk.
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ease their use within the Apple Cocoa system, specifically for large scale
data organisation and movement between GUI components and the data
model.
At this highest level, the Cocoa core libraries provide data objects for a
number of di⇥erent purposes. Each of the entities in the data model figure
are loaded in from disk into either a generic or custom data object (of type
NSManagedObject - see Apple, Inc., 2009) that contains all that objects
associated data, properties, and relationships (e.g. A raw data stream will
have its binary data, variables related to its processing and a relationships
with an MEA electrode). For handling collections of objects there are spe-
cialised data objects (NSArray, NSSet, etc. - see Apple, Inc., 2009) and
these are used for managing sets or arrays of electrodes, SOM nodes, etc.
(Trivia note for clarity - all Cocoa framework object names begin with NS
because the system was originally developed by Next Step inc. before that
company merged with Apple inc.)
B.6 Memory Management
As mentioned above, a primary motivation for developing a new analysis
system specifically for our purposes was the poor memory management
capabilities of existing packages. Due to the size of the data sets being
analysed here (raw data sets sometimes exceeding 2GB, and subsequent
analysis operations creating multiples of that) custom memory management
methods are required. Due to these extreme requirements, the memory
space that is allowed to a particular software application must be specifically
adjusted to make full use of the memory available. The primary processing
machine (Apple Mac G5) used for the analysis runs presented here, has 8Gb
of RAM, and the standard virtual memory space allotted to an application
(in 32 bit mode) is 4Gb. The G-Causal and SOM operations may require
extremely large virtual memory spaces when operating on large data sets.
Wherever possible, data points are kept in their original 16 bit unsigned
integer format for processing to maintain a low memory footprint and in-
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crease processing speed. For example, when generating the SOM for any
data set, the operations are only comparing the Euclidean distance between
any two data points, so conversion to a floating point variable is not nec-
essary. While the NEA program is running, an e⇥ort is made to only keep
the current needed data objects or streams loaded into memory. For e⇤-
cient use of central processor time and for provision of independent memory
spaces, each of the analysis operations is threaded (i.e. is spun o⇥ as process
independent of the NEA software system - see Apple Threaded Program-
ming Guide (Apple, Inc., 2009) for a description of threading operations).
In some cases, where a number of streams are being operated on sequen-
tially (e.g. spike detection), each individual analysis operation is contained
within its own thread.
While analysis techniques are being performed, an e⇥ort is made to load into
RAM the minimum amount of data necessary at each processing step. In
practice, this involves storing each data stream to a separate data file and
then creating a representation of that file whenever a particular analysis
task needs to access it. This representation is then accessed to load the
binary data representing streams (either a specific range of the data or an
entire file) into RAM. The NEA system also uses a mixed model of memory
management, making use of the Obj-C 2.0 system of garbage collection
for management of GUI components and other Cocoa objects, but using
standard C memory allocation and de-allocation methods in memory critical
processes such as those using GSL functions.
B.7 64 Bit Time Bases
The time base used for all operations is 0.01 milliseconds. This base was
chosen because of the availability of 64 bit variables on the OS X platform
(equivalent to the long long integer type) and the maximum sampling speed
of our recording hardware (24 KHz). This selection is also motivated by
having a single variable index for each data point, as opposed to having
to store the index in two variables (an upper and lower time base) which
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would add to the complexity of the code required to access individual data
points. All streams are also indexed using the simple numerical position of
data points (i.e. data point at time zero is data point zero, etc.)
At at sampling speed of 5 KHz (our typical usage), the recording system
generates 300 thousand data points per minute, or 3.6 million points per
channel for a two hour experiment and 2.16 billion data points for an entire
60 channel array. As mentioned above, for practical reasons, 64 bit indexes
make coding this system easier to do. For example: a 32 bit unsigned
integer (maximum numerical representation 4294967295) can represent 11
minutes of data with a 10 s index, a 64 bit unsigned integer (maximum
representation 18446744073709551615) can represent 51 billion minutes of
data with a 10 s index. For future work, I can foresee processing operations
in which we may want to assign a index to every unique data point in a
multichannel recording, and this along with the probable increase in the
number of available recording electrodes in newer MEA recording systems
makes use of 64 bit index a good choice for future development.
The drawback of using a 64 bit variable is that storage becomes problematic,
because when using 64 bit, standard integers require twice as much space
on memory registers. In addition processing time can be increased for 64
bit variables depending on how the processing pipeline is arranged on a
particular computer architecture. For example a 64 bit central processor
chip could process two 32 bit integers simultaneously, while only a single 64
bit integer could be processed in a single operation. For our purposes here
this is not of significant concern, because the 64 bit indexes are not used in
any of the memory or processor intensive operations such as the SOM or
G-Causal system, but they could be in future.
B.8 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
One of my concerns in making decisions on how to develop the software was
that I would not be the sole user and that it would eventually be used by
others. This played a significant role in determining how the management
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of data would be handled and how it would be interfaced to GUI compo-
nents. In creating new analysis and modelling algorithms I have found it
imperative to have both quantitative and visual methods of verification that
new systems are working according to the assumptions which were used to
create them. Specifically, I have observed that visual feedback in analysis
and modelling systems can quickly point out either flawed algorithms or
problems in the assumptions behind them. We are fortunate that desktop
computers have the processing power, especially in respect to graphical pro-
cessing units (GPUs) so that this type of verification is possible within a
reasonable timeframe.
The GUI system for the NEA program is organised around a document
based architecture (akin to a word processing document) that is provided by
the Cocoa and Core Data libraries (Apple, Inc., 2009). In this arrangement,
the document object code (a subclass of NSPersistentDocument) manages
saving and loading of data in the SQL database file (see fig. 3.1 above)
that retains all of the data associated with a particular analysis run. The
document also contains custom code that manages each of the di⇥erent GUI
windows, view types, and processing components described here.
Each data set and its component time series streams (raw, spikes only, or
other processed streams) can be visually represented in a number of ways
in the NEA package. The most common is just as a Euclidean line plot,
as is common for viewing any time series, with time being the x axis. The
biggest consideration when performing these types of plots is determining
how many points from the data set must actually be represented as pixels
on the screen. A significant amount of processing time can be consumed
by converting from binary data structures to screen pixel data structures if
this is not performed carefully. For example, a typical two minute data set
recorded at 5 KHz would comprised of 300,000 data points.
The highest screen resolutions typically used on standard monitors provide
a horizontal width of 1680 pixels, meaning that some form of down-sampling
or windowed averaging must be performed to do these types of line plots
for viewing long stretches of data. In the NEA package, I provide a full
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resolution time series view mode that simply draws nearby points on top of
one another and an averaging mode for faster viewing that automatically
determines the correct averaging window depending on what the current
view size (in pixels) is on the screen. This gives the user the option of
viewing data in its full detail if required, but allows for much faster viewing
if the full representation is not practical or useful. An animation function
is also provided in this display for viewing streams in a continuous sliding
motion at the desired rate.
For spike data, the NEA package provides two additional graphing views.
In addition to seeing the raw waveforms of spikes displayed as a time series,
it is useful to see all spikes from a stream overlaid on top of one another
to visually observe the variations of spike shapes that might be present in
that stream. For viewing many simultaneous spike time series a common
convention in multi-unit recording work is to use a dot plot, where each
spike is represented by a dot or line at its time stamp. This allows for an
uncluttered view of every spike on every channel recorded for long stretches
of data. When this mode is used in combination with SOM separated
streams it provides a good overview of system activity, as spikes belonging
to each identified neuron are displayed in a di⇥erent colour.
For every given data stream it is useful for the purposes of processing
to know that streams statistical properties. These may include normal-
ity, independence or complexity, all of which are moments of the streams
probability density function (PDF). In practise, I have found it helpful to
have readily available visual representations of these statistical properties
as an aid to making decision about which processing techniques to use, and
whether those techniques are working as expected. Combining the time
series view of data streams shown above with a view of the stream PDF
gives an intuitive feel for the character of the signals that form the series.
PDF histograms have been used in this project to display the occurrence of
raw voltage levels, spikes occurring on a raw data stream according to their
amplitude, or spikes according to their identified waveform.
To allow visualisation of the self-organising map process, a graphic of the
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Figure B.2: Raw data time series. Ten seconds (x scale) of raw data from two
channels shown at a y scale of 350 V in the raw data viewer after spike detection.
The raw trace is shown in green, with detected spikes shown in white and their
time stamp indicated above the trace by small white vertical lines. Blue-gray
upper and lower lines indicate the spike detection threshold, and the centre line
indicates the zero voltage. The slider button along the bottom provides scrolling
capability, and indicates the position of the current view within the data set. The
data set clocks in the upper left and right indicate the recording time stamp of
the data points at the left and right edges of the window in hours:min:s:ms:µs
format.
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current state of all SOM nodes is provided. This is an image of the two
dimensional Kohonen map space formed by the centroids of identified spike
clusters. During training this graphic can be animated to observe the chang-
ing state of each nodes weights (see chapter 4 for description of SOM nodes).
This gives an intuitive way of observing how the map is formed during
training, and gives an NEA user a way understanding how changing map
parameters may a⇥ect the SOM identification process. At the conclusion of
training, a visual inspection of the final state of the SOM nodes also pro-
vides a sanity check on how well nodes represent spikes found on particular
input data streams.
In order to see the predicted positions of neurons identified from the SOM
clustering process and to see the results of Granger causal connectivity
detection, the package provides a network map viewer. This viewer displays
three di⇥erent types of objects: closed circles representing the positions of
electrodes on the MEA from which the recording was generated; open circles
representing the predicted positions of a data streams source; and arrows
representing the causal connectivity as generated by the Granger causality
process. The map scale is defined by the size of the electrode diameters and
their centre-to-centre distance. For signal source representation, a rough
estimate is made of neuron size based on the average spike amplitude and
this is used to set the diameter of each sources circle (see chapter 4). Colors
for circles are determined either by the column-row position in the self-
organising map, or in the case of simulated data prior to processing, as a
function of the simulated somas x,y position. Prior to processing, raw data
is represented as a white circle centred on the channel from which it was
recorded.
Most of the available processing, simulation and viewing operations have
associated windows or panels in the NEA package which provide mouse
click access to the underlying functionality of the operations. Text boxes,
sliders, and control knobs are also provided for setting numerical values
where appropriate for particular GUI objects. NEA makes use of data tables
(based on Apples NSTable object, see Apple, Inc. (2009)) for representation
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of data sets (represented as streams) and data objects such electrode or
simulated cell representation. This provides the ability to rapidly scan the
contents of the underlying data analysis file being worked on, and in certain
instances (e.g. simulation) provides a method of quickly changing the values
(singly or en masse).
In addition to clickable controls, NEA provides a command line interface
to most operations. This was produced by adapting the command line
interface created for the F-Script scripting package listed above. This in-
terface allows the use of a simplified object message syntax that is similar
to that used by the Objective-C data objects that are used by NEA. For
example, if we have a set of raw data sets that we have labelled as raw1,
raw2, raw3 in our analysis file, we could enter the command TraceWindow
setStreams:raw1,raw2,raw3. In this example TraceWindow is an instance
of the object class which draws line plots of data streams. This command
would cause this trace window to draw a plot for each of the three streams
and stack them vertically in the window on screen. Data streams them-
selves are objects that accept commands and can return numerical values
at the command line as well. For instance a stream will respond with an
answer at the command line to commands such as raw1 mean to give the
mean of all data points in the stream, or a command like raw1plus2 :=
raw1 add:raw2 which will create a new stream raw1plus2 that is the addi-
tion of all data points from both streams. In addition to streams, vector
and matrix representations of data sets can be manipulated like this as well.
B.9 Analysis Processing Workflow
Here I present the typical workflow used in the generation of the analyses
presented in later chapters. This pipeline was arrived at after testing a
number of di⇥erent sequences of the analysis tools listed above (see next
chapter for full discussion). The software system is designed to be flexible
though, and each analysis process can operate independently as long as the
data streams being fed to it are valid in the context they are being used.
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Due to this independence all the analysis tools can vertically stack (i.e.
form sequential processing operations) in any particular order.
The normal workflow seen in later chapters is organised around three of the
data stream types. The first is the raw stream, which is a direct copy of the
sixteen bit integer streams stored by the Multichannel Systems software
MCRack (see Chapter 2) during our MEA experiments, but reorganised
upon import into NEA for more e⇤cient access and storage as noted above.
The NEA data importer is designed to be flexible for future addition of
other file types but is currently targeted at files from MCRack and Spike2
(Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). The importer can also
take multiple files (as in a multipart data set) and will store them as a
single representation in the analysis file.
Once imported into NEA, raw streams are typically manipulated through
filtering, spike detection, and burst detection, but the facility is present
to run additional analysis operations on them if required (e.g. Granger
causality). Filtering consists of using either PCA or a bandpass filter to
remove noise components from a stream. The decision on how to filter each
set has been made manually depending of the particular signal qualities
of each set. Noise components such as the presence of 50Hz electrical line
oscillations or fluid movement artefacts in recordings are those which most
directly impact these decisions.
The second stream type contains sets of data points from raw streams which
have been detected as belonging to a spikes by the spike detection process
described in the chapter 2. Spike streams have two primary data compo-
nents: a list of the spike onset times, and a set of windows of data points
that centred on and surrounding the identified onset of each spike. The spike
detector can either work in automated mode using the algorithm discussed
in Chapter 2, or with the upper and lower thresholds being set manually.
In addition to producing spike streams, the spike detector produces a re-
port on the statistics of spikes within a given stream which includes the
inter-spike intervals (ISI) used by the burst detector.
Bursts of spikes (i.e. data windows representing all data points spanning
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a sets of spikes labelled as a burst) are represented as a spike stream that
is a sub-stream of the main spike stream for a particular raw stream. The
burst detector requires two values to be set: the minimum number of spikes
allowable for a burst and the maximum allowable ISI between any two
spikes in the burst. Due to the non-continuous nature of spike streams,
some analysis operations are not appropriate for use with them. However,
a convolved representation of a spike stream (such as the third stream type)
of non-overlapping spikes can be used where this is a problem.
After spike detection, the resulting spike streams are fed to the SOM oper-
ation. Initially, all the spikes in all spike streams of interest are copied into
a single binary file. This training set is then used to evolve the SOM nodes
to their final values. The user must set the number of desired columns and
rows of nodes in the SOM, the learning rate, and the number of training in-
stances (i.e. spikes in our case) to be presented to the nodes. Nodes are then
against each other checked for redundancy (see chapter 2 for method) and
remaining nodes are used to filter all spikes from the training set into classes.
Each of the SOM nodes is also assigned a unique colour for representation
of its triangulated location on the network map and for representation of
spikes belonging to its class in any of the tracing views described above.
The third stream type used is a convolution of all the member spikes in each
of the spike classes. As they have been identified as belonging to a particular
SOM node class, the assumption is made that they belong to a single neuron
(see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion). These streams are the input type
usually provided for the Granger Causality process to determine the causal
connectivity of the network. The G-Causal operation can also work in either
a fully automated mode or a manual one. In the manual mode values for
the number of lags required for the statistical model must be set, whereas in
the automated mode this is set by using the information criterion discussed
in the previous chapter. The resulting data structures from this process
include the F-test values, causal connection weights, and the residual sum of
squares data (restricted and unrestricted) for the input streams. The causal
connection weights are used to produce the arrows seen in the network map
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figure above.
At each stage of processing listed above the results are saved to the NEA
file type and the associated streams are saved to a binary file in the NEA
files data folder. This allows analysis operations to be performed piece-wise
and also allows the possibility of saving the process at di⇥erent stages to
explore the e⇥ect of di⇥erent analysis conditions.
B.10 NEA System Summary
The management and analysis of data from multi-unit electrophysiology
recording systems necessitates the use of a complex software system. I
selected to create the system described above rather than to use a com-
mercial system because functions for neuron detection, triangulation, and
connectivity analysis that I was seeking have yet to be implemented in those
packages. Furthermore, existing packages developed in academia based on
commercial analysis tools such often have di⇤culty dealing with very high
volume data sets, and so that motivated the creation of custom data han-
dling routines. Intuitive graphical user interfaces for high dimensional data
are also rare among commercial packages, and so I have tried to create an
interface system which allows the user to interact with their recording data
in a number of di⇥erent useful ways. The resulting software system forms
the basis for all the analyses produced in the previous chapters.
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